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Abstract This is a narrative inquiry into the role of professional development in the

construction of teaching practice by an exemplary urban high school science teacher. I

collected data during 3 years of ethnographic participant observation in Marie Gonzalez’s

classroom. Marie told stories about her experiences in ten years of professional develop-

ment focused on inquiry science teaching. I use a social practice theory lens to analyze my

own stories as well as Marie’s. I make the case that science teaching is best understood as

mediated by socially-constructed identities rather than as the end-product of knowledge

and beliefs. The cognitive paradigm for understanding teachers’ professional learning fails

to consistently produce transformations of teaching practice. In order to design profes-

sional development with science teachers that is generative of new knowledge, and is self-

sustaining, we must understand how to build knowledge of how to problematize identities

and consciously use social practice theory.

Keywords Professional development � High school science teaching � Inquiry

science teaching ethnography

How can we design professional development for science teachers in ways which foster

high school science teaching for social justice and equity, classrooms in which all students,

regardless of race and social class, experience meaningful science learning? I now have

had some eight years of experience as a high school science teacher, eight as a graduate

student in an urban schooling program, and ten as a teacher educator and researcher. In my

professional roles I have observed more than 100 secondary science classrooms in which

teachers lectured to students who copied ‘‘notes’’ verbatim off the board; they assigned

worksheets, vocabulary lists, and the questions at the end of the chapter. They held class
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discussions in which one student’s answer was taken as proof of general understanding.

Making ‘‘foldables’’ and concept maps seems to be an activity increasingly popular with

teachers and students alike; concept maps are a research-proven strategy, except that in all

instances I have witnessed, teachers told their students what to put in the bubbles or folds.

This circumvents the intent of mapping as a tool for thinking, and is representative of what

I have seen happen consistently: research-based, constructivist strategies are instantiated in

behaviorist ways. Students also often made posters or PowerPoints for presentation to an

audience of their peers, who generally did not listen, and spent a great deal of instructional

time making their presentations look pretty. They copied the standard off the board, and the

teacher conducted a recitation lesson on the language of the standards, rather than actually

teaching science. Rare laboratory activities provided step by step instructions that do not

require thinking. In fact thinking has been notably absent overall, and the overwhelming

majority of students, when I have questioned them out of curiosity and my own boredom

with the lessons I am witnessing, have told me science is boring and they hate it.

This is an old story, told 25 years ago by Kenneth Tobin and James Gallagher (1987),

really going back at least 100 years to John Dewey (1916). Some of these hundred plus

teachers, who seemed to be very nice people, explained to me how important hands-on

science is for students’ learning, leading me to smile politely and stifle my real opinions. All

had been through teacher education programs of one kind or another, some high-quality,

others not, and at minimum all had participated in professional development and content-

specific learning provided by their schools and districts. Clearly they either missed the point

of the science teacher education they had received, or were not able to sustain it within the

culture of schools. What is troubling is they thought they were using constructivist strategies.

Barbara Crawford (2007) concluded in her case study that five novice teachers found it

almost impossible to use inquiry when they encountered school culture, what she called

‘‘the rough and tumble of practice’’ (p. 613). Crawford identified one of the correlating

factors as how novices’ knowledge and beliefs about inquiry teaching did or did not mesh

what they had learned in education school. In this essay article, as I develop a narrative

inquiry into the role professional development played for an in-service science teacher, I

am going to propose an alternative explanation: it is not the knowledge and beliefs held by

science teachers which mediate their practice, but rather the on-the-job social construction

of what it means to be a science teacher, what I am calling identity.

In only thirteen classrooms, including my own, have I witnessed teachers attempting a

connected picture of the concepts of science, or requiring students to explore the nature of

science as a culturally-devised way of knowing, or even asking students to think. I might

add that two instances were student teachers using reform strategies their mentor teachers

openly disparaged as worthless. I remember these reform-oriented classrooms well because

I felt joy just being in the room, seeing students really dig into important ideas and feel

pride in being science learners. These outlier classrooms, then, make me wonder why about

ten percent of the science teachers I come into contact with actually teach in ways that are

consistent with what we know about how students learn science. Could it be that only about

ten percent of the people who become science teachers are talented enough to do so? I

argue this is not so.

In his book, Outliers: The Story of Success (2008), Malcolm Gladwell makes the case

that successful people in any field always have social networks that support them and make

their achievement possible. He argues that star hockey players, the Beatles, Bill Gates, and

others, had to be ‘‘good enough,’’ but not necessarily prodigies. As much as talent, genius

requires both opportunity and prodigious amounts of practice, which Gladwell quantifies at

10,000 h based on a number of studies of expertise. How can science teachers’ professional
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learning opportunities be structured in ways that made excellent science teaching the norm,

and poor teaching the outlier?

I offer this narrative inquiry into the connection between teaching practice and experi-

ences in professional development as a way of thinking about conditions necessary for

teachers’ generative learning. I propose that professional development as aimed at pro-

moting high school inquiry science teaching occurs ‘‘in person,’’ mediated by the body,

mind and subjective histories of persons engaged in science teaching. I work within the

strand of social practice theory (SPT), developed by Jean Lave, in which learning is defined

as, ‘‘transformation of identity’’ (1996). Identity in the literature of SPT, means individuals’

understandings of (1) who they think they are within a particular community of practice, and

how they understand themselves as becoming that person (Wenger 1998); (2) who people

think they are as constructed through interactions with others who tell them who they are

(Holland et al. 2001); and, (3) who they are in relation to others’ identities within a fluid,

shifting nexus of place, time and social interactions. My goal is to develop and use these

theoretical constructs to show how an SPT perspective provides a rich and powerful theory

of teachers’ learning in practice. Using themes developed from participant observation of/

with Marie Gonzalez, an inquiry-using high school teacher, her narratives about profes-

sional learning and her work life, I will tell a story of how identity mediated the way Marie

transformed ideas from professional development into the daily practice of inquiry teaching.

Ethnographic methodologies

I cannot tell Marie’s story without telling parts my own, as the intersection of our inter-

secting, impassioned commitments to science education for all students is the ground from

which this ethnography arose. H. Lloyd Goodall (2006) explained his own ‘‘ethnographic

turn’’ toward interpretive studies, in which writing is itself the data analysis. I do this with

some reservations: how am I going to be ‘‘objective?’’ Graduate school methodology

courses and scientific training have made me suspicious of subjective accounts. Moreover,

how do I decide what to include and what to leave out? There is much, much more data

than I can possibly analyze in a short paper. I see it as a tangled gestalt, and my instinct is

to include as much information as possible so the reader can understand my interpretations.

However, space and patience are limited, so I have followed Goodall’s rule, ‘‘…[I]n the

interest of telling a good story it is permissible to omit details that have no bearing on the

tale, but it is not permissible to make things up’’(Kindle edition, Location 1518 of 2633).

Writing as a research method

I structured this paper to communicate a multidimensional, broad and yet particularized

representation of one inquiry teacher’s practice and its implications for professional

development. In my own scholarly practice, I have found ‘‘I don’t know what I think until I

write,’’ and therefore consider writing to be an essential part of methodology. The finished

paper is thus a tidied-up record of ideas worked through, a methodological point which

Julie Colyar (2009) makes.

My history as a science teacher

I was a high school science teacher in what I will call The District, a very large (geo-

graphically and in terms of number of students) educational institution on the west coast,
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starting in the 1980s, with time off for family and an art career. I was quickly disillu-

sioned by the bureaucratic, uncompassionate treatment of the vast majority of students

relegated to lower and middle tracks. In my school, there were five levels of biology:

remedial, regular, academically enriched, honors, and advanced placement (AP). Based

on my participation in the science department, only the honors and AP students were of

interest to teachers; the others received low-level instruction in vocabulary, many

worksheets, a very few cookbook labs and little opportunity to learn conceptually.

Andrew Gilbert and Randy Yerrick (2001) wrote about similar circumstances in a rural

North Carolina high school, where a teacher’s low opinions of low track students resulted

in students’ disengagement.

I threw my soul into teaching as creatively as I could, and did art on the weekends. In

the mid-1990s, one of a series of superintendents decreed that all high school courses

would henceforth be ‘‘college prep,’’ eliminating remedial classes. This top-down mandate

came with no funding, and no preparation of teachers or school-site administrators, a

pattern which is consistent with Charles Payne’s experiences in the Chicago Public Schools

and he argued, more generally throughout urban education (2007). In the meantime, I had

affiliated myself with The District’s Urban Systemic Initiative (USI), and received grants

for teaching integrated science, a new college preparatory course, along with 3 years of

professional development in pedagogy and teacher leadership. At the time, integrated

science was ‘‘in the air;’’ before joining the USI I had actually tried integrated lessons that

crossed boundaries between physical and life science, and also included art and creative

writing. Since The District had eliminated remedial science, it took little persuasion to get

the head counselor to open up ten sections of Integrated Science 1 (IS-1), although he did

not quite understand that IS-1 was not a remedial course.

Becoming a facilitator of professional development

During this time, as coordinator of IS at our school, I facilitated curriculum development

meetings with the science department. I was puzzled and angered by the refusal of all but

one colleague out of 14 to budge from a commitment to traditional science teaching. The

D-F rate in science was 40 % across all classes, and considering that most in the high-track

magnet classes got high marks, the percentages in low-track classes were much higher. My

fellow science teachers continued to grouse about the students who couldn’t think; they

used instructional time showing videos almost no students watched, and assigned lists of

facts to memorize for tests, mostly failed. They refused to believe that anyone but the

gifted would benefit from doing inquiry, in spite of evidence to the contrary emanating

from my classroom. As they passed by the open door or walked into the stockroom, on

most days they saw 35 busy, engaged, brown-skinned young people, some designated

limited English proficient, noisily looking through microscopes, titrating, observing,

sketching, discussing conclusions, and even doing DNA electrophoresis with equipment

and chemicals borrowed from biotechnology company Amgen. I was astonished that the

other science teachers seemed to feel threatened by the success of students in my classes.

Were they not exceeding my or anyone else’s expectations for them, something to be

celebrated? Had I not transformed my teaching through participation in professional

development? Why did my colleagues repeatedly tell me that professional development

was a waste of time?

One day one of the pioneers of our school, an algebra teacher who had been on the

faculty since it opened in 1968, accosted me in the hall.
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‘‘I hear you gave Sean an A.’’

‘‘Yes, he earned it.’’

His response was something like, ‘‘We just don’t have the quality of students we used to

have.’’

I asked, ‘‘Why is that?’’

‘‘Just look at what color they are,’’ he replied.

I’m guessing that, although most of the faculty was not as blatantly racist as this man,

many held similar opinions, that is, they constructed my students’ success as not genuine

because I must be ‘‘dumbing down’’ my curriculum. In actuality, the cognitive demands of

my classes far exceeded what was happening in the other low-track classes. However, the

social practice of holding students of color to high expectations and giving them enriched

opportunity to learn, was not shared by my colleagues.

The leaders of the USI asked me to lead professional development workshops and to

speak at meetings. I was acutely aware that I had, and continue to have, shortcomings as a

teacher. My attitude was, ‘‘If I did it, you can do it too.’’ The audiences however, seemed to

have a different take: After one such presentation, I spoke to encourage a teacher from

another high school to experiment with inquiry, that students would learn more. ‘‘You’re

just a good teacher,’’ she said, and walked away, leaving me speechless. I already had the

suspicion the defensive bad-mouthing of students and the despair, which permeated the

talk of my colleagues, masked feelings of profound inadequacy. Charles Payne (2007) calls

such teachers demoralized. Although I continued to be angry at the damage being done to

students by schooling, I increasingly understood that teachers were just as hurt. These

recalcitrant colleagues—people I generally liked and called friends—were doing the best

they could, most of them working very hard with very little emotional reward. How could

professional development for science teachers actually bring about transformation of

schooling? To find out, I applied to a PhD program in urban schooling, was accepted, and

resigned my teaching position.

Becoming an educational researcher

Late in the spring term of that first year of graduate school, the learning theories and

investigations into the culture of schooling which were my course of study led to an jolt of

insight, which I remember clearly enough to recall where I was when it happened. All

students don’t learn because nobody expects them to. Ideas from a number of theorists

came together in my head, including Pierre Bourdieu’s argument that the school evaluates

knowledge it does not teach (Bourdieu and Passeron 1977); and Karin Martin’s (1998)

evidence that preschool teachers (and others) construct gender in very young children so

that it comes to be seen as natural. The keystone of the arch under which I passed was

Elizabeth Cohen and Rachel Lotan’s (1997) work showing the profound positive effects of

changing teachers’ expectations of low-achieving students. I realized the problem with

schooling was extremely simple, and at the same time extremely difficult to fix. Clearly I

had to better understand culture and the role of school culture in teaching practice if I was

going to better understand how to design professional development. As I was involved as a

graduate student researcher in a couple of professional development projects, I made plans

to study the interaction of professional development and school culture. I contacted

teachers from the project who seemed to be making changes toward inquiry science

teaching, and they agreed to be part of a study.
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Beyond Final Form Science (BFFS)

The research described in this article had its beginnings in a larger professional devel-

opment effort in which I was a graduate student researcher, BFFS, conducted over 3 years.

The name reflected our desire to move teachers beyond an epistemology that considers

science to be a body of known facts (Duschl 1990), and toward an inquiry-oriented

classroom practice.

The bounds of the ethnographic study

I began the research that resulted in this case study of Marie Gonzalez’s inquiry

teaching during the first year of BFFS, when I visited her classroom as part of the

project. I came twice, video recording her teaching and taking field notes of our

conversations. I asked Marie to choose a pseudonym for the research, and she instantly

replied, ‘‘Marie,’’ explaining that it was her mother’s name. Gonzalez I chose to

preserve her Latino background. (All other names and places described in the article

are also invented.) Although I observed and recorded other teachers, Marie consistently

showed that she had internalized professional development in ways that seemed to be

self-sustaining and generative (Franke et al., 1998), continuing to resonate through her

practice once her participation had ended. It seemed that observing and analyzing her

teaching would provide an opportunity to see how professional development entered

practice.

Marie was one of six teacher-leaders who emerged from BFFS. This group referred to

themselves as ‘‘inquiry teachers,’’ and adopted the name ‘‘The Team’’. However our own

observations of their teaching led us to conclude that of The Team, only Marie and

Grace actually engaged in exemplary inquiry practice. Based on text analysis of audio

recorded conversations between Marie and Grace, I developed the following criteria for

inquiry science teachers: inquirers who develop students’ questions; guides to helping

students find answers through active learning; designers of laboratory experiences

resembling authentic scientific processes; knowers of the canon of science concepts and

the nature of science; assessors of students’ development as science learners; and

effective classroom managers able to teach in the time allotted by district curricular

requirements and standardized testing (Deneroff 2012). Note that I refer to identities of

science teachers, that is, what teachers and others understand themselves to be, rather

than actions such teachers take. The definition, derived from the talk of expert inquiry

teachers, is similar to that proposed by Tali Tal, Joseph Krajcik and Phyllis Blumenfeld

(2006).

Once BFFS was complete, The Team began working with other teachers of integrated

science at their schools to design curriculum and conduct investigations into students’

thinking. Connecting with the University Science Project, ultimately The Team became the

only providers of science teacher professional development for all 49 high schools in The

District.

The BFFS experience was frustrating, in that we had clear evidence that only 3 of the 30

teachers (10 % again) had understood the inquiry paradigm and been able to use it with

their students. 90 % grafted the ideas of inquiry onto traditional methods, continuing to tell

students the facts of science, or perhaps even more discouraging, turning students loose

with materials without clear objectives or connection to ideas of science, resulting in little

learning, chaos, and boredom.
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Representing Marie while maintaining integrity

‘‘Because language is symbolic, and reality is not, these two domains [language and

reality] are obviously not alike…’’ (Goodall 2006, Kindle edition, location 93 of 2633).

In attempting to find meaning and insight by writing about teachers’ experiences with

professional development, I find myself facing the well-documented crisis of repre-

sentation, that is, how can any written account, whether modern or post-modern, pre-

tend to interpret lived experience? I have come to respect Sandra Harding’s

compromise, what she called ‘‘strong’’ (1998, p. 18), rather than absolute objectivity, as

the best I can do.

In the spirit of strong objectivity, I have made my personal stance and position during

the research as explicit as possible, by telling a bit of my own story. As Laurel Richardson

(2008) wrote, ‘‘Knowing the self and knowing about the subject are intertwined, partial,

historical, local knowledges’’ (p. 929). I approach the telling of another’s story with some

trepidation, realizing I have no particular right to represent another’s experience. Therefore

I have included a little of my own narrative as a way of introducing the reader to the

experiences which motivate me to pursue this line of inquiry.

I understand the writing of ethnography as an almost solemn responsibility, and then

must laugh at myself for delusions of grandeur. At the core, I write because I am distressed

by the state of science education in the United States, and convinced that improvement

requires understanding the social construction of teachers’ identities. I will examine the

experiences of an outlier teacher, one of the 10 %, in order to understand how professional

development became part of her work in the classroom.

Participant observation

The ethnography that emerged as my research underscores its ‘‘inductive, interactive and

recursive’’ nature (LeCompte and Schensul 1999, p. 15). As part of BFFS I visited

Bahia High School on a monthly basis, sometimes more; in the second year of BFFS I

spent 9 days over 3 weeks shadowing her; during that time Marie wore a remote

microphone and I audio-recorded all of her speech. I transcribed the audiotapes and

coded them. In addition, I took field notes of all my observations. I videotaped an

additional 4 h of classroom instruction, which also were transcribed. I spent many hours

after school talking with her. I visited Marie on the first day of school in year three,

audio recording her for the entire day. During this year I also attended two professional

development meetings for IS-1 teachers, which Marie facilitated, as well as a meeting of

The Team.

Throughout I interviewed Marie for many hours, asking her to explain her viewpoint on

what I had observed; most of these interviews were also taped and transcribed. The BFFS

professional development meetings were videotaped by the university project, and I had

access to the tapes and their transcriptions. I also traveled to four conferences with Marie,

during which I sometimes took field notes. Finally, Marie read drafts of the original

ethnography (Deneroff 2004) and made comments, clarifications and corrections, which I

in turn incorporated into the text. As a participant observer, I was able to situate her

narratives with observed teaching and non-teaching interactions with students, colleagues,

and school administrators, university personnel, as well as my own experience of attending

professional development first as Marie’s colleague and later as a professional develop-

ment facilitator.
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Marie Gonzalez’s teaching and professional development history

Teaching at Bahia High School

The study took place in a large urban district in California. Bahia High School, where

Marie taught. Bahia High was diverse, with various Latino ethnicities, Filipinos and

African-Americans in approximately equal numbers; there were also about ten percent

Caucasian students and others who had come from many different parts of the world,

including a significant contingent of students of Polynesian ancestry. Most of the students

were poor and the school received Title I funding. Marie was herself a graduate of Bahia

High School, and spoke of her high school years often. At the time the study began Marie

had been teaching for nine years, was the science department chair, a member of the school

governance council, the science department literacy coordinator, and sponsor of three clubs

for students.

Marie taught two sections of Integrated Science 1 (IS-1) to ninth graders, one of

Advanced Placement Environmental Science, and one Chemistry within the Multicultural

Language Academy (MLA). The MLA was a specialized school-within-a-school program,

which attracted college-bound students, ostensibly those who planned to become teachers

after graduation from college. MLA students came from Bahia’s three feeder middle

schools, and it was not considered a ‘‘magnet’’ program. The MLA attracted ‘‘good but not

gifted’’ students on the basis of a reputation for superior instruction; Marie reported very

few of them actually intended to become teachers.

I observed Marie to spend almost as much time with students outside of class as she did

in formal teaching; at the same time her teaching was often informal. During the second

year of data collection, Marie was advising the Environmental Club about planning and

raising money for a summer trip to Hawaii. In early May, once AP testing was complete

and AP classes were ‘‘finished,’’ Club members, many of whom were juniors and seniors in

AP classes, were found in her room even while she was teaching other classes; during

times when students were working independently they would consult with her about club

activities or questions about school and life.

Considering age of the IS-1 students (14–15), the crowded conditions, and the freedom

that Marie allowed them, the classroom was remarkably quiet. I only heard her raise her

voice in frustration once. Observing on the first day of school I saw her use no particular

strategies to keep students quiet; I infer students’ engagement developed over time as she

established relationships with them. Her classroom space was large, but the perimeter was

taken up by lab benches, some of them piled high with boxes. The tables for 36 students

were clustered in the center and made the room feel very small. Marie’s desk, where she

occasionally sat, was toward the center of the room, placed among students’ tables and

level with them. Visiting students and student lab assistants often occupied a couch located

behind the desk, and they freely entered and exited through the stockroom door. One day

she interrupted class to organize carpools to the regional softball finals where Bahia was

playing. When I asked her about this event, she told me that she herself had played softball,

and she thought it was really important for her students to develop ‘‘school spirit.’’

Both inside and outside of class she asked students questions about their personal lives

and seemed to know a great deal about them. She was also open about her own history of

childhood problems and the importance of her relationships with her large extended family

that lived nearby in the community. Her two nephews graduated with honors from Bahia;

one was now a minor league baseball player and the other was attending the University of
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Pennsylvania. During the first year of the research, her nephews dropped by twice to visit

with Marie and students. She told me they were good role models for students.

Being a role model herself occupied a great deal of Marie’s time and energy—I would

venture to say as much as went into the activities that would normally be called teaching,

such as providing instruction, planning lessons, and grading assignments. As an observer, it

was not always easy to draw a distinction between her performances as instructor and

mentor. Her identification with Bahia had been a major factor in her own successful

navigation of a tumultuous adolescence, and she expressed the desire to support students as

she had been supported.

Marie did not hear about the importance of being a role model for students in the ten

professional development (PD) projects focused on inquiry teaching she attended over

nine years. Since I was present at all of these but one, either as an observer, provider or a

consumer, I know that these projects did not talk about relationships with students except

in abstractions such as ‘‘engagement’’ or ‘‘motivation.’’ For example, in BFFS we dis-

cussed curricular rationales from learning theory and how-to’s of inquiry activities. We

asked teachers to understand the thinking behind students’ answers, and to consider the

social and epistemic ramifications of what we know about the history of science. We

designed these activities using a cognitive model of learning, stressing learners’ con-

struction of knowledge. We understood that learning occurs through social interaction, and

asked our participants to work in small groups and produce posters and other artifacts.

However we maintained what Jean Lave (1996) calls an individualistic and psychological

set of assumptions, that is, operationally defining learning as a change in what an indi-

vidual knows, believes and can do. Such a framework assumes that experts provide novices

with experiences that enable them to become more competent individuals, without

attending to participation of students or teachers within communities of practice. I have

since come to understand that a perspective on learning as transformation of participation

occurring reflexively in communities and individuals, such as proposed by Barbara Rogoff

(1994), provides a more reliable lens for understanding the trajectories teachers take in

becoming inquiry science teachers.

Because it centered on cognition, the PD Marie attended missed probably half the

important social practices that constituted her teaching. In interviews and conversations

with Marie about her relationships with colleagues, as well as observations of the inter-

actions she had with other teachers in her school, cognitive aspects of teaching rarely came

up. I wonder whether social practices and identities that excluded cognition from con-

versations about teaching was a root cause of the phenomenon I observed during my own

high school teaching days: were colleagues telling me professional development is a waste

of time. The teachers were focused on the reality of their daily, complex interactions with

living human beings, while PD dealt with abstract students.

Developing a theoretical framework for understanding teachers’ learning

My adviser in graduate school, Megan Franke, researches professional development for

elementary school mathematics teachers. She is convinced that the cognitive paradigm for

teacher professional learning does not adequately support teachers’ generative change

sustainably over extended periods. In our conversations, she pointed me to a study she

conducted with Elizabeth Fennema which demonstrated no correlation between teachers’

stated knowledge and beliefs and their classroom practice (Fennema and Franke 1992). She

argued sociocultural theories of learning, particularly the ways in which identity mediates
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practice, were far more likely to predict outcomes of professional development. Her own

design of professional development as well as her research, in which I participated, was

aimed at teasing out the role of teachers’ identities in professional learning. She argued that

sociocultural constructs of identity had more relevance to the understanding of teachers’

generative change, that is, professional learning that continued once the PD was completed.

Professional development and identity in the cognitive paradigm

Marie described attending ten important professional development initiatives over her

career. (see Table 1). She said there were a number of others, including those sponsored by

The District, but felt that they had not been useful for her teaching. These professional

learning opportunities introduced participants to ideas about inquiry science teaching.

While those involved in providing programs for teachers’ learning, including myself,

undoubtedly experienced them as embodied, situated and storied, for Marie they were

outside the practices of teaching in her classroom, and thus ahistorical in terms of her day-

to-day practice with living human beings. By the time of our ethnographic work together,

she endorsed herself and was endorsed by others as ‘‘an inquiry teacher’’. I propose that

professional development became situated, embodied and storied through transformation

of identity, her understandings of herself as an inquiry teacher.

The theoretical and intellectual framework of inquiry teaching has cognitive, epistemic

and social dimensions (Deneroff 2012). Marie’s ideas about inquiry had their origins in

professional development and studies in a master’s program in science education, as well

as her experiences at Bahia High School. There was a direct relationship between theories

of inquiry and the professional development that introduced Marie to these ideas. Still,

their incorporation into her repertoire of teaching practices occurred through the mediation

of identity—her practice of being the kind of teacher she was, and her knowledge of how

that teacher came to be—practice and identity reflexively defined her teaching self.

Understanding the relationship between professional development and teaching practice

thus requires abandoning traditional views of learning in order to get at its essence. The

dominant cognitive paradigm for understanding science teaching is positivist and linear.

By this I mean its adherents generally seek knowledge of how to reproduce, scale up, and

transfer models for science teacher professional development (Borko 2004), by identifying

what kinds of programs will foster teachers’ knowledge of what they need to know about

inquiry teaching. Such studies are based on sequential and deterministic input–output

models in which ‘‘human nature is fixed and largely contingent on brain mechanisms’’

(Stetsenko 2008, p. 473). The tradition of cognitive, dualistic studies includes ‘‘social

learning’’ described by most constructivists (i.e. Fishman, Marx, Best, and Tal 2003), in

which learning is seen as unidirectional, from environment to individual.

Individual psychological (cognitive) models of identity posit a relationship between

teachers’ knowledge and beliefs and the way they teach. There are multitudes of studies in

this strand of research; many of these were reviewed by Jan Van Driel, Nico Verloop and

Wobbe de Vos 1998), who argued that changing teachers’ knowledge and beliefs is the

essence of moving them toward reform science teaching. Other studies of teachers’ identity

use no explicit theoretical framework: in their review article, Douwe Beijaard, Paulien

Meijer, and Nico Verloop (2004) endorsed a linear conception of identity: ‘‘Our concept of

self can be defined as an organized representation of our theories, attitudes, and beliefs

about ourselves’’ (p. 108). Within the cognitive paradigm, these theories of self, attitudes

and beliefs have been assembled from internalized effects of social interactions and

experiences in society, and provide a way to look at individual knowledge and beliefs.
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Table 1 A chronology of events described in this study

Year Events

1993 Marie began teaching

1994 Recruited by Jack, started at Playa

Attended teacher certification program at State University

1996 Became lead teacher for USI

Attended SEPUP training for Issues, Evidence and You

Attended teacher certification program at State University

1997 Lead teacher for USI

Participated in SEPUP Assessment System field test

Field tested Science & Sustainability for SEPUP

1998 Lead teacher for USI

Piloted Science & Sustainability for SEPUP

Was trained in Active Physics curriculum by It’s About Time (purchased by USI)

Masters program at State University

1999 Lead teacher for USI

Facilitated Science & Sustainability assessment for SEPUP

Masters program at State University

2000 Field tested Active Chemistry for It’s About Time

Masters program at State University

2002 Became department chair

Joined University research project

Masters program at State University

2003 Went to NACL

Became a Science & Sustainability Trainer

Masters program at State University

2004 Went to NACL

Attended Earth-Comm training (It’s About Time)

Attended University research project

Attended District Institute for Learning p.d.

Masters program at State University

2005 Went to NACL

Became science literacy coach at Playa HS

Attended West-Ed Reading Apprenticeship Training

Oil company professional development

Attended District Institute for Learning p.d.

Became member of ‘‘The Team’’

Facilitated p.d. for District.

Obtained Masters degree

2006 Member of ‘‘The Team.’’

Left teaching.

Marie’s participation in professional development discussed in the article is included. Note that there were
other ‘‘trainings’’ (her words) she attended that she did not mention as being key to her understanding of
classroom practice
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Big-I identities and social practice theories

Extending sociolinguist James Gee’s (1996) construct of Big-D Discourse, I will use the

term Big-I Identity, Inquiry Science Teacher, to indicate those who construct an Identity as

a certain kind of person, an identity which mediates learning and participation in social

practices. I have earlier characterized inquiry science teaching as marked by a Discourse of

Inquiry Science Teaching using Gee’s model (Deneroff 2004). Gee describes how dis-

course communities create self-delimiting spaces which mediate meaning, ‘‘resistant to

internal criticism and self-scrutiny, since uttering viewpoints that seriously undermine

them defines one as being outside them’’ (p. 132). This means that ideas that are not within

the Discourse are either rejected (‘‘I hear Sean got an A.’’) or transformed to fit it (teachers

telling students what to put in concept maps).

Andreas Reckwitz’s definitions are useful in thinking about SPT, ‘‘[S]ocial practices are

sets of routinized bodily performances… [and] are at the same time sets of mental

activities’’ (2002, p. 250). Practices are social actions and talk, which are recognizable as

purposeful to other members of the community. During my entire time with Marie, I never,

not once, heard her complain about a student or group of students. When I asked her why

she avoided the teachers’ lunchroom, she told me the people who went there for lunch were

‘‘negative.’’ Using SPT, I understand that the social practices of the lunchroom crowd were

not consistent with Marie’s Identity as an Inquiry Teacher, nor was her speaking of

students in only positive ways consistent with their ideas about how to be a teacher at

Bahia High School. In this way, identities are practiced, that is, they exist as social

practices others understand. Anna Sfard and Anna Prusak define identity as a collection of

‘‘reifying, significant, endorsable stories about a person’’ (2005, p. 11). Using this defi-

nition, members of The Team endorsed each other as inquiry teachers, although outside

observers might not, and developed a strong identity as being that sort of teacher. When I

asked Marie:

Victoria: So how committed are you to inquiry?

Marie: Just inquiry in general?

Vic: Yeah

Marie: Just being an inquiry teacher?

Vic: Yeah

Marie: Pretty committed, I think

Vic: If the State told you tomorrow that you can’t use inquiry, what would you do?

Marie: I can do whatever I want to do. I mean, if they told me I had to do direct

instruction, I would find a way to make it so that my kids were doing inquiry

with what the State wanted me to do. That’s how I would do it. So, there’s no

way that I could stand up and lecture to my students. I mean, just solely

without them doing any investigation whatsoever on their own. I mean, I guess

that could happen, I guess anything’s possible

Identities exist as social practices, they are reified within a particular community by

persons who recognize them as meaningful because of the things they say and do. Holland,

Lachicotte, Skinner and Cain (2001) conceptualize practiced identity as allowing the

individual to act within socially constructed worlds, and providing a ‘‘space of authoring’’

(pp. 273–274). Their metaphor, derived from Mikhail Bakhtin (1986) provides a way to

locate identities in specific times and places; rather than thinking of them as a plate of

options the individual may choose from, it points to the reflexive way identity creates and

is created by persons in social, historical situations.
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SPT and cognitive paradigms are incommensurable

The cognitive perspective does not provide a satisfactory explanation for a persistent

research finding: most science teachers continue to teach in traditional, transmission-of-

information ways, even after participating in professional development designed to move

them toward more reform-based practice (Windschitl 2004). Writing about the results of

a study that showed little effect of extended professional development on the mathe-

matical content knowledge of 1,000 middle school mathematics teachers, Heather Hill

(2011) wondered whether professional development aimed at increasing the content

knowledge of mathematics teachers might be a waste of time and billions of dollars,

although further research is necessary to reach this rather astonishing conclusion (p.

226).

Using Thomas Kuhn’s (1996) model of paradigm change, I argue SPT and cognitive

paradigms are methodologically incommensurable, because they understand what counts

as data in mutually exclusive ways. In addition, there is a semantic gulf, in that the

assumptions of each are incompatible (p. 175). The central concepts of SPT, reflexivity and

mediation, have little meaning in cognitive theories of learning. The underlying assump-

tion of SPT is that social practices are words and actions that others recognize as mean-

ingful and which structure the social world for individuals. The foundational assumption of

knowledge-and-beliefs research is that an individual’s actions are caused by what s/he

knows and believes. In the cognitive paradigm, discrepancies between knowledge,

expressed beliefs and actions are considered to stem from the researcher’s failure to

correctly identify knowledge and beliefs (Hashweh 2005).

Social practice theory does not require that practices are consistent with each other or

with an individual’s knowledge and beliefs. Thus, SPT eliminates one of the fundamental

difficulties with research into teachers’ cognition: the persistent gap between what teachers

tell us they know and believe and what they are observed to do in their teaching practice

(Richardson, Anders, Tidwell, and Lloyd 1991).

Kuhn (1996) argued that inconsistent and unexplainable data are signs that a paradigm

is no longer useful. I assert the cognitive paradigm itself is responsible for inconclusive

results from research on professional development. The dualistic perspective does not

allow us to explain why most participants in professional development do not adopt an

Inquiry Identity and practice.

In Mark Windschitl, Jessica Thompson and Melissa Braaten’s (2011) study, 35 % of the

participants adopted what the authors termed ‘‘ambitious’’ science teaching practice, which

is certainly an improvement on ten percent. Ironically, from my perspective, the eleven

secondary science teachers in this study participated in practices consistent with the Dis-

course of Inquiry: engaging ‘‘in the collegial analysis of their students’ work over

2 years…facilitated by tools that allowed them to situate their current repertoire of

instruction within an explicit continuum of development’’. Reading the discussion and

analysis, of course without access to the data corpus, I see clear evidence of discursive

mediation of Inquiry Teaching (my term for what they call ambitious practice). However,

the authors use the knowledge and beliefs paradigm, which is linear and does not recognize

the role of reflexivity nor look at social construction of identity.

Teaching is practice and cognitive theories, which separate learning from context, are

methodologically incommensurable with studying how identities mediate understanding of

what it means to teach in a particular way. To the degree professional development is

designed as a matter of individual cognition, which pays lip service to but in actuality

ignores, the situated nature of teaching, I suggest it will continue to be problematic. I
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propose that explicit attention to the mediating role of identities is crucial to the design of

effective professional development for high school science teachers.

Professional development in a social practice theory paradigm

Big-I identities and professional development

Marie’s identity as an Inquiry Teacher at Bahia High School was mediated by personal,

religious and professional identities. Ideas from PD shaped her understanding of her career

trajectory and her sense of herself as an Inquiry Teacher. Practices entered in person the

situated, embodied and storied world she inhabited with her students. In a sense, Marie

Gonzalez existed as a nexus of social practices from the various social worlds she inhabited.

The notion that identity is practiced helps to make sense of the way Marie utilized the

cultural resources at her disposal—including the Identity of Traditional Science Teacher

which she learned by participating as a K-12 and undergraduate student. As time passed,

the support of administrators and mentors, new ideas about practice from professional

development, and friendships with teachers from outside her school allowed her to con-

struct the Identity of Inquiry Science Teacher.

The Traditional Science Teaching Identity stands in opposition to the Inquiry Identity

on several key points–including ideas about how to teach (transmission vs. constructivism),

what counts as evidence of knowing science (memorization vs. conceptual understanding;

assessment for grading vs. assessment of students’ thinking), and what teacher should do

(telling vs. facilitating)—to obtain the goals of teaching, that is, students learn science.

Dorothy Holland and colleagues (2001) proposed that socially constructed identities pro-

vide tools for improvisation, and therefore agency. Individuals transform themselves and

their communities. From this perspective, PD mediates for participants the formation of

identities as a science teacher, and transformation of identity is the goal.

The difference between activities-based Traditional Teaching and genuine Inquiry

teaching was not immediately clear to Marie as she struggled to transform her teaching.

When interviewed in her ninth year of teaching, she observed:

[I]t all comes back down to, what is inquiry, what does it look like? And do people

know what that looks like? Enough so they can actually do it in their classroom? Like

sometimes, I’m questioning, am I doing inquiry?

Marie was one course short of finishing a master’s program in science education at the

same university where she got her credential. Gary, from the USI, was a part-time faculty

member, and she had taken a class from him, which she felt was important to her practice

of inquiry. This was one of the ten ‘‘professional developments’’ Marie identified as

contributing to her practice (see Table 1).

Looking back, she constructed a coherent story out of the various pieces. Those that did

not seem to have a great deal of impact on her practice she omitted from her narrative.

Marie told the story of her pursuit of ‘‘professional developments’’ during an interview.

Vic: So, do you think it’s [your teaching’s] better than it’s been before?

Marie: Yeah

Vic: What do you attribute that to?

Marie: Me knowing more

Vic: You knowing more. So is that from professional development of various sorts?

Marie: Basically I think it’s all my professional developments up to now
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Vic: Can you just tell me what they are?

Marie: Oh Lord…Oh, I can tell you the most significant ones… Well I think it all started

with the USI trainings…Basically it kind of mushroomed from there…So I went

to the USI training, and then everything, all my professional developments that

have been meaningful have pretty much been based around inquiry…Yeah, so I

would say the USI training that introduced me to inquiry. Then my whole

training with Science & Sustainability…That whole curricular path…Where I get

like curricular training, because they really, because they first introduced me to, I

guess that sort of theme-based curriculum…
Vic: Okay. So the NACL is a third thing?

Marie: The third and probably the most comprehensive. None of the trainings had it all.

The USI probably comes the closest. But I think they were still [unintelligible] as

well as really getting teachers to really understand inquiry, I don’t think Science

& Sustainability did that very well. I don’t know, there’s just something, that,

even the It’s About Time people, I think—everyone really struggles with trying

to get across, well what is inquiry…NACL probably was the best training that

I’ve been to. But of course it’s been over 3 years

The NACL to which she referred was the National Academy of Curriculum Leadership,

designed by Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS) and funded by the National

Science Foundation, which I also attended as a university representative. The purpose of

the project was to assist districts in choosing and piloting their choice of the many already

published NSF-sponsored inquiry curricula.

The NACL training consisted of 3 years of week-long summer institutes, with a two-

day meeting during the school year. There Marie was introduced to Assessing Instructional

Models, a structured method for evaluating curricula (NLIST 2004) as well as the Con-

cerns Based Adoption Model (Horsley and Loucks-Horsley 1998). The first summer

institute encouraged teachers to consider what inquiry is, and gave participants experiences

with various types of inquiry, from open-ended to highly-structured. Throughout the

3 years, NACL continued to facilitate investigations into inquiry science teaching and

textbooks. NACL pulled from a variety of other professional development resources,

including Annenberg Foundation videos on mentoring. NACL, not intended for classroom

teachers, was the only PD, besides her masters’ class, which introduced principles of

curriculum design such as coherence and conceptual development.

Marie identified Rodger Bybee’s 5-E Learning Model (1997) as crucial to her under-

standing of inquiry.

Because I was basically trying to do inquiry but I had never seen the Learning Cycle

before. And that was probably like three or 4 years ago. So I think that really allowed

me to then understand the 5-E learning model, and then really understand what the

It’s About Time curriculum was all about… Because before, yeah, it was like getting

prior knowledge and those types of things, but I never really thought about it, as far

as how it was formatted, and why it was put together the way it was.

Prior to her introduction to the Learning Cycle, Marie had never considered that her

curriculum was a structured sequence designed to develop students as thinkers about

science, but had instead chosen hands-on activities to keep students engaged:

Marie: I mean, because when I first came into the classroom, you know, as a first-year

teacher…I started out being a decent teacher. And I knew that lectures just bored
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the hell out of me, so I didn’t want to stand up lecturing in front of my classes.

But I did it anyhow, but not all the time. I tried to do a lot of activities that were

going to at least draw the kids in and make them interested… But it wasn’t really

in any organized way except for using the text structured the way it was

At the time we talked, Marie did not consider herself to be teaching through inquiry by

just doing activities, and she labeled the other members of the department as highly

traditional in spite of doing hands-on activities. She implied the understanding students’

thinking as enabled by the 5-E Learning Model was crucial. I suggest it provided a

heuristic, a rule of thumb, which Marie used to keep herself on track and to remind her of

the kind of science teacher she wanted to be. I further conclude that the cognitive

apprenticeship model provided by West Ed (2007) was equally transformative because it

provided her with tools to understand students’ thinking.

Marie: The Reading Apprenticeship stuff that I do. That’s been a real key

Vic: I see you paying a lot of attention to that

Marie: Um hmm. So before I never really thought about it, but it makes so much sense,

you know, and so I think when I read, I try to read through my kids’ eyes, like,

how are my kids going to perceive things? And so it makes me look at everything

differently when I think about how I’m going to present it to my students. Like

the Science & Sustainability reading I think is just way too, it’s just here [gestures

above her head]. Because kids don’t stop and try to conceptualize things as they

read, and if they even are trying, they may have the wrong conception, because

they have no background information

Although Marie here spoke about Reading Apprenticeship (RA) in a compartmentalized

way, limiting her comments to students’ reading of science text, I observed a significant

change in her practice between the first and second years of observation. By the middle of

the second year, she had attended many RA professional development sessions. I now

observed her to engage in extended public dialogues and discussions in which she elicited

and expanded students’ ideas about content. For example, she spent 30 min listening to and

asking probing questions about students’ short written responses to the prompt, ‘‘What is

soil?’’ Students’ ideas and questions were recorded on poster paper and hung about the

room, and referred to as the two-week unit progressed.

Learning from professional development

Marie spoke of ten major sources of in-service professional training from 1994 through

2004, as outlined in Table 1. For the entire 10 years, she also attended periodic mandatory

faculty meetings and school-wide staff development days, as well as several other teacher

training institutes, which she did not considerable particularly worthwhile, because they

did not help her understand what inquiry is.

From the standpoint of a professional developer and/or curriculum designer, many

interesting ideas emerge from Marie’s chronology. In the first place, she took a very long

time to understand what inquiry was, perhaps seven or eight years. By the time of the study,

Marie had arrived at a very broad working definition, that inquiry consisted of students

‘‘investigating on their own.’’ In her classroom I observed many different types of inquiry,

including students investigating what textbooks had to say. For example, she asked a

chemistry class to compare the ‘‘scientific methods’’ they used in an open-ended investi-

gation with the description of the scientific method in the first chapter of their chemistry
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text. The students concluded they were essentially similar, but that the investigation they

carried out themselves didn’t go in the same order. The students found this exercise eye-

opening, the rather dull textbook coming to life, because they had experienced the process

of developing questions and systematically investigating them.

The curriculum implementation workshops she attended intentionally followed the

cognitive paradigm for providing professional development, as exemplified in Loucks-

Horsley et al.’s (2009) authoritative compendium of professional development in science

and mathematics. (The first edition was published in 1998, and Marie mentioned it as her

model for running the department.) The theoretical framework for Loucks-Horsley’s ideas

is knowledge and beliefs supporting effective professional development (2009, p. 51).

Marie assessed her attempts to use the knowledge and beliefs framework in the profes-

sional development she planned for the department as unsuccessful.

Marie was herself, having become department chair the year before I began this eth-

nography, attempted to improve the quality of teaching in her department using the ideas of

the cognitive paradigm. My theories of professional development would predict little

benefit from such an approach. (I did attend, record, and analyze the talk at two of these

meetings; see Deneroff 2012.) Her efforts to encourage talk about students’ learning and

the best ways of teaching had been frustrating:

So my whole idea is that I really liked a lot of the things that were in Susan Loucks-

Horsley’s book and my idea is to get, I think the whole reason I went off of that, is

that we have all these teachers that are all at these different levels of what they need,

and it’s almost virtually impossible to have a good meeting with every single person

present at all of these different levels, because then you’ve got people like X and like

Y, who, all they want to do is sit down and talk about their bad students. Right? So

no matter what discussion is on the table, they will always come back to talk about

that. Because that’s their reality, right?

Marie did seem to have an instinctive understanding that the cultural world inhabited by

X and Y did not afford their learning of inquiry. She attributed this to their personal

deficiencies as teachers, not to practices of teaching mediated by identity. This is rein-

forced in Loucks-Horsley et al. (2009) cognitive paradigm aimed at changing teachers’

knowledge and beliefs.

What would professional development based on social practice theories look like?

After my first year of graduate school, I was hired to facilitate professional learning for a

group of non-volunteer urban high school science teachers, who were very unhappy with

being forced to attend. After struggling for a week, I buttonholed one of my professors, and

asked whether she had any suggestions. ‘‘What’s your theory of learning?’’ she replied. At

that point in my studies I knew I was supposed to answer ‘‘sociocultural,’’ but actually had

little idea what that meant in terms of designing learning environments. I did not see how

her response was of any help. It now seems to me to be the most important question in

considering how to design professional development.

The literature on professional development reveals a consensus that teacher learning for

inquiry science teaching requires a great deal of time, and intensive support in the form of

regular, ongoing follow-up as well as mentoring (Hawley and Valli 1999). However, the

results of professional development constantly show inconsistent, small benefit in terms of

long-term transformation of practice. Even when PD incorporates research-based elements,
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which is rare because of the cost and time commitment, the results are unimpressive. Tal,

Krajcik and Blumenfeld (2006), mentioned previously, counted 3 success stories out of a

group of 25 Chicago science teachers, which does not diminish their accomplishment, but

is still not acceptable, to my mind.

Transformation of science teaching so that all students have access to high-quality

instruction is urgent. Marie told me the Science Department failure rate at Bahia High

School was 60 %. That it can be done is demonstrated by occasional outliers, such as the

AP Chemistry teacher described by Lave (1996), who consciously used SPT to transform

urban students into high-achieving chemistry learners.

Resolving contradictions with the lens of SPT

I argue that the cognitive paradigm, used by most researchers, does not ask, nor try to

answer, questions that will lead to the design of more effective professional development.

In part this is because of narrow, traditional conceptions of teacher professional learning,

and of learning in general. Lave argues the cognitive paradigm ‘‘naturalize[s] and

underwrite[s] divisions of social inequality in our society’’ (1996, p. 149). This Discourse

is grounded in the assumption that it is natural for some individuals to be ‘‘smart’’ and

others ‘‘not smart,’’ just as it is natural for some teachers to be ‘‘with-it’’ and some (most)

to be ‘‘not with-it.’’ Lave goes on to wonder, ‘‘How is the objective world socially con-

stituted, as human beings are socially produced, in practice?’’ (1996, p. 154). I would

further ask, how does the socially constituted world of schooling produce a science

teaching workforce of only a few who really challenge students and prepare them for

participation in a technologically advanced society?

In this paper I have attempted to represent how Marie Gonzalez’s Inquiry Identity

reflexively mediated her participation in professional development in order to create her

self as an exemplary urban high school inquiry teacher. SPT provides a cogent framework

for understanding how human beings become who they are through participating in culture,

and how practiced identity in turn mediates participation. At the beginning of her career,

Inquiry was a new Discourse for Marie. The Inquiry Identity grew over time, as ‘‘Identity

development occurs as one brings current beliefs about what she cares for, is competent

with, and is knowledgeable about to bear on participation in the practices of this new

Discourse’’ (Luehmann 2009).

Teachers such as Marie engage in struggle to understand inquiry and what it means for

practice. She was not unique in expressing difficulty grasping what inquiry is; one of our

group, sitting at a table at one of the NACL meetings, burst out during a lull in conver-

sation, ‘‘I don’t think I even know what inquiry is!’’ (Deneroff, Sandoval and Franke 2002).

I infer the difficulty is not that Marie or Samantha did not understand the meaning of the

word ‘‘inquiry,’’ but rather she did not see who she would be in such a classroom. What

does it mean to be a person who facilitates students in answering their own questions?

What does it feel like to be in her skin? I propose that effective PD must focus on creating a

space in which inquiry is looked at as a socially-constructed Discourse.

Participation in a Discourse of Inquiry requires major reshaping of teachers’ ideas about

who they are and what it means to be a science teacher. In the cognitive paradigm, teachers

identities are not seen in this mediating role. Using social practice theories, the major task

of professional development for high school science teaching is to consciously address the

development of an Inquiry Identity.

Researchers have argued for the mediating power of identity. Noel Enyedy, Jennifer

Goldberg, and Kate Muir (2005) showed the ways in which three science teachers’ pre-
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existing identities interacted with their implementation of new curriculum. However it is

not clear from their study how professional development could be designed to facilitate

reflexive transformation of identity within professional learning environments.

Research questions about professional development using the SPT paradigm

I suggest that the occasional and limited successes of cognitive-paradigm programs are

accidental, in the sense the explanations generally are not based on principle and theory.

Perhaps better said, the cognitive paradigm is incommensurable with understanding the

embodied, situated and storied nature of teaching practice, and therefore not consistently

useful in transforming it. Undoubtedly mentoring and long-term participation sometimes

lead some teachers to use inquiry-based professional development as a space for authoring

an Inquiry Identity, but Identity is not deliberately attended to by providers. In order to

consciously create more consistent learning, a new set of questions comes to mind:

What are the assumptions about learning and learners which teachers need to examine

in order to identify as Inquiry Teachers?

How can teachers understand inquiry as a paradigm rather than a teaching strategy?

How can professional development be grounded in practice in such a way as to be

relevant to the situated, embodied and storied work of science teaching?

Beth Warren and Ann Rosebery (2011) used inquiry science learning experiences for

adult learners, video analysis of teachers’ own practice, and group discussion about

dilemmas of practice over several years in their professional development design. The

purpose and result of their collaborative work was that teachers showed evidence of

adopting the perspective that marginalized, underrepresented students they had previously

judged as underprivileged were in fact competent learners. I infer Warren and Rosebery’s

(2011) work, which was developed using a SPT framework for child learners, extended the

same framework to the design for adults.

I propose, using Warren and Rosebery’s model (2011) that a movement to Inquiry

Identity starts with urban teachers unpacking assumptions about their own students and

how they learn, and then constructing a different idea of what it means to be a science

teacher, and a different understanding of the possibilities for science learning. Marie

sought out nine years of sustained professional development in ten projects in order to

create a vision of inquiry within her own classroom. Transformational practices which

altered Marie’s trajectory, and which were apparent in her teaching, were the use of the 5-E

Learning Model as a heuristic, and professional development in the practices of Reading

Apprenticeship (RA). Both the 5-E Model and RA gave Marie a way of understanding

students’ thinking, and thus to transform her Identity.
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Abstract An effective inquiry-oriented science teacher possesses more than the skills of

teaching through investigation. They must address philosophies, and ways of interacting as

a member of a group of educators who value and practice science through inquiry. Pro-

fessional development opportunities can support inquiry identity development, but most

often they address teaching practices from limited cognitive perspectives, leaving unex-

plored the shifts in identity that may accompany teachers along their journey in becoming

skilled in inquiry-oriented instruction. In this forum article, we envision Victoria Den-

eroff’s argument that ‘‘professional development could be designed to facilitate reflexive

transformation of identity within professional learning environments’’ (2013, p. 33).

Instructional coaching, cogenerative dialogues, and online professional communities are

discussed as ways to promote inquiry identity formation and collaboration in ways that

empower and deepen science teachers’ conversations related to personal and professional

efficacy in the service of improved science teaching and learning.
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Science teacher professional development and identity

In this forum article we use Victoria Deneroff’s ethnographic study (2013), which narrates

the reflexive development of Marie Gonzales’ inquiry science teacher identity, as a

springboard to envision and explore how ‘‘professional development could be designed to

facilitate reflexive transformation of identity within professional learning environments.’’

Highlighting the overlapping and constituent nature of participation and membership in

inquiry-based science teaching communities (Lave and Wenger 1991), our collaborative

writing explores available research and personal experiences with including Inquiry

Identity in inquiry-based science education teacher professional development. We dis-

cuss—at times, more in depth, and at times, in a more surface, playful way—the different

ways this might be achieved. We are three colleagues with a range of professional

experiences: a university-based teacher educator who teaches courses on and researches

literacy in science for elementary and secondary students; a research specialist who

investigates inquiry science learning in multilingual classrooms and who has more than

10 years of experience developing teacher professional development programs; and, an

environmental and biology high school science teacher and researcher who engages stu-

dents in authentic place-based science experiences. We do not present ourselves as case

studies, but draw on our combined experiences and individual expertise to discuss how

teacher Inquiry Identity might be integrated into teacher professional development to

transform and promote communities of inquiry science teachers and learners.

Among a network of resources needed to support effective inquiry-based teaching and

learning in science (e.g., teacher preparation, principal support and leadership, public–

private partnerships), teacher professional development is paramount (Smith, Desimone,

Zeidner, Dunn, Bhatt and Rumyantseva 2007). Inquiry teaching involves establishing a set

of belief-driven practices grounded in theories and models of investigation, inquiry process

skills, collaborative work, analysis and synthesis of results, and application of results to

scientific arguments and explanations. Yet, April Luehmann argues that learning to teach

through inquiry is more than learning a set of cognitive skills and activities. It involves

developing an inquiry-oriented teacher identity that is social in nature, one that recognizes

a teacher’s ‘‘professional philosophy, passions, commitments, ways of acting, interacting,

values and morals’’ (2007, p. 828). She proposes that professional development opportu-

nities should not only provide experiences for teachers to become competent with practices

of inquiry-based science instruction, but also create a cadre of professionals who recognize

themselves, and each other, as members of a sociocultural group of educators who value

and practice science through investigation and inquiry.

While exploring the nature of science teacher professional development, we examined

literature on professional development for teachers in general, and science teachers, more

specifically. Hilda Borko defined professional development as opportunities for teachers to

‘‘enhance their knowledge and develop new instructional practices’’ (2004, p. 3). Science

teacher professional development that embraces inquiry contributes to a professional

teaching identity when it provides a place and ‘‘safe space’’ (Luehmann 2007) for teachers

to engage in ongoing reflection about a range of teaching practices and their roles as
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reform-minded practitioners. A sociocultural lens (Lave and Wenger 1991), when applied

to this research, and as advocated for by Deneroff, assumes individual teachers are also

learners who gain knowledge of teaching in multiple social (including informal) settings,

classrooms, the school community, professional development courses and workshops.

Teachers are ‘‘apprenticed’’ into communities that value, promote and practice inquiry, and

as they learn these practices, take on identities and membership in larger social systems of

a community of inquiry-based science teacher professionals.

Professional development without attention to teaching identities

Marissa: It is interesting to me that Borko pointed out that good professional development

challenges teachers to learn more about the subject matter, students’ thinking, and

instructional practices. And, it is important that teachers participate in a network with other

professionals. But I’m curious. Why, do you think, issues teachers face when exploring

their professional identities are not examined?

Nadine: That is an interesting question. Other researchers who explore professional

development of science teachers highlight the practice of teaching. For example, William

Penuel, Barry Fishman, Ryoko Yamaguchi and Lawrence Gallagher (2007) examined the

surveys of 454 elementary and middle school teachers to learn about the impact of pro-

fessional development on their knowledge and implementation of an inquiry science

program. Teachers reported that they needed time to plan, adapt, and implement inquiry

activities into their curriculum in order for the professional development experiences to

feel like a good ‘‘fit’’ between the curriculum and the demands placed on them. Teaching

practice, not identity, has been used more often as a lens for addressing professional

development.

Sara: One possible reason comes to mind. Over the past few decades, science education

research in western contexts has increasingly embraced sociocultural ways of thinking

about science education practices (De Jong 2007), including valuing sociocultural con-

structs such as teachers’ identity development, and the use of inquiry-based instructional

methods. At the same time, science education policy circles have made strong moves

towards the standardization of inquiry-based science, the use of benchmarks, and defining

quantifiable measures of ‘‘achievement’’ in science education (Tobin 2010). Through these

policies, the push to ‘‘standardize’’ what counts as knowledge of a teacher’s practice has,

more often than not, been reduced to quantitative measures—think of itemized lists of

benchmarks, and lists of what to look for during a lesson demonstrating ‘‘best practices’’ in

inquiry-based science education. Thus, there exists a contradiction in research and policy.

On one hand, the research community says sociocultural models of conceptualizing a

teacher’s practice are valuable, while policy circles are placing their money and efforts on

standardization of ‘‘best practices.’’ This is a question of values and where the money is

flowing, not a question of changing models of ‘‘knowledge’’ as we understand it. As a

result, how teacher professional development and teacher education have been developed,

evaluated, and researched over the past few decades (Lawrenz and Desjardins 2012), in

many cases, has resulted in the marginalization of approaches that embrace sociocultural

models of teacher identity development, such as those advocated for by Luehmann. For

example, colleagues who work in a large-sized school district in the northeast United States

have described that, over the past 15 years, teacher professional development for math and
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science has increasingly been focused on topics, such as learning progressions and con-

ceptual change, measures aimed at increasing students’ performance on standardized tests.

Nadine: I see, Sara. Whereas research on science teacher professional development, and

science teacher education more broadly, may advocate for inquiry-based instruction in

classrooms, the emphasis appears to be on what is expected of any curriculum, to improve

student achievement, often, as measured by standardized tests. As Penuel and his col-

leagues (2007) have written, more research is needed to establish the impact of profes-

sional development on teachers’ practice, and student learning. It is worthwhile to pursue,

but we are asking why teaching identity has been marginalized in that discussion, and what

a shift in that discussion, from solely a focus on pedagogical content knowledge and

curriculum implementation to a central focus on developing a professional identity focused

on inquiry instruction, might do to build learning communities that will promote

engagement and guidance for teachers who are working from an inquiry standpoint.

Inquiry identity as a professional identity

Sara: At the base of Deneroff’s claim is the premise that pre-service and in-service

professional development have been designed using cognitive paradigms, and ‘‘fail[ed] to

consistently produce transformations of teaching practice’’ (this issue). In the envisioning

we do in this forum, we propose ways in which the mediating role of identities and the

contextualized nature of learning might be incorporated into the design of professional

development and teacher education. But first, let us clarify what we think the relationship is

between identity and professional development.

Nadine: In my review of literature on identity, several educational researchers and

writers have posited that identity is a complex, multidimensional social construct that has

been discussed and interpreted in myriad ways. Felicia Moore Mensah (2012) highlights

the situational and negotiated aspects of identity, as the ‘‘kind of person’’ one is recognized

to be in a given context. Similarly, Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger (1991) defined identity

as ‘‘long-term living relations between persons and their place and participation in com-

munities of practice’’ (p. 53). James Gee (2000) defined identity as a set of sociocultural

and discursive practices that are recognized in conjunction with language (reading, writing,

speaking, listening) and non-language activities (viewing, interpreting visually, valuing,

interacting, using tools, symbols, and objects) carried out in situated contexts. This sug-

gests a professional teacher identity, therefore, is a socially constituted ‘‘self’’ which is

recognized by others, varied, and situated in interpretations and narratives of professional

teaching practice.

Marissa: I had not done much thinking about teacher identity until recently when I read

Luehmann’s piece on reform-minded professional identity in science educators. Using this

framework, I see my professional identity as complex and fluid, shifting with my current

beliefs about the purpose of education, and science education. This belief is informed by

my own assumptions about the possibility for young people to learn, the role of teachers,

what I care about, what I know, and what I am confident with in the classroom, both in

science content and my pedagogical style.

Sara: We can see these same characteristics of identity theory (Luehmann 2007)

playing a role in Marie’s Inquiry Identity formation, as well. For example, Marie’s Inquiry

Identity formed with the social support of administrators, mentors and different
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professional groups over the 10-year period that she participated in professional devel-

opment communities.

Nadine: Deneroff illustrates the complex nature and social situatedness of an Inquiry

Identity through Marie’s story, and shares how teachers gain knowledge of science inquiry,

both content and pedagogy, from a community of other inquiry teachers. According to

Luehmann, there are limited professional development opportunities for inquiry-based

instruction because science is most often taught through the transmission model of learning

(e.g., lecture, demonstration and use of textbooks). Pre-service science teacher candidates

who do not experience inquiry while student teaching often do not ‘‘buy in’’ to the inquiry-

based approach, and experience a disconnect between the recommended theory-driven

inquiry practices and the transmission-based teaching and learning experiences they found

successful as learners (Luehmann 2007). In a study of 6 pre-service secondary science

teachers’ use of inquiry during student teaching, Mark Windschitl (2003) learned that those

who used inquiry most were not more reflective, or more aware of an authentic concept of

inquiry, but those who had significant undergraduate or professional research science

experiences. If a sociocultural lens was applied to this research, pre-service teachers who

were familiar with practices of carrying out inquiry and investigations would also be

viewed as participating members of a larger community of school-based and professional

inquiry science practitioners, and potentially, resources for apprenticing novice pre-service

teachers into that community.

Marissa: I think back on my own experience as a pre-service teacher in an alternative

teacher certification program. While I know this experience is unique, I do believe there

are many teachers with a similar background, especially in urban schools. Since I did not

receive mentoring during student teaching, I personally did not see anyone demonstrating

inquiry instruction. And, now, as a teacher with 10 years of experience, much of my

teaching involves students doing authentic research, something I identify as true inquiry.

Nadine: Teaching science through inquiry is a major goal of science education today,

but teachers must understand the goals and concepts of inquiry themselves before they can

teach it. And, like you Marissa, many pre-service science teachers have little experience

carrying out inquiry during their undergraduate courses or in authentic research contexts

(Windschitl 2003). So, how did you get to practice inquiry-based science teaching in this

way?

Marissa: There were networking opportunities, professional development experiences,

and structural resources that allowed me to leverage knowledge gained from professional

development in my school. Once I saw students asking their own questions and learning

the skills and thinking of science, I was definitely convinced about using inquiry to create

an engaging learning environment.

Sara: Once you became convinced, how were you able to find ways to sustain this type

of teaching? What was it that supported this part of your identity as a teacher who values

involving students in doing authentic research?

Marissa: I had the support from administrators in my school who allowed me to teach

classes that were more inquiry focused, providing underutilized space in the school to

develop a molecular laboratory, and by participating in professional development oppor-

tunities at a local university that connected me to like-minded science educators and

doctoral students in science. I collaborated on grant writing to get funding for the research

program, which continued the support my administrators provided. These opportunities

created the physical space for the emergence of authentic research, but it was the interest

generated by the students that has sustained the research program. Students brought their

interests, experience, and knowledge of foods, pests, and wildlife, asking questions about
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mislabeling of fish in local markets, diversity of bed bugs found in different geographic

locations, and illegal trade of seahorses. Using DNA barcoding techniques, students were

free to investigate these inquires using novel molecular techniques and protocols they

designed themselves. These investigations were truly authentic inquiry and looked and felt

very different than the typical science lab activity. Students had ownership over the lab

space and could be found making gels for gel electrophoresis or prepping samples for a

DNA extraction during out of class time. Seeing students engage in these practices of

science along with the continued support of a professional community of scientists and

science educators contributed to my own reflexivity in teaching, reinforcing my Inquiry

Identity.

Nadine: Marissa, the structural, economic and practical support you received from

administrators, and professional development opportunities with university faculty and

doctoral students were critical, because they provided you the ‘‘safe space and place’’

Luehmann identified as critical to launching and exploring inquiry teaching in your science

classes. Luehmann’s model of science teacher professional development moves beyond the

acquisition of a set of cognitive skills, to one that recognizes the need for teachers to:

1. Develop confidence in their emerging competence with inquiry-based instruction;

2. Reconcile their existing beliefs and values about science teaching practice based on

their experience as learners with theory-based inquiry practices explored in teacher

preparation programs;

3. Locate themselves within larger social and political groups in schools, including

stakeholders, administrators, parents and children; and,

4. Navigate varied theories and practices of science education, as well as interests that

may conflict with perceived purposes of schooling (transmission vs. inquiry practices).

Sara: Marissa, there is much here that resonated with your development of inquiry-

based teaching, especially in the context of professional development opportunities with

other teachers, and your work with multiple stakeholders, including administrators and

students. In many ways, these experiences appear to have contributed to your evolving

Inquiry Identity. What would it take for science education as a field to move in this

direction?

Marissa: When I first started teaching, I went to every professional development

opportunity that involved either science and/or environmental education. I loved going and

being a part of a learning community, participating in professional, inquiry-based con-

versations, sharing ideas and imagining opportunities for my students. Most helpful in

these professional developments was the sharing of practices and ideas. We had time and

space to engage in an inquiry activity together and then share the ways this could work

with students. That time to reflect on our own teaching situation (e.g. students, space,

materials, time) was invaluable as it allowed me to strategize with a group of like-minded

educators how to make this work in my teaching context. However, we did not always have

time for reflection and collaborative planning. Without it, I would go back to my classroom

with little space to enact what I had learned. This happened more than once and it left me

feeling despondent at the lack of opportunities I was able to create for my students within

an already tightly regimented curriculum.

Nadine: As Mensah (2012) has highlighted, as you were developing a situated, nego-

tiated Inquiry Identity in your professional collegial community, the conflict of not being

able to carry out inquiry practices in your classroom must have been frustrating and

discouraging. How did you manage your desire to develop engaging instruction more

aligned with the practice of science while meeting science standards and assessments?
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Marissa: I chose carefully. We were bombarded each day in our e-mails with profes-

sional development opportunities. Not all of them were useful. Now, I only participate in

experiences I know I can directly use for my practice, that will foster my Inquiry Identity.

Truthfully, I find that many experiences appear as if a large sum of money has been given

to an organization to roll out some novel, inquiry-activity, and while the lessons are tied to

standards, the activities are material intensive and therefore not possible. Or, they seem so

separate from the curriculum that they become these discrete activities that students do not

connect to the larger course goals. Just recently, a chemistry teacher attended a profes-

sional development session, and she came back and handed me a jar of pond water. She

asked if I could use it in my class since she did not have the time to incorporate it into her

curriculum.

Nadine: Windschitl (2003) reminded us that there are several different levels of inquiry

that can be implemented in K-12 settings, from more teacher-directed to more student-

directed experiences: activities that confirm known scientific principles; structured

investigations that proceed through pre-determined steps; guided inquiry in which learners

develop models to investigate a problem posed by the teacher; and, open inquiry, in which

learners design and carry out their own investigations. Marissa, I’m curious about what

kind of inquiry you were expected to carry out with the pond water, since you did not go to

the professional development experience yourself, but were only given the ‘‘materials.’’

Have either of you had any powerful professional development opportunities that aligned

teaching practices and goals for student learning with an Inquiry Identity?

Sara: I heard about a professional development experience run by the Exploratorium in

San Francisco that offered teachers a week-long inquiry experience. They explored light in

many different ways through the use of simple tools, but the focus was on the process, on

the interactions, on asking questions and exploring. At the end, there were no ‘‘materials’’

to bring home. It was the process, thoughts, and interactions that were collectively shared

during the inquiry process that mattered.

Marissa: The most valuable professional development I have been involved in was the

NSF GK-12 program, because it created a community of scientists and educators all talking

and working towards the best ways to engage students with authentic science research. We

created what Lave and Wenger (1991) described as a community of practice, a place where

we collectively shared experiences and gained knowledge. I worked closely with other

science teachers as well as doctoral students from a variety of disciplines, including

molecular ecology, environmental psychology, and geography. Bringing our collective

experience and knowledge to the task of creating an ‘‘authentic research module,’’ we

learned from one another, sharing pedagogical philosophies as well as content knowledge.

Many of the authentic research modules that were developed started with the interest and

knowledge of students, where their experiences were privileged. Students who worked

within these courses were exposed to science content as it relates to their lives, including

investigations into food and food systems, household cleaners, and local ecology. The

resources that we brought to one another were invaluable as neither of us alone could have

accomplished the creation of new inquiry curriculum modules without the support and

knowledge of the larger group. Having been involved with the program for 4 years, I can

say that the relationships and professional conversations established there have radically

mediated my teaching and were what made this professional development opportunity

unique. I now find myself continually looking for spaces to create communities of science

teachers, educators, researchers, and scientists with similar inquiry values.

Sara: Just as Lave and Wenger (1991) proposed, the development of your teaching

identity among other inquiry-oriented science teachers became long-term relations
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between individuals, your place and your practice as members of a community. Your

experience highlights the essential role supportive communities play for teachers when

they are working to implement new teaching methods and develop new identities.

Unfortunately, the reality of working within schools, school systems, and often within

short-term funded projects, means that projects often struggle to support the long-term

development of communities. Teachers change schools, principals change positions,

required curricula and assessment systems change, and funding periods are limited. In

addition, in order to develop the type of community Marissa talks about experiencing and

that also helped support Marie on her way to developing an Inquiry Identity (Deneroff, this

issue) requires that teachers are invested in and want to work as a member of the com-

munity. This is not always the case in schools, districts, or education systems where

teachers are being told it is mandatory to implement inquiry. This is an important con-

sideration. Are teachers required to participate in professional development to gain credits

or are they volunteering because they want to adopt a new teaching style?

Nadine: Sara and Marissa, without personal experience teaching or engaging in pro-

fessional development in science education, I turned to the literature for perspective.

Current education reform efforts to incorporate interactive, hands-on inquiry activities in

school science have been characterized as essential for helping children learn and better

understand the nature of science and how it is done (AAAS 1989, 1993; NRC 2000). But

Deneroff reminds us to situate teachers’ practice and children’s scientific learning within a

larger framework that anchors daily classroom practice in a social network of professional

science organizations, and practitioners.

Marissa: I have found that this is difficult to achieve on a larger scale. At the individual

level, yes, I see myself as someone who embraces an Inquiry Identity, but as much as we

know this kind of learning benefits students, it seems to be a great challenge to move past

the individual teacher towards the creation of a community of inquiry science teachers.

Nadine: This is the heart of the issue, Marissa. Elizabeth Davis, Debra Petish and Julie

Smithey (2006) affirmed that explicit attention to identity as a part of professional

development experiences can empower teachers and deepen their conversation related to

personal and professional efficacy. And, Luehmann and Liz Tinelli (2008) posited, in a

study of 15 secondary science teachers’ participation in an online community to support

their development of reform-minded practices, that identity ‘‘foregrounds the personal and

multifaceted nature of learning in this profession’’ (p. 324). Without using an identity

framework, Carla Johnson and Sherry Marx (2009) presented an urban science professional

development model designed to promote change in teaching practices for middle school

science teachers who worked predominantly with children from low-income communities

and diverse language and cultural backgrounds. They implemented a long-term profes-

sional development experience to align instructional practices with professional science

education standards, and transform the learning environments into more effective educa-

tional settings by engaging children in cooperative learning, questioning, and inquiry.

Teachers appreciated opportunities to build relationships with each other through monthly

group meetings, and to learn from and help each other through inter-class observations. But

without an emphasis on identity as outlined by Gee, Mensah or Luehmann, Johnson and

Marx left implicit and unexplored the personal and professional shifts in commitments,

values, and ways of acting and interacting (Luehmann 2007) with each other and students

that were critical to making some of the observed changes in teaching practices.

Sara: This brings us back to our charge as presented by Deneroff. How can professional

development be crafted so that teacher identity is attended to?
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Marissa: Your question challenges all of us, Sara. I often feel that piecemeal inter-

ventions like cooperative learning and questioning strategies, as inquiry-based practices,

will only be effective if teachers believe these interventions work. In other words, the

Inquiry Identity and the inquiry strategy each presuppose the other. The educator with an

Inquiry Identity will be more open to introduce and prioritize inquiry strategies while at the

same time the inquiry strategies, if successful, might begin to move a teacher towards the

more ‘‘inquiry end’’ of the identity spectrum.

Nadine: Perhaps, Marissa, the colleague that offered you the pond water after her

professional development experience may have been challenged to make time to carry out

inquiry experiences because there was a lack of conversation and professional network of

school staff (teachers, administrators), members of professional science organizations, and/

or professional developers to support guided and open inquiry. ‘‘I realize that curriculum

that offers no opportunities for fundamental shifts in teaching practice, that limits inquiry

to an ‘‘add on’’ of hands-on activities, loses the point made by researchers Judith Ramaley,

Barbara Olds and Janice Earle (2005), and the newly charted directions of education and

research at the NSF.’’ And, several questions arise: if research and professional develop-

ment opportunities in the field are shifting in support of inquiry-oriented science (Ramaley,

Olds and Earle 2005), has this shift embodied greater efforts to do more than teach teachers

how to carry out inquiry activities with students? How can teachers encourage children to

examine information and scientific phenomena from the standpoint of those leaders in the

field who advocate for a pedagogy that presents controversies and conflicting arguments

that shape what counts as knowledge in science? And, how do these conversations address

(and construct) science teacher identities?

Marissa: Nadine, I think you raise a lot of important questions that do not have very

clear answers, especially in relation to the ways teachers are prepared. Teacher preparation

is not happening in ways that encourage teachers to challenge what counts as science. I do

think these kinds of conversations help to form and shape teacher identity but if these

conversations are not happening, and no one is challenging what counts as science, then we

are just reproducing the same kinds of science teachers who do not value inquiry or only

value it as a means to a prescribed endpoint. Part of the problem, based on my experience,

is that teachers are not exposed to education research in their professional development,

nor do I feel as if it is expected of teachers to engage with education research. It was not

until I started my doctoral program that I began to see how so much of my teaching

practice is informed by education research, and yet, looking to the research for guidance

was never encouraged while teaching. I would almost argue that teachers are subtly dis-

couraged from using research to guide their practice (unless it is prescribed by the district),

and there is little, if any education research that is presented in professional development.

It is almost as if the conversations that you are referring to Nadine, are happening, just not

necessarily in schools; they are happening in academia. I am also very interested to see

what is going to happen in science professional development around the Next Generation

Science Standards (2013).

Professional development, new standards, and identity

Marissa: I attended a professional development session recently that began to address the

newly released standards, and we were presented with a generic overview of how they are

different from the previous standards with a focus on college readiness and cross-cutting
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concepts. I wanted to understand the research that suggests these ways of teaching science

will benefit me and my students. An understanding of the research coupled with the time

and space to imagine how to achieve these standards are crucial to internalizing these

standards into our practice, and in turn, our professional identities.

Sara: Or, could this be a lack of connection between the entire school system you are

working within, including the support you are given (or not given) to implement the

standards, the assessment methods your system values, and the types of training you are (or

are not) given to help you implement the new standards?

Marissa: Honestly, I believe there is very little overarching support within education to

help teachers understand how best to implement the new science standards and how the

standards will be aligned to current and future assessments for students and teachers. While

the opportunities to learn more exist for some, they are not accessed by all, and in turn

standards seem top-down and professional development seems piecemeal and farcical. By

reflecting on my journey of becoming a more reform-minded science educator, I began to

realize exactly what Nadine mentioned above, that some recommended practices that are

called ‘‘inquiry-based science’’ are just increased access to hands-on activities and mate-

rials. For me, inquiry was not about the activities, but conversations with other teachers as

we discussed what it really meant to teach students about science as a process, not science

as content.

Sara: So, while participating in professional development, you were given space within

your professional community to reflect on and discuss the process of science teaching

(Borko 2004). Were you also given the space to reflect on your identity as well?

Marissa: I was thinking more about time. Deneroff stated that it took Marie a really

long time, almost 10 years, to truly embrace an Inquiry Identity that felt comfortable to

her. Time is a luxury that is often not granted in many professional development experi-

ences. Most tend to be 1- or 2-day workshops that are not about building a community of

learners who can engage in conversations about professional identity. Our expectations are

that professional development will have instant impact on teachers’ lives. I just do not

believe that is how change happens, especially, if like Deneroff hopes, we are trying to

shift the paradigm of science teaching and learning towards inquiry.

Sara: To synthesize the salient points that seem to rise up out of our collective expe-

rience, to incorporate identity into the design and practices of professional development

would be to consider the teacher as an individual who holds beliefs, knowledge and

attitudes, who performs in socially connected spaces. Supports must be long-term, and by

this we call upon the field of science education to redefine what we mean by ‘‘long-term.’’

In our experience, and in Deneroff’s work, we see that we need to think on larger time

scales. Marie reflects on 10 years of experience and how she formed an Inquiry Identity.

To think that change can and will happen in 1, 2, or 3 years goes against what our work has

shown is essential in supporting teacher change, and what has been illustrated in Marie’s

case.

Nadine: Like Deneroff, Luehmann noted that space and time to reflect on practice and

communicate about research and practice connections are key elements of science teacher

professional development. Teachers need opportunities to develop relationships that foster

reflection on reform-minded practice, and an exploration of research. They need oppor-

tunities that consider their identities as members of professional learning communities that

promote their participation and recognition as competent, contributing members of groups

promoting reform-based science teaching (Luehmann and Tinelli 2008). Coaching may be

a viable method for the professional development of science teachers. Sally Heineke

(2013) examined language used during coaching experiences to support teachers’
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professional learning. While used often for literacy professionals in schools, instructional

coaching can be an innovative and beneficial professional development model for science

teachers because coaches are on-site mentors who can support active teaching and

reflection on practices from a reform-minded perspective.

Marissa: I am really drawn to the idea of coaching as a model for professional

development that truly supports individual teachers. I would say that my GK-12 profes-

sional development was the closest to this, but instead of coaching, it was the idea of

partnering with a scientist (doctoral student in CUNY) in the classroom to support the gaps

in my knowledge and bring in the actual skills that are used by a variety of scientists (for

me, ecologists, molecular and evolutionary biologists, as well as environmental psychol-

ogists). Partnering with these individuals allowed me to build my own knowledge of these

fields and challenged me to incorporate more research practices (e.g., inquiry and authentic

research) in the classroom.

Sara: As both a participant and provider of science professional development, situations

that were the most ‘‘successful’’ in supporting inquiry teaching and learning employed

components of coaching. When I first taught middle school science, our school district

offered a mentoring program for new teachers. My mentor was a senior member of our

school’s science department, and a strong supporter of inquiry science instruction. She

attended external professional development opportunities and had over 15 years of expe-

rience implementing inquiry in her classroom. She also played the role of ‘‘liaison’’ to the

district science and curricula personnel, and in this role, organized opportunities for the

entire department to dialogue about our vision and goals for our teaching and students’

learning. Not everyone agreed that inquiry was the best way to teach students, but even so,

we all found ways to work together. During my first few years of teaching, my mentor

provided me with material support, instructional support, and most importantly, emotional

support. Later in my teaching career, I became a mentor for the e-Mentoring for Student

Success (eMSS) program developed through the New Teacher Center at the University of

California, Santa Cruz. The key feature of this program was an online interactive com-

munity forum where we, as mentors, would help mentees establish and work through

action research plans to support their science teaching. This program was built on many of

the characteristics you mention above Nadine, except it was not situated within a school.

We worked to create strong online communities and had a series of researched-based

support practices that we used to establish supportive, trust-based communities. Within

both of these ‘‘coaching’’ situations, on one hand within the school, and on the other hand

within an online community of teachers who never met face-to-face, there were oppor-

tunities for coaches to model instruction, for members to plan together and offer critique

and support. Both models embodied the ‘‘communities of practice’’ concept (Lave and

Wenger 1991). Learning about inquiry happened through participation in a community

supported by a coach/mentor and provided space for members of these communities to

‘‘construct identities in relation to these communities’’ (Wenger 1998, p. 4).

Nadine: Coaches model instruction, plan with teachers, observe and offer critique and

support, and are sources of instructional and professional support. Practically, a coach can

mentor all the science teachers in a school, and build long-term relationships that can

address practices, values, and goals of professional development. Coaches and teachers can

build space for identity work through creating a community of professionals at one school

site. There is no assumption here that teachers would immediately adopt professional

development practices, goals, and values, but it would provide a context for mobilizing

efforts that could address professional development from a standpoint of looking at

teachers’ work and subjectivities while engaging in reform-minded science teaching.
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Sara: What was not present for me in the coaching communities I experienced was an

explicit discussion of, or reflection on, one’s identity as an inquiry teacher. I can see now

that they were communities that valued sociocultural ways of supporting identity forma-

tion, but identity formation and the conflicts it sometimes causes one on the path of

development, were not explicitly discussed. There were no explicit opportunities built into

the structures to explore questions like, ‘‘Who am I as a teacher and how do I fit in with this

group?’’ If those questions arose, they were not planned.

Nadine: It is certain that within this work, there is a possibility for teachers and coaches

to engage in authentic teacher research on reform-minded science practice. Unpacking

current research, in the context of ongoing teacher professional development that recog-

nizes the situated and contextual nature of teaching practice, would be important work for a

community of science practitioners at a school site. But conducting research on their own

teaching practice by examining instruction, student engagement, and student achievement

in science, would be important for advancing student learning, and supporting professional

teacher identity work.

Another related effort to continue an ongoing conversation among teachers and pro-

fessional developers is to provide social media networking, like blogging, to increase

communication and provide a ‘‘space’’ for reflecting on teaching practice, supporting

ongoing teacher inquiry around reform-minded practice, and a place for providing a

supportive opportunity to participate in the discourse of reform-minded science teaching.

Again, this would contribute to community building and teacher reflection on practice,

fostering a ‘‘community of practice’’ in which identity work is constitutive and crucial.

Marissa: Once I finish my doctoral work at CUNY in Urban Education, I would love to

imagine a place where I did this kind of work with teachers in classrooms and schools. I

want to incorporate both research and teaching young people. A lot of the research that we

are exposed to in schools comes from the Department of Education and is selected

specifically because it supports the larger education reforms that we are seeing (Common

Core, Next Generation Science Standards). I think it is important to incorporate and

empower teachers to do research in their classrooms. I am currently working at Brooklyn

College, CUNY, with teachers on their action research projects to complete their graduate

studies, and while this is not formally professional development, it is in many ways, since

these are in-service teachers (2nd year NYC Teaching Fellows). The collaboration that we

have created in this space supports these new teachers’ awareness of their identities

emerging from conducting research in their own classrooms. I have talked with many of

them about some of the embedded assumptions they have about young people, their fears

about straying too far from the curriculum as it has traditionally been taught, and their

ways of shifting teaching away from transmission models of education. Even their research

projects highlight their stance as science educators who privilege a quantitative approach to

research. As I have worked with some of them, they have seen the value of a more

sociocultural framework for thinking about research and this has been exciting. I see them

struggling with issues of conflicting ideas and identities as they conduct their research and I

think this speaks to the shifting identities that teachers go through as they learn more about

their students and their practice.

Sara: Now that I have stopped to reflect on these past experiences I wonder, why is this

coaching/mentoring model not more prevalent in teaching communities? Why are these

types of teaching communities not sustained over time? Or maybe they are, but we have

not explored how to use them to support Inquiry Identity formation.
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The next generation of professional development

Nadine: While some of the ‘‘next generation’’ professional development series may take a

common prescriptive approach that neglects teachers’ input, there are other successful

models of science teacher professional development that could reflect, and respond to the

situated needs of teachers in their particular district- and school-level teaching and learning

contexts. From a sociocultural perspective, the importance of establishing a professional

community within which individual teachers can explore their knowledge of content and

instructional practices is central. According to Borko, well designed systems of profes-

sional development include ‘‘…activities and materials for teachers, descriptions of

facilitator roles, and teacher outcome measures’’ (2004, p. 10). Penuel and colleagues

(2007) similarly identified elements of effective science teacher professional development,

including: localized, curriculum-linked, inquiry-oriented instructional approaches and

materials; long-term collaborative support for teachers to implement curriculum; and,

collective participation of teachers working alongside colleagues from the same schools

and districts.

Sara: Nadine, this makes me think of the use of cogenerative dialogues to engage

teachers and students, or teachers and cooperating teachers, in conversations around suc-

cessful teaching. In short, cogenerative dialogues are meetings at which participants in a

process (in this case, teachers, coaches, others involved in the professional development

process) engage in a discussion about how the process is unfolding. Arising from the work

of Kenneth Tobin and Wolff-Michael Roth (2005), this discussion provides a way for all

participants to have a voice in the process. In making this space, cogenerative dialogues

support the use of inquiry-based science in classrooms and influence teachers’ identity

formation (Siry and Lara 2012).

A second successful form of professional development that we are currently using

engages teachers in discussions early on from the initial planning stages, in ways that help

developers incorporate teachers’ instructional and school-level needs into the planning

process, before the science components of the professional development ‘‘begin.’’ This

allows us to bring in the voices and needs of the teachers we work with at the school and

district level, while working within a national-level directive to disseminate inquiry-based

science education. While these are just two of several successful models, they clearly point

us in the direction of models ‘‘next generation’’ professional developers might use to work

with teachers in ways that are supportive of them as professionals, responsive to their

contexts, and provide space for the development of their identities as inquiry teachers.

Marissa: I have spent some time looking at the NGSS, and while at the time of this

writing, only 15 states have adopted them, it does seem that they are being heavily

endorsed by NSTA and other scientific and business organizations and communities. And

while I believe there is a lot that is valuable in them, particularly the science practices and

crosscutting concepts, I do believe that they continue to privilege what is being taught as

opposed to how it is being taught. This makes me question whether these new standards

will continue to reproduce the idea that science is a discipline where facts are privileged, as

opposed to the processes of inquiry, which is much messier, more difficult to teach in the

sense that you can not predict what your students will bring into the classroom, and harder

to assess using traditional standardized testing. And if this is the framework that drives

what we know about science, I do not know how these standards will help develop teachers

with an Inquiry Identity.
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Sara: Marissa, I think you make a very important point, and I agree that I do not think

the NGSS are in a position to, by themselves, mediate teacher Inquiry identity. It will be in

the way that the NGSS are implemented and used as a tool by states, districts, and schools

that will determine their impact on science education—both what is taught and how it is

taught, as was the case with the science education standards released in 1996 (NRC). How

they will be used and how they mediate teacher Inquiry Identity will remain to be seen. I

think the NGSS certainly leave room for a teacher to develop a strong Inquiry Identity, if

the teacher is also provided with the space, resources, and support to do so, but simply the

creation and adoption of NGSS will not make this happen. To turn the conversation toward

how the NGSS could assist a teacher in developing an Inquiry Identity, I have shared two

examples of professional development tools and/or programs that provide spaces and

support for teachers to develop an Inquiry Identity above—cogenerative dialogues and

planning WITH teachers (as compared to externally determined professional develop-

ment). Additional ways that professional development might reflect the groundwork laid

out in the NGSS, and founded in sociocultural theories of teacher identity formation, might

include what you, Marissa and Nadine, have mentioned before:

• Individual and group reflections,

• Coaching or mentoring,

• The formation of professional learning communities, and

• Opportunities to experience inquiry.

Nadine: Yes, Sara, you have summarized characteristics of science teacher professional

development programs that would offer teachers opportunities to explicitly support

awareness and development an Inquiry Identity. Now, through this dialogue, I have come

to see that teacher identity cannot be envisioned as all inquiry-based or all traditional.

Promoting inquiry-based science teaching and learning through professional development

must respond to the need to focus on student achievement, as you noted earlier. Bhaskar

Upadhyay (2009a) studied Daisy’s work as an elementary science teacher who engaged in

inquiry with children from low socio-economic and diverse ethnic and linguistic com-

munities. The school’s desire to get children to pass high-stakes standardized tests was

pushed up against Daisy’s desire to offer instruction that engaged children in inquiry and

experiential learning. While Bhaskar Upadhyay (2009b) calls for examining teacher

identity longitudinally to see the change of adapting and accommodating newly adopted

teaching identities, Stephen Ritchie (2009) recognized multiple (and sometimes compet-

ing) identities that can be foregrounded and backgrounded in a situated view of the

teaching and learning. In another body of work, he and fellow researchers, Ritchie, Tobin,

Roth, and Cristobal Carambo (2007), suggested teachers transform old identities as they

accommodate old and new identities in situated contexts. Ultimately, we must see this

transformation of teachers’ identities in support of improved student learning. Deneroff

pushes for pedagogy that re-imagines students as active learners who can lead and navigate

inquiry-based instruction in science.

Marissa: Absolutely. Inquiry-based professional development for science teachers

should be focused on transforming student learning.

Sara: And, to do that Marissa, we learned how Deneroff invited Marie to share her

voice on her development as an Inquiry Teacher, heeding Upadhyay’s (2009b) call to

researchers to bring in the voices of teachers to share not only who teachers say they are,

but to highlight what they do for students. Professional development should explicitly

address the identity of teachers and how teachers’ identities impact children’s developing

identities as science learners.
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Nadine: And, consider that NGSS, with its more explicit definition on what counts as

‘‘inquiry-based practice,’’ expands current emphasis on exploration and scientific inves-

tigation of the natural world (National Research Council [NRC], 1996, 2000), to include

key concepts that cut across disciplinary domains within science, English Language arts,

literacy and mathematics. These standards push us to recognize the unique needs of

children and youth from diverse backgrounds (e.g., cultural, racial, ethnic, linguistic,

socioeconomic, ability/disability, gender) who will be engaging in scientific study in

schools, to increase learning opportunities and address challenges that may impede

achievement in science.

Sara: Science teaching is principle-driven practice and as such, creates a means for

identifying oneself as a specific type/kind/of teacher, who is recognized by self and others

(Luehmann 2007). Because of the social nature of professional development, and science

teaching, science teacher professional development can benefit from explicit attention to

align school science, research, and practice in the learning sciences (National Research

Council [NRC] 1996, 2000; NGSS 2013). The recent release of the NGSS, we hope, will

prompt renewed efforts to support inquiry science instruction and learning in schools.

Those of us who work with pre-service and in-service teachers need to find creative ways

to provide time, a safe place, and space (Luehmann 2007) to allow teachers to discuss and

wrestle with their multifarious and evolving identities in the face of competing agendas,

but in the context of supportive professional communities of practice. Instructional

coaching, cogenerative dialogues and online professional communities may serve these

important roles.

Nadine: From a situated sociocultural view of science teacher professional develop-

ment, our dialogue, collective experiences, and reflection on recent research suggests more

flexible, collaborative, long-term models of professional development. Linking profes-

sional development activities to localized curriculum that promotes inquiry-oriented

activities aligned to science standards and assessments, improves teaching and learning

opportunities, while promoting inquiry teacher identity development. We have learned that

a major goal of science teacher professional development is to provide support and

opportunities for individual teachers to work together in organized groups to plan and

reflect on a flexible implementation of inquiry instruction, perhaps through long-term

discursive models of coaching (Heineke 2013) where individual teachers are paired with

more experienced mentor teachers or science professionals, or through opportunities for

cogenerative dialogues about successful teaching between and among colleagues (Siry and

Lara 2012), or through online discursive communities that plan and reflect on inquiry

practice (Luehmann and Tinelli 2008). What emerges promises to support teachers’

identities and professional practice in service of improved science teaching and student

learning.
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Abstract Steven Vertovec (2006, 2007) has recently offered a re-interpretation of population

diversity in large urban centres due to a considerable increase in immigration patterns in the UK.

This complex scenario called superdiversity has been conceptualised to help illuminate signifi-

cant interactions of variables such as religion, language, gender, age, nationality, labour market

and population distribution on a larger scale. The interrelationships of these themes have fun-

damental implications in a variety of community environments, but especiallywithin our schools.

Today, London schools have over 300 languages being spoken by students, all of whom have

diverse backgrounds, bringingwith themawealth of experience and,most critically, their own set

of religious beliefs. At the same time, Science is a compulsory subject in England’s national

curriculum, where it requires teachers to deal with important scientific frameworks about the

world; teaching about the origins of the universe, life on Earth, human evolution and other topics,

which are often in conflict with students’ religious views. In order to cope with this dynamic and

thought-provoking environment, science initial teacher education (SITE)—especially those

catering large urban centres—must evolve to equip science teachers with a meaningful under-

standing of how to handle a superdiverse science classroom, taking the discourse of inclusion

beyond its formal boundaries. Thus, this original position paper addresses how the role of SITE

may be re-conceptualised and re-framed in light of the immense challenges of superdiversity as

well as how science teachers, as enactors of the science curriculum, must adapt to cater to these

changes. This is also the first in a series of papers emerging from an empirical research project

trying to capture science teacher educators’ own views on religio-scientific issues and their

positions on the place of these issues within science teacher education and the science classroom.
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Science and superdiversity

Recently, Steven Vertovec (2006, 2007) offered a re-interpretation of population

diversity in large urban constituencies due to a considerable increase in immigration

patterns, especially within the UK. This scenario, dubbed superdiversity, has been

conceptualised to help illuminate the significant and complex interactions of variables

such as religion, language, gender, age, nationality, labour market and population dis-

tribution on a larger scale. The interrelationships between these themes have funda-

mental implications in a variety of community environments, but especially within our

schools. Today, for example, London state schools have over 300 languages spoken

(Von Ahn, Lupton, Greenwood and Wiggins 2010) by their students, all of whom have

their own particular cultural background, bringing with them a wealth of experience

and, most critically, their own set of religious or non-religious beliefs, worldviews and

indigenous knowledge.

Science is a compulsory subject in England’s National Curriculum where it requires

students to obtain key scientific knowledge and understanding about the world we live in:

the origins of the universe, geological time radioactive dating, fossils, life on Earth and

human evolution are some of the most critical examples. Notably, these central themes

within the science curriculum are often complex constructs which have been built over

years of methodical research and scientific testing of theoretical frameworks. Conse-

quently, in order to fully understand these constructs, a fundamental understanding of the

variances and nuances of the scientific method and the meaning of evidence must be one of

the central tenets of science education within the secondary school.

Science and worldviews

The complex constructs mentioned above often sit in a continuous spectrum of acceptance-

opposition, particularly in those individuals with religious views (Roth 1997) and

indigenous knowledge (Waldrip, Timothy and Wilikai 2007) as well as those who are

atheists and anti-theists (Dawkins 2006). Hence, it becomes imperative to recognise that

those involved within the science education community—such as teacher educators, pre-

service teachers and teachers—are likely to belong to multifaceted cultural groups and

have developed their own understandings of the world. Therefore, when these actors are

necessarily placed within social learning environment, these intrinsic understandings are

likely to influence their teaching and learning practices and how they interact with school

students. This is because science teachers and students have their own customs, principles,

belief systems, desires and expectations (Aikenhead 1996) which may need to be re-

arranged and re-interpreted when dealing with conflicting ‘believing schemas’ (Ferguson

and Kameniar 2014).

As such, these differing worldviews—defined as ‘‘a collection of values and beliefs that

forms the frame of reference for a group of people to make sense of the world’’ (Kawagley

et al. 1998 in Liu and Lederman 2007, p. 1283)—are likely to emerge within the science

classroom when dealing with certain aspects of the science curricula, especially because

‘‘science students are expected to construct scientific concepts meaningfully even when

those concepts conflict with indigenous norms, values, beliefs, expectations, and con-

ventional actions of students’ life-worlds’’ (Aikenhead and Jegede 1999, p. 270).
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At the same time, science can also be considered a worldview since it is made up of

models constructed by humans for problem solving and adapting to their environment. We

have created codes and languages to organise our knowledge gained by observing Nature.

Science is at its core a human activity and as such, it gives rise to ethical, epistemological

and philosophical issues (Newton 1988) on how it operates and how it is disseminated. It is

this way of working which attracts many different types of people into the scientific

endeavour. Moreover, it is important to note that many people with a religious faith are still

drawn to science and science education, mainly because they do not perceive there to be

any challenges between their beliefs and what they are learning. On the other hand, Joseph

Ferguson and Barbara Kameniar (2014, p. 19) suggested that:

Religious students of science are unlikely to be deeply engaging with science as a

discipline when … they employ a binary cultural model that subordinates science to

religion, non-humans to humans and learning to believing… [and] because these

religious students do not conceptualise meaningful learning as knowledge produc-

tion, that is a justified belief with substantiated evidence, then learning for them

remains a narrative to be reproduced or retold rather than as a process, or method, for

seeking knowledge about, and an understanding of, the natural world.

As explained above, it is this binary model of science and religion with the contrasting

narrative of science learning as either being for reproduction of knowledge or as a process

of knowledge production that will likely be present within superdiverse science class-

rooms. It is the confluence of a range of interpretations and views about the world which

have the potential to cause attrition, requiring careful mediation, as well as an opportunity

for meaningful learning about science and its processes. However, this mediation will only

occur if science teachers are fully prepared to engage with multiple worldviews and

discourses in their classrooms.

Bringing knowledge together

Importantly, the point is not for science teacher educators, pre-service teachers and

teachers to directly address specific religions and their beliefs. One of the argument being

proposed here asks those involved in science initial teacher education (SITE) to support

science pre-service teachers and science teachers by addressing the idea that there are

different ways of looking at the world. People have different worldviews, of which science

and/or religion and/or indigenous knowledge is one. The point is to address a broader

cultural shift that needs to take places within science education. There is an increasing need

for science teacher educators to support their pre-service teachers in learning about how

they can support a superdiverse, multi-religious classroom to understand how science

works regardless of where in the acceptance-opposition spectrum they fall. At the same

time, science teachers must recognise their own worldview, their own epistemological and

cultural understanding of science and develop their own acceptance of other worldviews in

order to successfully teach their students about science, its accomplishments and its way of

understanding the world.

This type of thinking has a direct implication for SITE because it asks teacher educators to

be open to the notion that this preparation is both valid and necessary. Ignoring the reality

science pre-service teachers will face during their training and later as fully-fledged science

teachers would be a disservice to a community that needs students from all backgrounds to
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be inspired by science and to want to become scientists regardless of their cultural and

religious beliefs. Thus, it becomes imperative that science teacher education programmes

spend time helping pre-service teachers develop a meaningful understanding of science

epistemology and philosophy because this will allow them to fully engage with pedagogical

ideas of how science teaching may be conceptualised for their own school context.

At the same time, school students must be prepared to engage in these discussions. This

implies that teachers must also learn how to create a safe classroom environment where

their students are able to freely and politely exchange their thoughts and ideas about the

world they live in. Undoubtedly, there will be intrinsic challenges that may cause a sub-

stantial impact on how science lessons are introduced in school and how it is perceived by

students whose views may contradict a more traditional view of science (Liu and Leder-

man 2007). A clear example of this is in:

the USA [which] has had several decades of legal battles about the place of cre-

ationism and (more recently) intelligent design in schools (Moore, 2007), [and]

school-based conflicts over these issues are becoming more frequent in a range of

other countries (Graebsch and Schiermeier, 2006; Chinsamy and Plagányi, 2007;

Mercer, 2007; Kutschera, 2008).

(Reiss 2011, p. 400)

This diverse nature of worldviews also brings a new variety of both language and culture

which have been argued to affect the way students may perceive science (Sutherland and

Dennick 2002). Furthermore, current conceptual tools which have been applied within

many schools have led to a comparative and binary construction of classroom reality

(Gogolin 2011), i.e. higher vs lower ability, academic vs vocational, girls vs boys, believer

vs non-believer, and these dichotomies should no longer be considered acceptable as an

initial standpoint especially when dealing with a superdiverse classroom. This prejudiced

rhetoric has the potential to cause even more student disaffection towards science edu-

cation because it implies it is not for everyone. Meanwhile, superdiversity has caused a

fundamental change that will have a significant impact on ‘‘how and with whom people

teach and learn …, consequently, [certain] measures aiming to adjust schools to the

superdiversity … must be taken up with regard to [the knowledge] structure as well as

teaching practice’’ (Gogolin, p. 241).

Science education and religious superdiversity: What do we know?

In order to cope with this dynamic and critical scenario, SITE—especially when catering

for large urban constituencies—must evolve to equip pre-service science teachers with a

meaningful understanding of how to handle a superdiverse science classroom, taking the

discourse of inclusion beyond its formal boundaries. When looking at the domain of

science teaching, it is full of anecdotal stories about teacher-student and student–student

interactions about their views and relationships between science, culture and religion.

The existing literature has attempted to research some of these conflicts. In the case of

evolutionary biology, Zoubeida Dagher and Saouma Boujaude (1997, p. 441) investigated

college students in Lebanon and concluded that ‘‘efforts are not likely to affect major

cognitive differences in students without actively engaging—neither ignoring nor fight-

ing—other factors that underlie their resistance to the ideas about evolution’’. On the same

topic, Roger Downie and N. Barron (2000) have researched medical students in Scotland

where 10 % of students did not accept that evolution has occurred. Additionally,
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Pratchayapong Yasri and Rebecca Mancy (2014) investigated views of students in a

Christian high school in Thailand. They argue that ‘‘students holding different positions on

the relationships between science and religion engage with learning about evolution in

different ways’’ (p. 40). Likewise, the study undertaken by Ferguson and Kameniar (2014)

with religious students of science in Australia reaches a very similar conclusion.

These studies make a vital contribution to the practice of SITE since in order to

negotiate meaning with school students holding different worldviews, science teachers

(and pre-service teachers) must understand how these worldviews operate as well as their

meaning within students’ lives. Significantly, science teacher educators must also clearly

understand their own worldviews and those of their pre-service teachers, enabling an open

and constructive dialogue to emerge in order to support their training when dealing with

contentious religio-scientific issues in the classroom. Studies have also been undertaken

with students from different religious backgrounds including their views on the origins of

the universe (Hanley, Bennett and Ratcliffe 2014), the compatibility of science and religion

(Loving and Foster 2000) and the conflict between science and religion (Martin-Hansen

2008). On the other hand, Michael Reiss (2011) addresses the controversial issue of dealing

with creationism and intelligent design in the classroom while Keith Taber, Berry

Billingsley, Fran Riga, and Helen Newdick (2011) investigated 12–14 year-olds in sec-

ondary schools in England and their worldviews on the relationships between science and

religion. They have identified that students

who experience some science teaching as contrary to their religious faith … is

potentially likely to negatively influence student learning, aspirations toward sci-

entific study and careers, and level of confidence in scientific knowledge.

(p. 1021)

School teachers have also been the centre of many studies. The work of Pierre

Clément, Marie Quessada, Charline Laurent and Graça Carvalho (2008) analysed the

conceptions about science and religion of over 5000 teachers from 14 different coun-

tries, highlighting not only the presence of religious convictions in teachers but also the

intrinsic differences between them as well as the importance of the need of teacher

education to address misunderstandings between science and religion. More specifically,

Jeff Dodick, Aliza Dayan and Nir Orion (2010) examined issues that ‘‘religious Jewish

science teachers in Israeli high schools have in coping with science subjects (such as

geological time) which conflict with their religious beliefs’’ (p. 1521). They also point

out that teachers have a lack of a consistent philosophy (and I would argue, episte-

mology) and thus adopted intuitive and haphazard approaches and explanations which

used both science and religion help them cope. Further still, protestant biology teachers

in Brazil are the focus of the work of Charbel El-Hani and Claudia Sepulveda (2010)

which concludes by indicating the need for science teachers to be more philosophically

and culturally aware of the issues between science and religion. More important evi-

dence is present in the work of Nasser Mansour (2008) which has been crucial in

giving emphasis to the fact that ‘‘teachers’ religious beliefs are among the major

constructs that drive teachers’ ways of thinking and classroom practices about scientific

issues related to religion’’ (p. 557) and has been corroborated by his further work

(Mansour 2011) with Egyptian science teachers where ‘‘teachers’ personal Islamic-

religious beliefs inform their beliefs about the nature of science and its purpose’’ (p.

281).

Additionally, Reiss (2008) tries to answer the question of whether science teacher

educators should deal with the Science/Religion issue and delves into a critical reflection of
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the current literature. Reiss argues that science teachers should not ignore the issue and

must be careful as to how this is dealt with in the classroom. But in order for teachers to be

careful and handle a superdiverse and multi-religious classroom, it is important that they

understand their own worldviews and have a good understanding of the nature of science.

And this can only be achieved if SITE allows time for such discussions in science teacher

education programmes.

The work of Shiang-Yao Liu and Norman Lederman explores this. Their work argues

that:

People with different worldviews may probably have concurrently different views

about science; such differences need to be acknowledged and incorporated into

science curriculum. The findings showed that participants held diverse views,

some of which did not accord with the worldview generally conveyed by western

culture.

(2007, p. 1301)

When these views are in conflict with the nature of science, some science teachers

even refuse to teach about what might be considered a controversial topic, such as

evolution. For example, Randi Trani’s work on biology teachers from Oregon, USA, finds

that up to 16 % of

biology teachers … do not understand science, do not understand evolution, and

have either strong or extreme religious convictions. These teachers may state

that they reject evolution based upon their religious convictions, but their

rejection of the evolutionary theory appears to also be related to their lack of

understanding of the theory itself and their lack of understanding of the nature

of science.

(2004, p. 426)

More recently, Berry Billingsley, Fran Riga, Keith Taber and Helen Newdick (2014)

have extensively discussed the literature on the science and religion debate and researched

science and religious education teachers’ perspectives on the matter. In the case of science

initial teacher education, they recommend the ‘‘need for a higher level of subject knowl-

edge about the relationships between science and religion and also more pedagogical

knowledge about what children are expected to know’’ (p. 391). In order for such rec-

ommendation to take place, science teacher educators must be willing to drive this change

within their institutions and provide opportunities for discussion on this highly important

and, at times, contentions topic.

Lastly, the evidence collected from the academic literature presented above is an

invitation to the development of this important area of study that certainly deserves our

attention, especially in environments considered to be superdiverse. The works men-

tioned above are the foundation with which to develop this study because there has not

as yet been enough research undertaken in order to provide a consistent argument about

how England’s SITE should be re-framed in light of superdiversity within schools and

their local communities, particularly those placed in large urban centres such as London,

Manchester and Birmingham. Given the evidence presented above, this position paper

attempts to address how the role of SITE may need to be re-conceptualised and re-

framed in light of the immense challenges of superdiversity, as well as how science

teacher educators must adapt to cater for these changes.
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Engaging with the issues

Science teachers face several challenges during their careers, especially since science is

usually seen as a ‘hard’ subject, with its own characteristic language, meaning and con-

ceptual problems (Wellington and Osborne 2001). Furthermore, science teachers have an

extensive assortment of issues to address within the classroom, mainly regarding the nature

and application of science (Bausor and Poole 2003) as well as dealing with ideas such as

scientific investigations and evidence, especially, in England, due to the recommendations

that emerged from the new ‘Working Scientifically’ strand of the National Curriculum

(DfE 2013) and the ‘Maintaining Curiosity’ report from the Office for Standards in

Education and Children’s Services (OFSTED) (OFSTED 2013). But as the science

classroom becomes a more heterogeneous environment in relation to the composition of

students’ worldviews, and, in particular, their religious beliefs, a critical scenario emerges

because such views are likely to fall within a ‘spectrum of belief’ within students’

denominations. This ‘‘religious superdiversity has ramifications … [where people find

themselves] in such a situation of overlapping diasporas that [students and teachers] will

meet … other believers [and non-believers] who have different modes of belief and

practice[s] both within and outside [their faiths]’’ (Vertovec 2006, p. 12) and, therefore,

they will need to interact with religio-scientific discourses in light of their beliefs within

the science classroom.

Glen Aikenhead (1996) argues that school science is a unique culture and a subculture

of science. However, although some may perceive science to be a cultural norm in the

western world, school science is usually presented as a-cultural and emotionless (Alsop

2005), especially in England where the science national curriculum continues to be mostly

presented as a continuous sequence of factual knowledge usually taught without an his-

torical or cultural context. There are many reasons for this. Evidence from national reports

(Collins, Reiss and Stobart 2009) and news media outlets (BBC 2008, The Guardian 2006,

Daily Telegraph 2008, 2010) have claimed that schools break down lessons in chunks of

50–60 min burst of information, they have reduced science practical work time and

regurgitate standard explanations which students are expected to recall in exams. Unfor-

tunately, this continues to happen today, even though this ‘teaching to the test’ has already

been shown to be highly inefficient in terms of learning outcomes for students (e.g.

Shepherd 2010). Occasionally certain important scientific figures may be mentioned by

name, but almost always they are insulated from the ‘when’ (historical context), the ‘how’

(personal context) and the ‘why’ (cultural/economic context) of their accomplishments.

This rhetoric of ‘imparting knowledge’ as the function of school was reinforced by Eng-

land’s former Secretary of Education Michael Gove when he criticised:

teaching methods which have nothing to do with passing on knowledge … We need

teachers to actively pass on knowledge, organised in academic disciplines such as

physics and history.

(Gove 2013, my emphasis)

The discourse towards a strong classification of curricula and pedagogy as discussed by

Basil Bernstein (1971), is firmly implied in Gove’s speech. Current curriculum changes

imposed by England’s Department for Education mean that students with different cultural

and religious beliefs are likely to continue to view science as a disconnected bundle of

facts and an intrusion on their worldview and their personal interest rather than a part of

their own culture. The political rhetoric continues to focus on acquisition of formal
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knowledge through transmission, and it actively distances itself from other forms of

pedagogical understanding of how children learn.

Moreover, this rhetoric continues to exist as cultural paradigms within many science

classrooms where science is conceived as superior knowledge and disconnected from

reality and where teaching towards examinations is commonplace. This is specially

problematic where practical work is used and seen as only the checking of existing

knowledge and the proving of equations rather than supporting students’ comprehension of

the place of science within the world and how science knowledge is constructed. This is

because practical work ‘‘as practised in many countries, it is ill-conceived, confused and

unproductive. For many children, what goes on in the laboratory contributes little to their

learning of science’’ (Hudson p. 176, in Millar and Abrahams 2009, p. 59); a similar

conclusion was also reached by the recent SCORE (2008) report on the use of practical

work in schools.

Consequently, for students holding different worldviews, this conceptualisation of science

teaching is potentially challenging as they continue to be constantly shifting between the

language of science, religion and other subjects and cultures when moving from class to class

and from home to school. This type of ‘border-crossing’ (Phelan, Davidson and Caon 2001)

must be carefully managed within the curriculum (Aikenhead and Jegede 1999) as well as by

class teachers and their students (Ferguson and Kameniar 2014).

The argument again returns to the need for an updated vision for SITE where future

teachers are prepared to deal with personal conflicts and make pedagogical sense of the

underlying and sometimes hidden structures which affect their classroom practice. Once

again, this implies that SITE must support and prepare pre-service teachers to develop a

comprehensive understanding of their own epistemological (Kim and Nehm 2011), sci-

entific (Hipkins, Barker and Bolstad 2005) and cultural (Milner 2010) beliefs since these

have a significant impact on their classroom practice. SITE must also help foster the

construction of teachers’ pedagogical judgements and their personal sensitivity towards

cultural (super) diversity so as to consider and resolve fundamental belief conflicts that

may appear in the classroom (Gay 2010).

Furthermore, SITE must re-evaluate its existential position regarding the nature of

science education in a superdiverse world: what is SITE about? What is its purpose? What

is SITE trying to achieve with its pre-service teachers? And what other approaches can we

employ to support pre-service teachers’ teaching in superdiverse communities?

These are all necessary questions that science teacher educators must now ask in order

to help pre-service teachers cope with multi-religious views within the science classroom.

SITE must enable pre-service teachers to become more reflective and critical about the

place of students’ worldviews within the science classroom and involve them in devel-

oping strategies to effectively help ‘‘students manage their personal beliefs in relation to

[Science], rather than attempt to [completely] change them’’ (Meadows, Doster and

Jackson in Hanley, Bennett and Ratcliffe 2014, p. 1212) because the religious practices and

beliefs of students are a critical and integral part of who they are, it is how they also

express their identity and who they are as a person (Fysh and Lucas 1998). Critically,

school students’ abilities to navigate between science, diverse cultures and religious

practices as well as their ability to resolve conflicting beliefs are not well established

(Aikenhead and Jegede 1999). Thus, science teachers play an important role in managing

views and beliefs in order to allow them to share meaningful science learning experiences

within the classroom.

However, a comprehensive standardisation of pedagogical strategies across the teaching

of science is unrealistic and undesirable because teaching is a social profession that entails
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an appreciation for diversity and multimodality of practice. Each school and each science

classroom will need a different approach. Therefore, as science teachers prepare to

encounter students with a myriad of worldviews about science, religion and other intrinsic

cultural facets, they must be explicitly educated to manage and tailor meaningful learning

episodes which will help to avoid creating confusion and conflict while at the same time

promoting student reflection and discussion about science, including topics which may be

considered controversial. Science Teacher Educators, pre-service and practicing teachers

can be supported by existing work, such as materials promoted by the Bio-ethics and

Physics Education Projects and the Science and Religion in Schools’ Project. At the same

time, support may also be provided by local teachers to support the local context of their

students in cross-curricular ventures.

This essentially means that there is a need for a change of paradigm within SITE. It

must address these religious-cultural issues head-on and clearly identify the challenges that

pre-service teachers are likely to face within large urban environments. It can no longer

ignore the superdiverse society of large metropolitan areas. It is imperative that SITE

assembles and develops a set of satisfactory arguments towards a larger appreciation of this

type of understanding within science education because that would allow future science

teachers to respond ‘‘more flexibly to all encounters with [students’] culture in its broadest

sense’’ (Kai 2003, p. 33 in Vertovec 2006, p. 29).

My own account of my school experience as a science teacher (De Carvalho 2013) is

an example of a possible classroom activity which attempts to encompass the dynamic

between scientific evidence and faith when teaching about the Big Bang theory. Without

focusing on specific religious beliefs, I attempted to engage my students in the broadest

sense of both religio-cultural worldview and science. The result was a better appreciation

of the dichotomies between faith and the meaning of evidence in science. The flexibility

of the task allowed students to pursue different avenues based on their own interest as

well as having to openly discuss the meaning of scientific theory, evidence and the Big

Bang. This example is certainly not the only one. Trani (2004) exposed the difficulties

within the American context with the varied disagreement between biologists, biology

teachers and laypeople while Nancy Brickhouse, Zoubeida Dagher, William Letts and

Harry Shipman (2000) and Harry Shipman, Brickhouse, Dagher and Letts (2002) have

explored students’ interactions between the nature of scientific understanding and reli-

gion in the context of an Astronomy course, concluding that the issue must be

approached sensitively and appropriately in order to benefit students and promote a

meaningful understanding of science. In addition, Reiss (2008) has considered and

described some of the pedagogical issues involved if the science/religion issue is to be

debated in the science classroom if and when it appears. Reiss (2011) also discussed at

length the epistemic problems of addressing and teaching challenging scientific issues in

light of creationism and intelligent design, with both texts providing a range of other

relevant literature.

In the long run, science teachers and teacher educators must ask themselves how stu-

dents with religious beliefs engage with learning about science, and whether they are

learning real science or whether they are ‘‘simply learning a set of definitions, or a well-

rehearsed narrative, and reproducing it as accurately as possible?’’ (Ferguson and Kame-

niar 2014, p. 6). In order to revise our practice, SITE educators must first understand and

frame the ways in which both teachers and students may relate and deal with religio-

scientific ideas.
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Framing religio-scientific understanding

There have been attempts at mapping and framing of schemas for both students’ and

teachers’ religio-scientific ideas (e.g. Stolberg 2007). Two of the latest and important

work, those of Pam Hanley, Judith Bennett and Mary Ratcliffe (2014) and Ferguson and

Kameniar (2014), have both tackled the idea in an innovative and useful way, drawing

on different analytical and theoretical frameworks. In this paper, I draw on Hanley,

Bennett and Ratcliffe and their conceptual framework focusing on ‘‘facilitating border

crossings from students’ everyday world into the school environment … [which]

explores how to manage any incompatibilities while allowing students to maintain

respect for their home culture’’ (2014, p. 1214). The conceptualisation of ‘border-

crossing’ theory is an essential pre-requisite for science teachers within superdiverse

classrooms because their understanding and respect towards students’ multi-religious

backgrounds will help to facilitate their navigation through some of the differences

between science and religion (Aikenhead 2001). Conversely, conceptual change theory

focuses on knowledge replacement through conceptual challenge (Sinatra, Southerland,

McConaughy and Demastes 2003) in addition to emphasising the acquisition of

knowledge, but consistent conceptual change is unlikely to happen in the short period of

time available to science teachers in schools. Science teachers of classrooms with multi-

religious backgrounds are likely to encounter resistance if they insist on forcefully

pushing a higher status to science in direct opposition to religious beliefs of their

students. Thus, the negotiation of meaning becomes a vital skill for the science teacher

to learn during their training.

The religio-scientific beliefs of newer generations of students may be more likely to be

influenced and challenged by the new multimodality of knowledge and the never-ending

presence of science-related advances in technology, medicine and other fields, while at the

same time having to deal with the reality of a religious family life. Therefore, if teachers

adopt an extreme Dawkinsian view of science and directly antagonise students’ religious

views, they would be actively dismissing a student’s cultural heritage. On the other hand,

this could become a very problematic stance since it is context-dependent as different

cultural norms believe and act in different ways. It is paramount that any teacher argues

against any form of culturally-related prejudice towards anyone which may emerge in any

scenario within the science classroom. Teachers must be attentive to radical views which

may ignite other types of conflicts in the classroom and challenge them when necessary.

Yet, when discussing the approach between science and religion teachers also ‘‘need to

recognise that the goal is not to convince students of which worldview is correct but to

examine the available evidence without condemning a student’s existing [religious]

worldview’’ (Hanley, Bennett and Ratcliffe 2014, p. 1226). Nevertheless, this will only

become possible if SITE and pre-service teachers and their mentors are prepared to engage

with this issue in order to better prepare future teachers. It is in the development of the

understanding by pre-service teachers and SITE educators that Hanley, Bennett and Rat-

cliffe’s work becomes invaluable.

Hanley, Bennett and Ratcliffe studied students of different faiths as well as non-be-

lievers in four different schools in the UK. This allowed them to develop a ‘typology of

engagement’ between science and religion that ‘‘divides students into categories depending

on both the nature and amount of engagement they were prepared to have with the rela-

tionships between science and religion’’ (2014, p. 1210). Their typology works as an

explanatory tool that was designed to provide a way to elucidate the myriad of complex
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student positions around the issue and, most importantly, ‘‘it is not designed to be hier-

archical, favouring one specific type over another’’ (Hanley, Bennett and Ratcliffe 2014,

p. 1222). In modern, large-scale and superdiverse urban centres, abounding with multi-

linguism and multiculturalism, this is a vital stance. Tolerance, empathy and sensitivity

towards controversial issues are characteristics which must also be present in the science

classroom and modelled by the science teacher, albeit with a clear stance on the meaning of

scientific evidence and how science and religion operate in divergent ‘‘frames of refer-

ence’’ (Mezirow 2009) and are different pathways towards the construction of meaning in

both informational and transformational learning (Kegan 2009). This is further corrobo-

rated by William Cobern and Cathleen Loving (2001) when they explain that:

science can be defined with sufficient clarity so as to maintain a coherent boundary

for the practical purposes of school science curriculum development. That boundary

excludes most forms of indigenous knowledge, if not all, just as it excludes art,

history, economics, religion, and many other domains of knowledge. Being exclu-

sive, however, does not confer science with any privilege vis-à-vis other domains.

Science is properly privileged only within its own domain for that is where its

strength lies.

(pp. 64–65)

Ian Barbour’s (1990) taxonomy is an early attempt to frame religio-scientific under-

standing but as it has a strong classification and an almost hierarchical outline. I would

argue that it may not be suitable to deal with a more superdiverse society since his ‘‘four

types of science-religion relationships are not fundamental but highly localised construc-

tions. It is like classifying a number of objects according to shape when the physically

relevant parameter is colour’’ (Cantor and Kenny 2001, p. 778).

On the other hand, Hanley, Bennett and Ratcliffe’s framework appears to provide a

bigger scope for interpreting and managing people’s relationship between science and

religion. Although their typology was developed mainly with school students, pre-service

teachers, teachers and science teacher-educators may also fall within the model presented,

albeit with different levels of scientific, religious and epistemological understanding. With

four bipolar dimensions (see Fig. 1), but with each having their own relationships

Fig. 1 Four dimensions characterising the engagement typology (taken from Hanley, Bennett and Ratcliffe
2014, p. 1218)
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spectrum, it specifies a more humanistic typology of how students may engage with each

set of dimensions.

This framework attempts to identify the existence of a continuum within boundaries

where students and teachers have to work and exchange meaning. Since it is non-hierar-

chical and provides a continuum of positions within each dimension, it allows for an

important and relatively safe discussion space within a superdiverse science classroom.

Hanley, Bennett and Ratcliffe’s research also suggests that teachers failed to appreciate

the level of difficulty some students have in order to face and accommodate key ideas

between science and their religious beliefs. Additionally, George Posner et al.’s (1982) work

on a theory of conceptual change may lead science educators to believe that because teachers

may be presenting ‘strong’ scientific evidence, how can students not ‘believe’ in science?

Although, conceptual change involves both revolutionary as well as evolutionary

components (Ozdemir and Clark 2007), this process when confronted with religious beliefs

takes a whole different meaning as the conflict happens on frameworks which are

incompatible, one which relies on ‘faith’ and another which relies on ‘scientific evidence’.

As such, it becomes apparent that there must be an increased understanding of the level of

complexity present in students’ beliefs (Hanley, Bennett and Ratcliffe 2014) and how this

relates to students’ scientific understanding. This means that SITE must raise its own level

of awareness and thus improve the guidance and training of science teachers towards a

more sensitive and suitable approach when covering controversial topics such as the ori-

gins of the universe and the evolution of organisms.

Science pedagogy and practice for a superdiverse society

Bernstein (1971, p. 47) defined pedagogy as ‘‘what counts as valid transmission of

knowledge’’ and more recently Annette Woods and Allan Luke (2012, p. 313) have used

the term innovative pedagogy to ‘‘relate to change in teaching practice, as an alteration in

the social relations of knowledge constructions and production by teachers and students’’.

In these times of superdiversity in our large urban and metropolitan areas, it is time to look

at the framing and boundaries of pedagogy and use these to inform a pedagogy for

superdiversity. A pedagogy where:

the knowledge from one or more academic subjects is embedded within another;

students are required to call on the skills, process and understandings of a variety of

school subject areas to complete a task or activity; and the boundaries between these

school subjects or disciplines are less visible to learners.

(Woods and Luke 2012, p. 314)

SITE is well placed within the school curriculum to lead a breakdown of subject

boundaries, especially between physics, biology and chemistry. SITE must foster a ped-

agogy which embraces thinking about the teaching behind the methods used in teaching. It

must foster a science pedagogy for superdiversity which is informed by a meaningful

understanding of the epistemology of science and the interdependent nature of science with

the world we live in; and thus, how that impacts teaching and learning in the classroom.

This implies that more time must be devoted to the thinking behind the practice of school

science so that the confusion between pedagogy and teaching methods is clarified, allowing

pre-service teachers to better understand the choices they make while planning a learning

episode. This is especially important when dealing with more nuanced science topics
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which may be perceived as challenging or controversial by students with strong religious

beliefs within a superdiverse school environment.

Further still, I argue for a pedagogical shift within science teaching towards a more

thoughtful rationalisation of science, moving away from a focus on methods and the ideal

of ‘imparting’ scientific knowledge and facts, which is likely to alienate most students in

science classrooms due to the over-emphasis on worksheets, slide presentations as well as

the constant misuse of science investigations (SCORE 2008). Science teachers can pro-

mote a pedagogy for superdiversity by emphasising the processes of science and their

importance to the progress of our societies. Understanding the meaning of science and how

it operates may be a way to re-frame science pedagogy as an integral part of the curriculum

rather than framing it around the content knowledge itself and how to deliver it. It is also

imperative to say that if, and when the chance arises, science ‘‘teachers should make use of

the opportunity to give students an insight into the nature of science and religion, how the

media present the relationships between science and religion and how they are presented in

scholarship’’ (Billingsley, Riga, Taber and Newdick 2014, p. 391).

Nevertheless, there are still many questions that remain unanswered as to whether

pedagogical understanding directly influences teachers’ planning of lessons and classroom

practice and whether more ‘instinctive’ actions or reactions during practice actually

influence their pedagogical discourse and future behaviour (Pajares 1992). Currently, in

England, there is an intentional move to focus Initial Teacher Education mainly on on-the-

job classroom practice with little time for pre-service teachers to develop a more mean-

ingful awareness of both pedagogy and psychology of education. As present in the rhetoric

of the Department for Education’s Schools White Paper The Importance of Teaching

(implemented in 2012 through the new School Direct programme):

The best education systems in the world draw their teachers from among the top

graduates and train them rigorously and effectively, focusing on classroom practice

… (p. 9) … Too little teacher training takes place on the job, and too much pro-

fessional development involves compliance with bureaucratic initiatives rather than

working with other teachers to develop effective practice. (p. 21)

(DfE 2010, my italics)

Although a significant amount of relevant classroom practice is essential to new

teachers’ development, the move towards on-the-job training comes to the detriment of

pre-service teachers’ time to be dedicated towards the development of meaningful peda-

gogical understanding. The ‘traditional’ secondary Initial Teacher Education courses in

England (i.e. PGCE—Post-Graduate Certificate in Education) are only 9 months long, with

1/3 spent at university—one of the shortest in Europe—and 2/3 spent in schools on

classroom-based learning—one of the longest in Europe (Eurydice 2013). As can be

inferred, there are significant time constraints on teacher development in England. Thus,

SITE has to rely on pre-service teachers’ self-reflection and self-evaluation of their practice

which, albeit extremely important, invariably tends to relate more to the mechanics of the

practice itself (i.e. what was ‘good’ and what was ‘not-so-good’ during the lesson and what

should I do to change it?) instead of dicussing why it was good/not-so-good and how a

decision was made for specific tasks and why changing it may be important. It also relies

on school mentors’ own knowledge and understanding of teaching and learning which is

likely to be similarly focused on what works in their classroom and what leads to a

measurable outcome rather than a coherent grasp of the nature of science epistemology and

pedagogy, and how this guides their decision-making for a better teaching and learning

experience. Further still, within our institution we have a large amount of anecdotal
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evidence that formal discussions between mentors and pre-service teachers in school is

variable in both length and quality. Evidence from pre-service teachers’ log-books shows

that targets given by mentors at school are usually related to the actual mechanics of the

classroom and the practicalities of the course rather than promoting a deeper development

of ideas about the entire teaching and learning process.

Thus, in England, in order to nurture further understanding of a new science pedagogy

in a superdiverse environment, the mentoring routine must become a more thoughtful

development of teachers’ pedagogical knowledge and understanding through asking more

pertinent questions about what would account for the rationale behind pre-service teachers’

choices and structures for the lesson as well as the consequences to students’ learning. This

requires a more meaningful mentor training regime, partnership schools must provide more

time for mentors to reflect and support pre-service teachers as well as include some form of

recognition for their investment in the training of pre-service teachers.

However, given high-stakes examinations within the English system, many science

teachers outline their practice according to pressures from senior management teams, the

government and OFSTED; and this often falls within the requirement to teach what will

‘be in the exam’, with students following recipes for practical work (SCORE 2008) and

turning science lessons into a systematic routine of ‘fact-finding’ and ‘exam questions’,

completely disregarding other potentially relevant thinking skills and different forms of

knowledge and understanding. ‘‘This ‘playing safe’ means that certain aspects of learning

and development might be emphasised at the expense of fostering a shift to the discomfort

and inquiry ends of the above dimensions’’ (Hanley, Bennett and Ratcliffe 2014, p. 1223).

Furthermore, although the change towards a more school-based SITE may have led to a

sense of improvement in the quality of classroom practice, there is a growing concern from

the

overwhelming dominance for [achieving the teaching] ‘standards’ (Department for

Education and Skills 2002; Furlong et al. 2000) as a way of thinking about quality in

ITE, and a consequent neglect of the ITE curriculum and of the quality of student

teachers’ learning experiences … [and] the simplistic and entirely untheorized

understanding of classroom teaching competence [,practice] and expertise that

informs these ‘standards’.

(Hagger and McIntyre 2006, p. 17)

Finally, Burton (2008) notes that ‘‘if the fundamental thrust of education is ‘being

correct’ rather than acquiring a thoughtful awareness of ambiguities, inconsistencies, and

underlying paradoxes, it is easy to see how the brain reward systems might be moulded to

prefer certainty over open-mindedness’’ (p. 99, in Hanley, Bennett and Ratcliffe 2014,

p. 1223).

Further implications for science initial teacher education

Throughout the text I have attempted to engage the reader in several arguments related to

the issues which our science teachers are facing within schools in superdiverse con-

stituencies. I have attempted to promote a coherent narrative that made explicit links

between science teacher educators, science pre-service teachers, science teachers and

students in our superdiverse classrooms. I have also argued for a re-think of SITE within

the context of superdiversity and how those involved in science education should be more
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explicitly aware of their own epistemological understanding of science as a way of

building knowledge and as a worldview as well as developing their own religious

understanding including how faith is operationalised within specific worldviews. I have

discussed certain issues which SITE must address in order to support science teachers in

their superdiverse classrooms, especially on how science pedagogy is re-conceptualised in

a new pedagogy for superdiversity. This is paramount because science teachers must have

a clear picture of the scientific epistemological framework on which concepts such as

Evolution and Big Bang are built on so as to convey ideas which are scientifically accurate

without undermining students’ worldviews. At the same time, science teachers and their

students must understand that ‘being [scientifically] correct’ is fundamentally different

than ‘being religiously correct’.

Remarkably, it may be that the new knowledge infrastructure, such as the internet and

pop culture, that is able to give the science vs religion debate a new life as it clearly

informs our students’ way of living as well as it brings forward a necessary change to the

access to knowledge. Since both science and religion have similar yet different sociolin-

guistic and cultural roles, these border-crossing developments allow science teaching

pedagogies and strategies to be re-analysed and re-interpreted for the new superdiverse

science classroom.

Therefore, SITE must foster a ‘‘critical sociolinguistics of diversity’’ (Arnaut 2012,

p. 10) within science education where it must pursue a more sustained critical analysis of

its own hegemonic discourse in order to address the way superdiversity engages with

scientific knowledge. As Karel Arnout writes, the critical sociolinguistics of diversity’s

espousal of unpredictability is culturally critical in that it wipes away the false

certainties of how, or the lines within, people construct meaning in interaction. It is

critical in the sense of counterhegemonic in that it destabilises established systems of

difference or regimes of diversity.

(2012, p.12)

Thus, science teacher educators must enable formal discussions within their pro-

grammes so as to do away with the idea that ‘science trumps religion’ since the reality of

the science classroom is a confluence of worldviews which must not be ignored, especially

when teaching science topics which may be considered controversial by students with

strongly held views about religion and the world. It is by carefully managing expectations

and clearly articulating the meaning of science and its influence in the world we live that

we can develop our students’ understanding of science and how it operates.

This implies that SITE itself, especially in those institutions in superdiverse con-

stituencies, must find ways to engage pre-service teachers in more meaningful discussions

about the varied worldviews relating to science, culture and religion their students are

likely to have. SITE must help pre-service teachers in understanding the nature of science

and how to support the questioning by their students of conflicting ideas between science

and religion (Reiss 2008). Science teacher educators must themselves be more aware of

their own uses of language and the meanings of science, scientific evidence, faith and

religion in order to be empowered to prepare and make pre-service teachers fully aware of

the superdiverse views they are about to encounter (Mansour 2008).

Rather importantly, this position paper is not about learning specific religious doctrines

within science education. Instead, it is about the need for science teacher educators and

science pre-service teachers to develop a meaningful understanding of faith and how

students interact with their cultural and religious knowledge in light of scientific knowl-

edge and evidence, and what it means to them. In order to support this, science teacher
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educators must also be able to have a good conceptual understanding of their own views

about the nature and epistemology of science and recognise that this deeply influences pre-

service teachers’ own pedagogical beliefs and practices in science lessons since ‘‘our

behaviours, beliefs, and attitudes, our preparation in science and religion, and the support

we receive to promote and teach our courses have an important influence on student

outcomes’’ (Nyhof-Young 2000, p. 442 in Mansour 2008, p. 573).

In a multi-religious science classroom in a superdiverse society, it is necessary to think

how science is going to be taught to students and how they will interact with it. And, as

expressed before, it is paramount that students emerge from schools with a better grasp of

the differences between the nature of science and religion in a non-confrontational way.

This could, potentially, make a significant contribution to a more harmonious co-existence

between religion and science within the classroom with the outlook of attracting and

recruiting students who would not otherwise pursue science as a career. This approach

could also potentially contribute to greater tolerance within our superdiverse communities.

In light of this discussion of superdiversity in the SITE and the science classroom, and

since ‘‘many prospective teachers do not think deeply about their attitudes and beliefs

towards ethnic, cultural and racial diversity; some deliberately resist doing so’’ (Gay 2010,

p. 145), teacher selection for SITE courses in major constituencies that cater for our

superdiverse classrooms must begin to think about identifying (and developing) people

with certain characteristics that go beyond the mastery of subject knowledge or commu-

nication skills. These teachers’ dispositions are valuable assets that must, somehow, be

assessed when selecting potential pre-service teachers and teachers (Wasicsko Wirtz and

Resor 2009) and encouraged during their training. Nieto (2005, in Gay 2010) presents a

selection of five attitudinal qualities present in teachers that tend to promote cultural

diversity:

They are

1. a sense of mission to serve ethnically diverse children to the best of their abilities

2. solidarity with, empathy for, and value of students’ lives, experiences, cultures, and

human dignity

3. courage to question mainstream school knowledge and conventional ways of doing

things, and beliefs and assumption about diverse students, families, cultures and

communities

4. willingness to improvise, push the envelope, to go beyond the established templates

and frameworks, and to embrace uncertainty and flexibility; and

5. a passion for equality and social justice

The cultivation of these attitudes could constitute the core of teacher education

programs devoted to developing beliefs that are ideological anchors for incorporating

cultural, [and religious super]diversity into teaching behaviours.

(Gay 2010, p. 145)

Final remarks

This paper is the starting point of my own research project with science teacher educators.

It is the first in a series of papers that will attempt to capture views and understandings on

the nature of science as well as cultural and religio-scientific issues alongside their views
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on the place of these issues within science teacher education and the science classroom.

Pre-service teachers will also be interviewed so as to enable me to understand their

expectations on teaching science in a highly superdiverse community with multi-religious

views and how to best approach the issues as a science teacher.

Ultimately, the question for science teacher educators remains: how to assist pre-service

teachers in moving beyond the learning of/about science towards a more significant

engagement with the notion that once in the classroom they will be teaching students with

a range of worldviews and religious beliefs. We want our students to have a meaningful

understanding of what science is, how it works and how it has helped the world to move

forward. We want them to engage with science in a meaningful way, regardless of their

cultural backgrounds or religious belief. And we want our science teachers to feel confident

and to be able to engage in such discussions. This is because in order to become highly

effective teachers, they must become more positive, reflective and contextually responsive

(Kingston, Day, Simmons, Regan, Brown and Gunraj 2012) towards superdiversity in the

globalised world and it is our job as science teacher educators to support them in this

journey.
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Abstract This article reflects on Roussel De Carvalho’s paper ‘Science initial teacher

education and superdiversity: educating science teachers for a multi-religious and glob-

alized science classroom’. It then offers suggestions for making some of the ambitious

goals of the science-and-religion components of the science initial teacher education

project more manageable.

Keywords Science � Religion � Teacher education � School science teaching � Students’
religious beliefs/worldviews

I read with interest Roussel De Carvalho’s paper on the science initial teacher education

project (SITE), arguing for the need to help students ‘to engage with science in a mean-

ingful way, regardless of their cultural backgrounds or religious belief.’ I also noted with

anticipation De Carvalho’s intention:

This paper is the starting point of my own research project with science teacher

educators. It is the first in a series of papers that will attempt to capture views and

understandings on the nature of science as well as cultural and religio-scientific

issues alongside their views on the place of these issues within science teacher

education and the science classroom.
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He argues convincingly, with ample supporting references, for the importance of

tackling the task of helping science-students-in-training, in a ‘superdiverse, multi-religious

classroom’, to understand the co-existence and potential compatability of religious

worldviews alongside scientific ones. Among other strategies, he proposes the use of

‘formal discussions within their programmes so as to do away with the idea that ‘science

trumps religion’ ’. His indication of further papers to follow is welcome, in order to clarify

the anticipated practical outworking of the project.

The project

The proposed undertaking is an ambitious one, but none-the-less appropriate, bearing in

mind the confusions encountered in the recent, putative ‘New Atheism’ and in those

branches of the media where confrontation and viewing ratings appear to outweigh balance

and, in some cases, accuracy. Its potential scope could appropriately include aspects of the

history and philosophy of science (HPS), the philosophy of religion and the content of

major religions as well as the history and historiography of the interplay between science

and religion. Issues in such a study would be expected to include the differences both in the

subject matter and the language of the two disciplines as well as the interesting com-

monality which is apparent when each is confronted with referring to what is new, invisible

or conceptually difficult. As if this wasn’t a prospect ambitious enough in itself, it also has

to cope with the current constraint of less time in College-based teacher training, while

needing more preparation time for fulfilling De Carvalho’s aims.

Having run elective courses on science and religion for students at postgraduate levels, I

am all too aware of the time needed to prepare students for engaging with such issues—an

annual twilight elective course on science and religion for our students initially ran for

30 hours. What led to setting up this course, however, was being asked by our Lecturer in

Religious Education to spend one evening with her students on this topic. So there is hope

that something worthwhile can be attempted in a much shorter time than 30 hours! Given

the time constraint, my contribution to discussing the suggestions on offer by De Carvalho

will consist in identifying some key tasks concerning what could and should be done and

how these might be realized. Everyone’s view reflects some ‘Archimedean position’ from

which to argue, and mine will quickly be seen to reflect some kind of critical realist

epistemology. As will also be seen, I think De Carvalho’s intention is laudable and my

suggestions will have the aim of identifying some core concepts which I feel need to be

included in any working model.

I will begin by realistically confronting a foundational question about the proposal

under review, one which underpins the whole. It is: ‘will trainers of science teachers agree

to teach their trainees about how religion might relate to science, if they have no religious

beliefs or interests of their own?’ I have some doubts about this. Nevertheless, the number

of those who do have religious beliefs or interests and who might be willing to do this

could turn out to be more than might be expected, for, on De Carvalho’s view, ‘it is

important to note that many people with a religious faith are still drawn to science and

science education, mainly because they do not perceive there to be any challenges between

their beliefs and what they are learning.’ Sadly however, and this is the raison d’être of the

project, some of the many students of science who have religious beliefs do follow non-

scientific courses because they fear science might upset their religious faith. So this

suggests that De Carvalho is on the right track in offering remedial help. At a pastoral
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level, since some students are worried as to how their science studies might relate to their

religious beliefs, a number of us who have spent our working lives in science education

think it worth the trouble to be informed sufficiently about religion to be able to help

perplexed students through some common difficulties.

Historically, many of the founder members of the Royal Society in 1660 and subse-

quently numerous ‘founding fathers of physics’, (Russell, 1987) were in Holy Orders.

Additionally, within Chritendom the metaphor of God as the Author of two great ‘Books’

has been around for centuries. These two ‘volumes’ are the ‘Book of God’s Works’ and the

‘Book of God’s Words’. The first of these, the ‘Book of Nature’, lies open for all to see and

for scientists to study. The second is the Book of Scripture, the Bible, also intended for all.

Having a common Author these ‘Books’ were not expected to contradict one another when

both were properly understood. This view immediately highlights the need, hinted at

above, to understand the respective natures of religious language and the language of

science, each with their individual needs to employ figurative language, something about

which I will say more in due course. Today, as in the past there continue to be numerous

organisations dedicated to the academic study of the relationships (plural) between science

and religion, both from historical and philosophical perspectives. Some examples are: The

International Society for Science and Religion; The European Society for the Study of

Science and Theology; The Institute for the Study of Christianity in an Age of Science and

Technology (Australia); Christians in Science (UK); The Science and Religion Forum

(UK) and The American Scientific Affiliation.

Taking my ‘foundational question’ into account, an appropriate initial strategy in trying

to resolve the apparent unease of some SITE students over how science may relate to

religion could be to start from familiar territory: They could be given ‘opportunity for

meaningful learning about science and its processes’ by introducing them to a few chosen

aspects of the history and philosophy of science. Science teachers, after all, should know

something about these and would be expected to be interested in the foundational aspects

of their chosen subject. By selecting topics which are relevant both to science and religion,

the ground could be prepared for more detailed study. For example, science teachers need

to understand the limitations as well as the obvious strengths of their discipline and ‘the

variances and nuances of the scientific method’—although I would prefer an ‘s’ on

‘method’ since there is a plurality of ‘methods’, which include the serendipity of an

Archimedes and a Kekulé. Students also need to be clear that the scientific enterprise itself

is predicated upon certain presuppositions that science itself cannot prove, including those

of rationality, intelligibility, orderliness and uniformity. Without these assumptions it

cannot even get under way.

Science is concerned with the study of the physical world, from sub-atomics to the

macroscopics of an expanding universe or many. Within this all-encompassing span,

foundational subjects like physics, chemistry and biology have led on to neuroscience,

Earth sciences, nanoscience and philosophical studies of the mind/brain, to select just a few

branches.

What science cannot answer, or even address, are questions like ‘is there anything other

than the physical world (e.g. God) to which the physical world owes its existence?’.

Religion, however, is interested in asking such questions. Most religions, but not all (e.g.

Buddhism) feature a general concept of the transcendent embedded in the concept of

‘God’. But it is no use going to science, the study of the physical world, to ask whether

there is anything other than the physical world. Until fairly recently this was pointed out

clearly in Science: The National Curriculum for England, where it stated ‘there are some

questions that science cannot currently answer, and some that science cannot address.’
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(DFEE/QCA 2006, p. 37) Science teachers who recognise the limitations of their discipline

would not be expected to be guilty of scientism. Furthermore, the science teacher is not an

island unto him/herself, never venturing outside the prep-room. She/he should be aware,

dare I say, interested, even minimally, in how their studies relate to other subjects on the

curriculum; and to epistemology in general.

Allies or enemies?

Certain basic aspects of HPS are seminal in scrutinizing a populist view of science and

religion as being at loggerheads. A philosophical understanding of the limitations as well

as the strengths of the scientific enterprise should enable student teachers to navigate their

way through the treacherous waters of what has variously been dubbed the conflict thesis,

the military metaphor and the warfare model. A study of the historical component of the

interplay between science and religion can illuminate why academic historians of science-

and-religion reject the naı̂ve portrayal of an enduring warfare between these two

disciplines.

In addition to the historical issues referred to above, there is a cluster of general

philosophical ones. Epistemology, (from the Greek episteme—‘knowledge’ and logos—

‘explain’) bears on the understanding of the interplay between science and religion. For

spatial reasons this will need to be adumbrated, but I will refer to places where I have

commented on them in more detail than can be attempted here (Poole, 1994, 2007, 2008,

2009, 2014). Finally, I will comment on the matter of particular religions.

Explanation

Understanding the plurality of types of ‘explanation’ or ‘making-things-plain’ plays a key

rôle in teasing out issues of science-and-religion (Poole, 2002, pp. 123–142). What the late

Professor Anthony Flew (1985, p. 40) dubbed as ‘The first moral’ of explanation’ is that:

… explanations answering different questions are not necessarily rivals … The first

moral, therefore, is that there is not just one single, the explanation for anything

which we may wish to have explained. There may instead be as many, not neces-

sarily exclusive, alternative explanations as there are legitimate explanation-de-

manding questions to be asked.

For any entity there is generally a plurality of explanations. Often, however, and this has

been attributed to human laziness, we are easily satisfied with one explanation of an object

or an event, even though other valid explanations are possible. The scientific explanation of

an intriguing new type of vacuum cleaner in no way rules out an explanation of its

‘creation’ to the action of the agent, James Dyson, who brought it into being. In our present

consideration of science and religion, there is no logical competition between the scientific

explanation that ‘In the beginning there was a Big Bang’ and an agency explanation that

‘In the beginning God created the heavens and the Earth’ [Gen. 1:1]. To mix up the two

different types of explanation, or to regard them as interchangeable, is to commit a logical

error, of the kind that the philosopher Gilbert Ryle called a category mistake. It has resulted

in the logical fallacy which the late Charles Coulson dubbed the ‘God-of-the-gaps’—of

seeking to ‘plug’ ‘God’ into present gaps in the current scientific explanations. It does not

take much to see this logical fallacy as potentially culminating in the apparent
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disappearance of ‘God’ altogether, whereas Coulson’s (1955, p. 9) view was that ‘If He is

in nature at all, He must be there right from the start, and all the way through it.’ Two

further points about explanations are: Explaining is not the same thing as ‘explaining

away’; ‘Naming’ is not the same thing as ‘explaining’—as Galileo ([1632] 1967, p. 234)

pointed out when he wrote:

SALVIATI [Galileo’s mouthpiece] … if he can teach me what it is that moves

earthly things downward.

SIMPLICIO The cause of this effect is well known; everybody is aware that it is

gravity.

SALVIATI You are wrong, Simplicio; what you ought to say is that everyone knows

that it is called ‘‘gravity.’’ What I am asking you is not the name of the thing, but its

essence, of which essence you know not a bit more than you know about the essence

of whatever moves the stars around.

One final point before moving on from the topic of explanation is to correct a misun-

derstanding about Ockham’s razor. Some 700 years ago the philosopher and theologian,

William of Ockham (Occam), formulated his famous principle of the parsimony of causes

for theory selection, Frustra fit per plura quod potest fieri per pauciora which translates: ‘it

is vain to do with more what can be done with fewer’. Some people have misunderstood or

misused this principle to claim that scientific explanations displace/rule out religious

explanations. But William of Ockham was a theologian as well as a philosopher and he

recognized that these explanations were of different types. They were compatible but not

interchangeable. To treat them as incompatible would be to make an explanatory type

error.

Epistemology

As with ‘explanation’ other general issues of an epistemological nature concern faith,

belief, truth, evidence and proof, about which volumes have been written. As with other

issues referred to, I shall just make a few points here.

A ubiquitous misuse of the word faith is apparent in various anti-religious writings and

highlighted by that short-lived movement which from c. 2006 was dubbed The New

Atheism. The claim has been that ‘faith’, used in a religious sense, is ‘unevidenced belief’.

This is despite the fact that we already have a proper word for ‘unevidenced belief’ and

that is ‘credulity’—believing despite a lack of evidence, or even believing against contrary

evidence.

‘Faith’ is actually a very common everyday word used for ‘trust’. Although we may be

let down, we trust in friends, doctors, aeroplanes, spouses, ropes, surgeons, bridges,

football pools and maybe even a second-hand car salesman—although I know a very good

one. We used to express trust by saying ‘safe as a bank’, but times change and this simile

does not, at the time of writing, serve to illustrate a ‘justified true belief’—I shall not

digress into Gettier’s fascinating conundrum which can be accessed in a good Dictionary

of Philosophy.

‘Truth’ has also suffered redefinitions in our contemporary culture, in which relativism

of various kinds is prevalent Poole (1995, pp. 18ff), shifting from expressing some kind of

correspondence theory about ‘what is the case’ to being a social construct, something

which prompts expressions like ‘what you believe may be true for you, but it is not true for
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me.’ ‘Truth’ here seems to be equated with ‘being acceptable’, but not as being grounded

in adequate evidence. The late Basil Mitchell (1973 pp. 39–57), one time Nolloth Professor

of the Philosophy of the Christian Religion at Oxford, while recognizing the difficulties of

searching for or arriving at truth, nevertheless argued for the building up of a ‘cumulative

case’. A search for truth may not prove to be a simple thing and often it is exceedingly

difficult, even impossible, to reach the truth, as is evident in Courts of Law. But

jurisprudence does help to illustrate truth as a goal to be striven for, drawing as it does on

evidence of various kinds and having various weights. Evidence may be direct, indirect or

both but many small pieces of valid evidence, none of which may be fully persuasive in

itself, may nevertheless, taken together, add up to a compelling, cumulative case.

De Carvalho and a number of others whom he cites, rightly stress the sensitivity needed

to manage discussions in which students engage in discussing different beliefs. The matter

of truth arises even in friendly discussions, and where there are competing ideas, students

raise questions like ‘which is right?’, ‘is it true?’ and ‘prove it!’. Issues of truth, as some

kind of correspondence with reality, in science and in religion, cannot be brushed under the

carpet and students, as well as others, press for it. A demand for ‘proof’ is not usually a

demand for the absolute certainty of formal logic or of a watertight mathematical con-

clusion, but rather for supplying adequate grounds for taking something to be true. It is

more akin to its archaic meaning of testing the evidence for believing. In olden times,

proving one’s sword meant testing its reliability in battle, while its owner’s allegiance to

his king was tested by his actions in peace and in war.

Before moving on, two logical fallacies, other than those referred to above, need to be

recognized and watched out for: They are the Fallacy of the Excluded Middle and the

Fallacy of Reification from the Latin res meaning ‘thing’. The first fallacy often appears in

the guise of insisting that one has to choose between divine Creation and evolution,

whereas it can be both—not either/or but both/and. The second, the Fallacy of ‘Thingi-

fication’ (!) is manifest in attributing concepts like chance, Nature (with or without a

capital ‘N’, the laws of nature or even Old Mother Nature), evolution and natural selection

with the ability to ‘choose’, ‘manufacture’, ‘build’, ‘create’, and ‘make’. Of course it might

reasonably be argued that these are simply figures of speech, but when they are associated

with vehement denials of God, plan and purpose in the Universe, there appear to be other

motives involved.

Specific religions?

Early in the paper I was surprised to read this declaration in De Carvalho’s discussion of

worldviews:

importantly, the point is not for science teacher educators, pre-service teachers and

teachers to directly address specific religions and their beliefs. One of the argu-

ment[s] being proposed here asks those involved in science initial teacher education

to support science pre-service teachers and science teachers by addressing the idea

that there are different ways of looking at the world. People have different world-

views, of which science and/or religion … is one.

To me this was an unexpected qualification of the proposal under review, since the

scheme sets out to address both general and specific problems, perceived by some trainee

science teachers to arise from science, for their religious beliefs. These vary from religion
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to religion and, worse still, individual religions are not monochromatic in the views their

adherents hold on the same issues, Such issues involve specific claims in religious texts

which refer to the physical world. Despite these variations, there is nevertheless some

commonality, enabling discourse. Inevitably, surely, the content of some specific religions

have to be addressed, since, as well as requiring some understanding of elementary ideas

within the philosophy of religion, they involve beliefs embedded textually within those

religions.

I cannot see how the proposed task can be adequately addressed unless the contents of

some religious beliefs, germane to science, are brought in.

Twice, above, I have referred to the natures of religious language and scientific lan-

guage and now is the time to say a little more. It is a truism to say that religious beliefs are

embodied in language but what is often not recognized is the sheer number of varieties of

religious language that there are. In the Bible alone there are of the order of 30–40 different

literary genres (Van Till, 1986, pp. 7–19), including allegories, apocalyptic writings,

elevated prose, enigmatic sayings, history, hymns, ironies, jokes, letters (individual and

circular), metaphors, parables, paradoxes, personifications, poetry, prayers, prophecies,

riddles and similes.

A caution therefore seems in order for those students who try to read science out of

ancient texts: It is common for the writers to use the language of appearances, as we do

ourselves in everyday speech when we think nothing of referring to ‘sunrise’ and ‘sunset’.

In some cases the text itself may hint at its genre, as appears to be the case in Genesis

chapter 1 of the Old Testament. After referring to the first, second and third ‘days’ of

creation, it is not until ‘day’ 4 that we read of the creation of ‘two great lights—the greater

light to govern the day and the lesser light to govern the night’. This raises the question of

what is there to mark out the first, second and third ‘days’ as well as the meaning of

Genesis 2:4 (AV) ‘in the day [singular] that the Lord God made the earth and the heavens’.

The carefully constructed text of these first three chapters is seen by scholars as something

between prose and poetry, listed above as ‘elevated prose’. In passing, our own use of ‘day’

can include lengthy periods like ‘it happened in Napoleon’s day’.

Although most of the literary genres listed above are very different to the language

forms used in science, there is some cross-border traffic to be found in the last genre on the

list, something significant that science and religion have in common. Both disciplines

employ the linguistic tools of similes [as well as metaphors and models] in order to be

articulate about, and to grapple with, that which is novel, invisible or conceptually difficult,

even though their comparators are different. The underlying assumption in each case is that

there is isomorphism between a familiar comparison and the complex novelty which one is

trying to understand, an isomorphism which may trigger fruitful lines of enquiry.

A way forward?

Clearly, the huge range of religions necessitates selection and so does the list of issues

relevant to science. Specific claims, core beliefs which appear to involve science, vary

from religion to religion but the commonality of issues referred to above suggests a

possible, manageable modus operandi. The issues uppermost in the minds of students with

problems of the nature addressed in this paper seem, on the whole, to be numerically small

and are indicated below.
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From the multitude of religions, representative choices need to be made in order to

render the project thorough, realistic, but manageable. One possible solution to the

dilemma, since science took its meteoric rise in the West from a Judeo-Christian cradle,

would be to focus attention there, where most of the major science-religion issues can be

found and on which the literature is extensive. But then, the influential contributions of

Arabic science, notably astronomy, would be underplayed, calling perhaps for an

enlargement in scope which could be achieved by considering the Abrahamic religions:

Judaism, Islam and Christianity. Alternatively, if the class contains many members of

another religion, whose concerns differ from what is suggested below, then that could be

made the starting point, mutatis mutandis. Teachers can construct their own set of

responses, ones which seem most appropriate for the needs of the class. A minimal cov-

erage of issues could be to address some of the problems caused by:

• Muddling up the theological concept of Creation [an act of God in bringing-into-being-

and-sustaining-in-being-everything-there-is] as being an alternative, interchangeable

with the processes of the ‘Big Bang’ and evolution. [Note: acts and processes belong to

different categories of explanation.]

• Trying to extract a specific age for the Earth from incomplete genealogies in religious

texts and treating the ‘days’ of creation as 24 hours periods. This results in what is

termed young-Earth creationism, which includes a belief in Earth being

6000–10,000 years old as distinct from current scientific dating which gives the ages

of the Universe and of Earth as respectively c. 13.7 9 109 and c. 4.6 9 109 years.

• Confusing the differences between religious and biological accounts of human origins.

• Complicating the traditional concept of design byGod and replacing it bywhat is nowknown

as ‘ID’ or ‘intelligent design’ which associates ‘design’ with aminimum level of complexity

by anunnamed agency, usually unspecified.Although theagent (God?) is not usually named,

the logical outcome of the position is that those entities which are above a specified

complexity are seen as necessarily designed, while those below the threshold are not so seen.

Traditional Christian Theism regards everything as created and held in being by God.

A final point is to stress the need to take account of resources which have been and are

being developed. Classroom materials have been designed and tested by teachers,

involving academic consultants, for teaching about relationships between science and

religion in both Primary and Secondary Schools. Some of these are referred to in De

Carvalho’s paper. For the Science and Religion in Schools Project, see http://www.srsp.

net/ For the LASAR (Learning about Science and Religion) Project at the University of

Reading and the Faraday Institute for Science and Religion, St Edmund’s College, Cam-

bridge see http://blogs.reading.ac.uk/lasar/. More details can be found at ‘Science and

Religious Education’ in The Religious Education CPD Handbook, online at http://www.re-

handbook.org.uk/section/curriculum/science-and-religious-education. Further resources

include the Handbook of Historical and Philosophical Research in Science Education,

Matthews, M. R. (Ed.), Springer, Dordrecht and the modules on Science and Religion in

the various GCSEs in Religious Education and Religious Studies.
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Abstract Roussel De Carvalho uses the notion of superdiversity to draw attention to

some of the pedagogical implications of teaching science in multicultural schools in

cosmopolitan cities such as London. De Carvalho makes the case that if superdiverse

classrooms exist then Science Initial Teacher Education has a role to play in helping future

science teachers to become more knowledgeable and reflective about how to teach school

students with a range of worldviews and religious beliefs. The aim of this paper is to take

that proposition a step further by considering what the aims and content of a session in

teacher education might be. The focus is on helping future teachers develop strategies to

teach school students to think critically about the nature of science and what it means to

have a scientific worldview. The paper draws on data gathered during an interview study

with 28 students at five secondary schools in England. The data was analysed to discover

students’ perceptions of science and their perceptions of the way that science responds to

big questions about being human. The findings are used to inform a set of three strategies

that teachers could use to help young people progress in their understanding of the nature

of science. These strategies together with the conceptual framework that underpins them

are used to develop a perspective on what kinds of pedagogical content knowledge teacher

education might usefully provide.
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Superdiversity and science teacher education

Roussel De Carvalho draws a detailed picture of the issues and concerns that can arise

when teaching science in multicultural schools in cosmopolitan cities such as London. As

De Carvalho points out teacher education can enable future teachers to become more

knowledgeable and reflective about the range of beliefs that young people are likely to hold

and can help teachers develop effective strategies to engage with multiple worldviews and

discourses in their classrooms. In this paper, I will build on this proposal to consider some

ways that teacher education can help teachers in these regards. In choosing a topic and

theme to explore, I am not attempting to provide a comprehensive approach but rather a

starting point for an exploration of relevant themes and topics. My selection is informed by

an interview study which reveals some of the beliefs that secondary school students hold

about what it means to be human and the extent to which they see these beliefs as

compatible with what they perceive to be a scientific worldview. When I turn to the

question of how science teacher education can help future teachers prepare to teach in

multicultural classrooms, I will stay with this theme (what it means to be human) and will

identify three strategies that teachers could use to help students develop their under-

standing of the nature of science. These strategies were developed as part of a project that

is creating cross-curricular workshops for school students.

Identifying an objective for students’ learning

For this discussion my focus is on how teachers can help young people advance their

understanding of the nature of science and, particularly, their capacity to think critically

about whether science can foreseeably 1 day address all the questions humanity has.

Learning to question and appreciate the power and limits of science is an objective that is

included in the National Curriculum for Science in England for students in upper sec-

ondary school (DfE 2014).

The context I am choosing for this objective is the question ‘Will science one day fully

explain what it means to be human?’, where the phrase ‘what it means to be human’ is a

broad category to encompass whatever ideas school students might hold about how to

describe and explain human experience, behaviour and thinking. It is an important context

for science teaching because young people frequently encounter news of advances in

evolutionary biology, neuroscience and genetics in their lessons and via the media. Many

of these stories raise questions about what it means to be human by, for example, raising

the possibility that our thoughts and behaviour can to a greater or lesser extent be explained

scientifically. As such, there seems to be a potential for a significant proportion of young

people (both with and without a religious faith) to be influenced and concerned by what

they perceive science to say. I am proposing this topic as a useful starting point in a session

for preservice science teachers not only because of the potential for news of scientific

advances to affect school students’ personal beliefs but also because I am looking to draw

attention to the potential for important differences between how young people perceive

science and how science is described in scholarship. Previous research by Astley and

Francis (2010) suggests that investigating what students perceive to be the position of

science on such matters is important because when students perceive science to be

incompatible with their own positions it can have a negative impact on their levels of

engagement and their attitudes to careers in science. Thus I argue that science teachers
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should be interested in what young people perceive are the presuppositions underpinning a

scientific worldview.

To date there is very little research which looks at how reports of scientific advances

influence students’ perceptions of what it means to have a scientific worldview. In contrast

the impacts of neuroscientific and genetic findings on adult society have been considered

by a wide range of studies. For example, Eric Racine et al. (2005) have coined the term

‘neuroessentialism’ to refer to the way that fMRI findings influence public perceptions of

what constitutes personality by equating personality to characteristics of the brain. There

are also studies in the field of genetics which have shown that people can believe that

actions and even crimes are attributed to genes rather than agents and conclude that they

are not acts for which responsibility can be attributed (Monterosso et al. 2005). Here, as I

indicated previously, I am not only interested in how news reports of scientific advances

influence students’ beliefs about being human, but also how such reports influence their

perceptions of science.

Conceptual framework

The conceptual area that is of interest in the current context is the possibility that a

significant proportion of students are poorly placed to appreciate that having a scientific

worldview does not necessitate a commitment to scientism. Scientism has been defined in a

number of ways and a useful description provided by Mikael Stenmark (2001) is that it is a

stance that science will 1 day provide a full account of the universe and its habitants. When

thinking about what it means to be human, scientism frequently relates to a metaphysical

commitment to reductionism which is the idea that, ‘‘where we thought we had two sets of

concepts, entities, laws, explanations, or properties, we in fact have only one, which is

most perspicuously characterized in terms of the reducing vocabulary’’ (Charles and

Lennon 1992, p. 2). As such, in this context, it is the view that human beings are ‘‘no more

than a vast assembly of nerve cells and their associated molecules’’ (Crick 1994, p. 3).

Scientism is not, however, a necessary presupposition of science (Stenmark 2013) and

there is value in helping young people to appreciate that scientists hold diverse opinions on

the extent to which science is a sufficient way to investigate and understand the universe.

Expressions of reductionism that are made or referenced in scholarship include neu-

rosessentialism and geneticism. Neuroessentialism argues that the apparent freedom of a

human mind is an illusion created by the complexity of the brain’s operations—in other

words, that ‘‘the mind is what the brain does’’ (Pinker 2000, p. 183). A variation of the idea

is that our mind is not anything more than a soggy computer (Jones 2013).

Geneticism is the idea that genetic explanations are fundamental to explaining human

nature and human characteristics and is a version of strong biological reductionism.

Determinism as a metaphysical view is sometimes associated with genetics. Johannes

Keller (2005) explains that instead of seeing genes as a factor among other factors that

determine a particular behaviour, feeling or thought, people may see genes as determining

outcomes. In parallel with our contrast of science and scientism, genetic findings are

compatible with a wide range of metaphysical views. The conflation of genetics with

geneticism has been criticised by biologists such as Ruth Hubbard and Wald (1999).

Another biologist, Professor David Lahti (2012) conjures the analogy of bread baking to

represent his view of how three constituents of personhood (nature, nurture and agency)

develop and interact. In his analogy the ‘flour’ of genetics, the ‘water’ of environment and
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the ‘yeast’ of agency are combined, and although the yeast may not apparent in the

product, it is as essential as others.

Are students making these connections: findings from research

To gain an insight into how and whether these matters might apply for secondary school

students, an interview study with teenagers in five secondary schools in England was

conducted by the LASAR (Learning about Science and Religion) project. The 28 students

taking part in the study were aged about 16 and were selected by their teachers who in turn

were asked to select students with a range of religious and non-religious stances. The

interviews were recorded and transcribed with participants’ and parents’ permission.

Before analysis, participants’ names were replaced by pseudonyms.

One of the aims of the interview study was to discover what types of questions and

concerns students in this age group have, if any, when they consider what science seems to

them to say about what it means to be human. To give students a structure to work with, the

interview schedule presented a series of themes and stimuli as well as open questions.

One theme raised in the interview was the question of whether humans have free will. A

majority of students demonstrated an awareness that this is a contested area and in their

explanation, referred to a reductionist position. Within that group many also said they see

the reductionist position as both credible and unsettling. Here is an example:

Raminder: I’d still believe it’s free will instead of just a mass of atoms, but I think it’s

because I like to believe that. I like to believe it’s free will because then it shows that […]1

there’s more of a purpose to life.

There were also some students who said that scientists would necessarily adopt a

reductionist position on this question.

Phoebe: I’ve heard about the thing that we don’t really have free will, and everything’s

kind of predetermined. But I don’t really think that’s true. I mean, when you put it like that

all scientifically, it sounds like it could be. But I just wouldn’t like to believe that because it

does feel like we’re making our own decisions.

Interviewer: What do you believe a scientist would say about that [free will]?

Phoebe: Perhaps they would say it [the brain] is just a complex thing made up of cells,

and there’s no actual aspect of it that would say oh free will. You know, there’s not a little

free will section of your brain.

The notion that scientists would find it difficult to accept the existence of something

unless they could physically observe it arose again in an interview with Jack during a

section where he discussed his view on the existence of the soul. Jack explained that

scientists would find it difficult to accept the existence of the soul.

Jack: It would be very difficult for them to do so, especially with these beliefs, but also

the beliefs about the soul and the fact that it isn’t a physical substance really, I think it

would be difficult to really learn more about it. I mean they’ve done well to learn about

gases which we can’t see so maybe, possibly, they could learn more about the soul. But

1 In this manuscript, ‘‘[…]’’ is used for words omitted and ‘‘…’’ for a substantial pause.
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[…] as far as I’m aware, most scientists wouldn’t necessarily think there was a soul and go

out and investigate more about it.

Jack explained that in his own view ‘‘we are more than just a pack of neurons, I think we

are much more special than just that.’’ When, however, Jack reflected on what scientists

might think about the idea that humans are packs of neurons, he said, ‘‘I think quite a few

scientists would probably take that viewpoint really because I mean if you just look at the

physical state of us, we are really are just a pack of neurons really I think, so I would think

quite a few scientists would take that view as well, yes.’’

Another part of the interview that stimulated thoughtful responses asked participants

whether they perceive the mind to be the same as the brain. As the following illustrative

examples demonstrate, in most cases students were able to make sense of the question and

appreciate that there is a philosophical dimension to the enquiry. It is also interesting to

notice that some students find it difficult to articulate their ideas.

Poppy: I probably wouldn’t say there’s much difference between them. I mean mind is a

result of your brain, you know. Yeah, I would say they’re one and the same really.

Opinder: I think the mind … the brain is more … it’s hard to explain. The brain is more

of a … everyone thinks of it as more scientific, and the mind is more … it’s more like a

soul kind of … all your personal thoughts … It’s hard to explain.

In the following quotations two students consider whether or not it might 1 day be

possible to use science to predict what a person will think and do next and draw parallels

between computers and minds which are consistent with a reductionist view:

Phoebe: I think through science in a century or so it would be possible as the mind is

basically like a supercomputer sending messages around the brain and it’s made up of

millions of connections.

Richard: I think it is possible [to predict human behaviour], because the mind … in a

way, we are like robots … I think it is possible to predict what the mind is going to do.

The data also revealed one of the ways in which students’ epistemic insight can pro-

gress. One student in the cohort explained that his thinking has progressed over time to a

point where he now appreciates that the terms mind and brain are not necessarily referring

to the same thing:

Matthew: When I was younger, it was like the words ‘world’ and ‘earth’. ‘Earth’ is a

more scientific word for ‘world’, the same as ‘brain’ is for ‘mind’. But now I think of mind

as more of a spiritual aspect as well. The brain is what you say when you are talking about

the actual physical and biological parts of your thoughts and everything. But mind is more

of a … it’s sort of the aspect of human choice and free will.

Taken as a whole, these comments suggest that students in this age group are likely to

vary in their capacity to appreciate that science is consistent with a range of metaphysical

positions and to have a range of levels of insight into whether and why science is com-

patible with a range of worldviews.
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Three teaching strategies that build on this picture

The learning objective I am proposing for science teachers to take into classrooms is: ‘For

students to consider and appreciate the power and limits of science in the context of what it

means to be human.’ In this section I offer three strategies that teachers could potentially

use to help students advance their understanding of the nature of science in relation to this

theme.

Strategy 1 To help students to become familiar with terms and language that can help

them to recognise and compare reductionist and non-reductionist approaches.

My discussion of the interview data concluded with the idea that students need to

appreciate that mind and brain are not merely synonyms if they are to form a considered

position on whether or not investigating the brain is equivalent to studying the mind. An

example of a strategy to achieve this would be to ask students to come up with pairs of

scientific and non-scientific words that seem to them to be related. Examples are ‘brain and

mind’, ‘characteristics and qualities’ and ‘earth and world’. Students could also suggest

words that seem to them to mean something different inside science and outside science.

Examples are the terms, power, behaviour, materials and theory.

At this point the teacher could explain that by selecting some words and some meanings

of words, phrases and questions, the scientific community frames an enquiry that science

can feasibly address. Some teachers may choose to go further and prompt students to think

about a question that could be framed differently in different disciplines. An example is the

question, ‘Why did the Titanic sink?’. A scientist working with this question might want to

model the ship and iceberg and investigate the forces that could tear a hole in the ship’s

side. A historian might be interested in the circumstances that meant that the Titanic was in

that area at all. This idea that questions are framed differently by different disciplines could

be a starting point for a discussion which explored the power and limits of science.

Strategy 2 To establish with students that choosing to think scientifically does not mean

you cannot call on multiple ways to address questions.

Science teachers may have opportunities to collaborate with colleagues to build stu-

dents’ appreciation of the way that disciplines can work together to paint a rich picture of

what being human means. The activity I offer here is taken from a day of cross-curricular

workshops that LASAR organises for teenagers on science and big questions. The work-

shop begins with the facilitator writing the question ‘why is my hair the colour it is?’ on a

board. Students are asked to notice that this question can be asked in each of a number of

disciplines such as physics, chemistry, biology, theology, history, psychology and phi-

losophy. Students then suggest how a scholar in each of these disciplines might investigate

and address the question. As they give their responses, each discipline is written on the

board, so that altogether they form a circle around the question. Students are asked to

indicate which type of answer they prefer and why. They are also asked whether someone

could accept answers from more than one discipline at a time. The facilitator then removes

the original question and replaces it with a new question: ‘Who am I?’. Students are again

asked to suggest how a physicist, a chemist, a historian, a philosopher, a theologian and so

on might answer this question. The discussion concludes by noticing that many disciplines

contribute to a common endeavour to construct knowledge and invest life with meaning.

Students who attended this workshop provided feedback that was overwhelmingly positive.

One such comment from a student was as follows:
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The session that most changed my thinking was ‘all you need is science or is it?’. My

opinion changed greatly on the question ‘who am I?’ At the beginning of the lecture I

instantly said, I’m a biological being made up of particles and in the end I realised (in my

view) that I’m the produce of my history not just some clump of molecules. The session

changed my point of view and I thoroughly enjoyed myself.

Strategy 3 To establish with students that accepting that personality is shaped by genetics

is distinct from committing to genetic determinism.

Given that biologists have a range of views on the extent to which science can explain

personality, a lesson on human genetics might include equipping students with the insights

they need to recognise and be critical of announcements of advances in genetics which

assume a deterministic stance. Such terms can be found not only in media reports but also

in numerous science textbooks (Castéra et al. 2008). Examples are when phrases like

‘genetic programming’ and ‘genetic blueprint’ are presented as a way to understand the

person as a whole.

One of the workshops organised for LASAR presents students with a conundrum that

was featured in an episode in the television drama series, ‘Law and Order UK’ (Goddard

2009). This episode tells the story of the trial of a 13-year old boy, Jono, who is accused of

murder. At the request of the defence lawyer, Jono is tested and found to have the so-called

‘warrior’ gene. The viewer is also told that Jono’s mother is his sole carer and that she has

provided him with little or no moral instruction. Jono’s defence lawyer argues that in the

light of his genetic profile and upbringing, Joni cannot be held responsible for becoming

violently angry and beating his friend to death as he had no capacity to control his

behaviour. In the end the defence strategy backfires as Jono insists on changing his plea to

guilty. He says his genes are ‘rotten’ and that nothing can be done to change him. He wants

to be put into prison. The activity for students is to decide whether or not to accept the

defence lawyer’s case that, according to science, Jono had no capacity to behave in any

other way than he did. In other words, does science say that a person’s genetics and

upbringing are the sole and determining factors—firstly in the case of Jono who has

apparently been diagnosed as having a warrior gene, and secondly in the case of a child

who does not have this diagnosis? To help them, students are given the support of a

facilitator who attempts to answer their questions and short texts selected to illustrate

different metaphysical positions. The advantage with a conundrum as the stimulus for the

session is that its puzzling nature can motivate students to engage in an investigative cycle

(White and Gunstone 1992) and students can then be prompted to consider new possi-

bilities via questions posed to them by ‘more knowledgeable others’—that is, their teachers

(Smardon 2009; Vygotsky 1978).

Summary

The learning objectives for school students, subject knowledge and examples of student

activities outlined here are intended to encourage trainee science teachers to consider

strategies they could use to draw school students’ attention to the distinction between

science and scientism. The aim of these strategies is to ensure that students have oppor-

tunities to critically examine the capacity of science 1 day to fully explain human expe-

rience. During such teaching it is important for students to know that there are not

straightforward answers and that this is a highly controversial area where distinguished
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scholars disagree. One way to do this is to draw students’ attention to questions that are

explored in scholarly debate while tailoring the ideas so that they are likely to be within

young people’s intellectual reach (Perry 1970). It is also important to highlight that in such

situations, education is to a large extent dependent on there being guidance from schol-

arship about what the key issues are, what principles need to be considered and what the

key responses are. As such, the aim would be to provide learners with a pluralist intro-

duction to a range of scholarly positions so that they do not come to see one view as being

a norm or consensual view.

It is important to acknowledge that the strategies discussed here address only a portion

of the concerns that may arise and also that the strategies teachers will want to apply in

practice will depend in part on the settings in which they teach. In many schools the time

available might extend beyond the formal lesson and it would be for teachers to decide

which strategies are appropriate in a science lesson and which could be used in an informal

setting such as a lunchtime cross-curricular workshop for students who choose to attend.
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Abstract This case study reports on a student with special education needs in an inclusive

seventh grade life science classroom using a framework of disability studies in education.

Classroom data collected over 13 weeks consisted of qualitative (student and classroom

observations, interviews, student work samples and video-taped classroom teaching and

learning record using CETP-COP) methods. Three key findings emerged in the analysis

and synthesis of the data: (1) The learning experiences in science for Wizard are marked by

a dichotomy straddled between autonomy [‘‘Sometimes I do’’ (get it)] and dependence

[‘‘Sometimes I don’t (get it)], (2) the process of learning is fragmented for Wizard because

it is underscored by an emerging disciplinary literacy, (3) the nature of the inclusion is

fragile and functional. Implications for classroom practices that support students with

learning disabilities include focusing on student strengths, intentional use of disciplinary

literacy strategies, and opportunities for eliciting student voice in decision making.

Keywords Inclusion � Disability studies � Student voice � Self-efficacy � Disciplinary
literacy

Leidinggevende samenvatting

Deze casestudy rapporteert over een passend onderwijs leerling (Wizard) in een inclusieve

onderbouw biologieles in het Midwesten van de Verenigde Staten. De studie opent met een

schets van Wizard waarmee de complexiteit van leerlingen die als gevolg van algemene

wetgeving aan wetenschapslessen mee moeten doen, gedetailleerd wordt getoond. Het is
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verassend dat het verhaal van Wizard en vergelijkbare verhalen ontbreken in de gangbare

literatuur over het natuurwetenschappelijk onderwijs. Drie theoretische referentiekaders

vormden de synthese van de ervaringen van Wizard: studies over beperkingen in het al-

gemeen, studies over beperkingen in het onderwijs, een kritische houding ten opzichte van

wetenschappelijke geletterdheid voor iedereen, en zelfwerkbaarheid met leerlingen met

beperkingen. Lesgegevens die gedurende 13 weken verzameld werden bestonden uit zowel

kwalitatieve (student en klas observaties, interviews met Wizard en zijn leraar, door de

student gemaakt werk) en kwantitatieve analyse (video opnamen van de lessen en leer-

rapport met behulp van CETP-COP).

Drie belangrijke bevindingen zijn naar voren gekomen in de analyse en synthese van de

gegevens: (1) Wizard’s ervaringen in het leren van natuurwetenschap zijn gemarkeerd

tussen zelfstandigheid en afhankelijkheid. (2) de resultaten van het leren zijn versnipperd

omdat hij een beginnend lezer is (3) de aard van de inclusieve les is fragiel en functioneel.

Aan de oppervlakte lijkt het dat Wizard wordt opgenomen in de klas. Hij heeft geleerd om

vragen te stellen na de klas discussie. Hij reageert zodat hij de indruk geeft interesse te

hebben. Maar er is meer. Maren, de lerares van Wizard, positioneert Wizard echter

onbedoeld als beperkt door hem te helpen. Vaak helpt ze Wizard alleen terwijl de rest van

de klas met andere activiteiten beginnen. Wizard beseft dan dat hij dus niet hetzelfde werk

kan doen vergeleken met de rest van de klas. Veel docenten maken gebruik van dergelijke

praktijken als ze werken aan de diversiteit van de leerlingen in de klas van vandaag, met

inbegrip van gewetensvolle wetenschap leraren als Maren, die omgaan met de realiteit van

het onderwijs wetenschap te ondersteunen.

Wizard gebruikt verschillende strategieën om de tekst ontcijferen. Ondanks het gebruik

hiervan blijft de natuurwetenschappelijke taal moeilijk voor hem. Elizabeth Moje (2008)

betoogt dat leren veel meer te doen heeft met de manier van taalgebruik dan het leren van

het disciplinaire concept. Voor Wizard zijn ervaringen in de natuurwetenschap het meest

afhankelijk van het taal gebruik. Als hij denkt aan dit onderwerp denkt hij vooral dat het

moeilijk is vanwege het taalgebruik, niet het proces van wetenschappelijk onderzoek.

Verder kijken dan de oppervlakte onthult een jonge wetenschap student wiens edu-

catieve ervaringen in werkelijkheid alleen maar krassen op het oppervlak van de bedoeling

van de hervorming documenten van de Verenigde Staten, omdat de aard van zijn opname

is kwetsbaar en functioneel. De praktijk van het plegen van een versnippering van de

kennis die voortkomt uit het zijn een opkomende lezer houden hem in de marge van de

integratie. Op het eerste gezicht lijkt hij te doen wat de rest van de klas doet; Maar het

bewijs van deze studie een ander beeld.

Verder kijken dan de oppervlakte onthult een jonge wetenschap student wiens edu-

catieve ervaringen in werkelijkheid alleen maar krassen op het oppervlak van de bedoeling

van de hervorming documenten van de Verenigde Staten, omdat de aard van zijn opname

kwetsbaar en functioneel is. Op het eerste gezicht lijkt hij te doen wat de rest van de klas

doet; Maar het bewijs van deze studie een ander beeld.

Lee en collega’s (2013) beweren dat een wetenschap gegrond in de Next Generation

Science Standards (NGSS 2013) een context kan vormen waar natuurwetenschap leren en

taal leren tegelijkertijd aangeboden kunnen worden. Ik ben het hiermee eens. In deze

natuurwetenschappelijke lessen horen studenten met een beperking er niet slechts func-

tioneel of als dienst erbij, maar geeft de lerares aan de leerling het vertrouwen dat die de

academische taken zelf kan voltooien, biedt verschillende bronnen ter ondersteuning van

de wetenschapstaal, vindt manieren om de eigen krachten van de student te stimuleren ter

ondersteuning van het leren en consulteert met de leerling om inzicht van hen te verkrijgen

over hoe ze hen beter kan ondersteunen. Dit verhaal over Wizard gaat niet over het
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beschuldigen van leraren over leerresultaten. Het kijkt in plaats daarvan dieper in de

ervaringen van een student om ons zo te informeren over andere manieren waarop we onze

meer verschillende studenten kunnen aanmoedigen, mentoren en ondersteunen. De

onderzoeksliteratuur biedt meerdere strategieën om begrijpend lezen van verklarende

teksten te stimuleren voor studenten met beperkingen zoals Wizard, zoals het gebruik van

grafische organisatoren, SQ3R, zelfcontrole- strategieën en het direct aanleren van een

woordenschat.

That’s just Wizard

I begin this paper with a vignette of Wizard (a seventh grade life science student identified

by school district criteria with exceptionalities) to illuminate the aspirations, the desires,

the determination and the insightful voice of youth who are included in general education

science classrooms as a result of public policy (U.S. Department of Education 1999) and as

a vision of science that is deliberately ambitious and rigorous as described by the American

Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS 1989, 1993) and the National

Research Council in both science and engineering practices (NRC 2012) for every student.

His strong desire to learn and to be successful and his candor about his learning created an

opportunity for me to learn with him about the nature of his experiences in a middle school

science classroom. Thus his case may provide valuable insight as to how we might better

support and target learning experiences for students identified with exceptionalities in our

science classrooms.

Vignette

‘‘Science is to learn about what things is. Learn about the things that are why science is

created.’’ Wizard admitted freely, ‘‘I just want to learn things’’ and hoped that in science

class he would ‘‘learn things and be smart and become an engineer.’’ He described science

as ‘‘okay’’ especially when he got to do cool things, like observing water tricks.

When they have a cup, a little short cup, they put a little piece of paper on top of the

cup that is full of water. Yeah, and then they put it on top and then they tipped it

over, and it didn’t come out. And it stayed there for a long time and the teacher said,

how many people think that she is going to get wet and everyone, raised their hand.

That was cool. (Interview 1)

He noted that ‘‘I’m not a science person, but my little brother is, he is addicted to science

and reads all kinds of science books.’’ Wizard conveyed compassion and keen interest in

the organism that was at the center of the ecology unit during the study, monarch

butterflies, Danaus plexippus. He thought about the caterpillars, ‘‘I think of them like as a

baby and that if someone steps on it, I just feel sorry for it.’’ He viewed his role as to ‘‘care

for them’’ and in this way ‘‘I think of myself as a god to them. But I’m not really a god. It’s

a god habit’’ (Interview 1).

Wizard likes to learn and is proud when he knows something that others do not: ‘‘I just

like to learn things and know things like I talk to my friend about something that he

wouldn’t know but I do’’ (Interview 1). He enjoys being able to figure things out on his

own, especially the readings that are part of his science class.
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I read the whole sentences. Like if there’s a word in there I didn’t understand, I read

the whole sentence to see like, if the sentence explain how what it is or what is,

what’s the word. Like, probably like the word experiment would be like, say the

word experiment was in the middle of there, I’d be like, well what word fits in there

and I’d think of experiment and then I’d say, ‘‘Ah, that is experiment!’’ (Interview 1)

Wizard, a thirteen and a half year-old African-American male, was identified as

‘‘learning disabled’’ (LD) using district criteria. Throughout this paper I will use the terms

learning disabled or learning disabilities sparingly instead I use students with exception-

alities. The terms learning disabled or learning disabilities are those terms used by the

school district. Wizard chose his pseudonym because ‘‘I just like the name.’’ At the middle

school, Wizard was enrolled in seventh grade classes with the rest of his peers, with the

exception of his Study Skills class. This new placement was essentially the reverse of what

happened during his elementary years, when he experienced more minimal inclusion in the

general education classroom and more time in the special education classroom: ‘‘I used to

go last year, [to] special ed, I can get that, like, I had help last year, I wasn’t in my regular

class, I went to like, five different classes to help me with special ed. I couldn’t go to my

regular classes, like the other kids.’’ Wizard explained that ‘‘I need like, more practice and

help’’ in work than the other kids. Wizard interpreted his move into life science in middle

school as a sign that he was ‘‘movin’ on.’’ At the time of the study, Wizard received special

education assistance in a resource class titled Study Skills for 10 h per week.

Wizard expressed a desire to learn and to be seen as doing well in the classroom by his

peers. Although Wizard was inquisitive and enjoyed science, he noted that reading often

prevented him from succeeding in science.

It’s hard when I read I try to think like just reading, but it just disappears and then

that’s how I forget very quickly. If I read something and then when I go to remember

I don’t remember nothing until then I try to read it over again. (Interview 1)

At one point he compared himself to the other kids in his class: ‘‘They are doing their

work. They say that they understand it, but I can’t’’ (Interview 3).

Wizard, like most youth, possessed a great deal of physical energy. He spent some of

the science class time by moving his body in ways not observed in the other students in the

classroom. On many occasions, Wizard seemed lost in a lively world of his own–of music

and sounds contributing to his rhythmic bodily movements even as he got seated at his lab

bench.

‘‘I got [to] put my brain on and no goofing around and stuff like that,’’ Wizard thought

as he entered the space of the seventh grade life science classroom. The opening routine of

the classroom for Wizard, like the other seventh graders, began with locating his science

notebook and starting on the question or problem of the day (POD), on display on the white

board at the front of the classroom. He described the objective of the POD as an activity

that ‘‘just gets your mind going and something, something like that’’ about science. He

clarified, not like ‘‘you are a scientist, you just get your mind going’’ to get ready for

science. As he began to work on the POD, his mind ‘‘gets me thinking about a whole bunch

of stuff. Like this is going to be another hard work’’ (Interview 2).

Wizard asked a lot of questions in the science classroom because, ‘‘somebody say when

you ask a lot of questions you just smart. I want to be smart. Well, like people make

comments about me ‘well, he’s slow, he’s slow.’ And I don’t like it when people is telling

me that I am slow.’’ ‘‘I keep raising my hand all the time cause I ask a lot of questions’’

although sometimes ‘‘I forget’’ to raise my hand’’ (Interview 2).
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Why Wizard?

Wizard is African-American and male, attributes that are over-represented in special

education according to James Patton (1998) and Gene Fellner (2013). Nancy Stockall and

Barbara Gartin (2002) report that even though students with exceptionalities have been

included in general education classrooms for years their academic needs have been left

unmet. Wizard represents a population of students in science classrooms that have complex

academic and behavioral needs.

Surprisingly, Wizard’s story and stories like his are under represented in the science

education literature. A special issue of the Journal of Research in Science Teaching

synthesized published research studies from 1980 to 2010 that broke new ground, initiated

or advanced a systematic movement for studying multicultural, equity or social justice

issues in science education. In this synthesis there is not one article focused on research

with students with exceptionalities in K-12 science classrooms although a few articles were

published in that journal between 1980 and 2010. E. Frank Fitch (2002) postulates that this

absence continues to reproduce segregation and inequality in science educational settings.

Thomas Scruggs, Margo Mastropieri, and Richard Boon (1998) assert that although

inclusion practices are characteristic of today’s science education classrooms such studies

are frequently absent in journals typically read by science educators and science teacher

educators. A notable few exceptions report on teacher attitudes and beliefs. The success or

failure of a policy like inclusion rests oftentimes on the attitudes and beliefs of the science

or mathematics teacher educator or general education teacher, a topic of several studies in

the mainstream science education literature. Both teacher educators and science and

mathematics teachers are generally positive about the idea of inclusion, however the

mainstream science and mathematics research literature suggest persistent attitudes and

beliefs from both groups about being unprepared to support students with disabilities.

Katherine Norman, Dana Caseau and Greg Stefanich’s study (1998) found a low level of

focus in teacher education programs toward preparing science teachers to work with stu-

dents with exceptionalities. Additionally, they reported that science teacher educators had

little training or experiences in working with students with exceptionalities and often had

stereotypical views of what students with exceptionalities were able to do. Fast-forward to

2006 and the research team of Janet DeSimone and Rene Parmar who reported that middle

school mathematics teachers also felt underprepared to meet the needs of students with

exceptionalities who were included into their classrooms.

Mediating the persistent gap in preparedness in teaching and learning with students with

disabilities in general science and mathematics classrooms was the focus of two recent

studies. Dolores Burton and Darra Pace’s (2009) work suggest focusing instructional and

vicarious teaching experiences with field placements in special education may serve to

ameliorate feelings of unpreparedness with teacher candidates. Karen Mutch-Jones, Gillian

Puttick and Daphne Minner (2012) report on the positive impacts of professional devel-

opment where teams of science and special education teachers together adapt instruction to

meet the needs of diverse students.

Notably, none of the aforementioned studies examined the experiences or voice of

students with disabilities in inclusive science classrooms. In a meta-analysis of studies (5

published in special education literature, one in a general elementary education research

journal and two unpublished doctoral dissertations) focused on the perceptions of students

with exceptionalities Sharon Vaughn and Janette Klingner (1998) found that the majority

of students preferred to receive instructional support outside of the general education
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classroom, although a strong minority viewed full inclusion as successful and necessary.

Thus this study contributes significantly to the literature through the voice of Wizard and

his experiences and outcomes in learning in a 7th grade general education classroom.

Furthermore, much of our growing awareness of inclusion with students with exception-

alities originate in studies conducted in special education resource or pull out programs

most often published in journals of special education. Marleen Pugach, Linda Blanton and

Lani Florian state ‘‘given the longstanding rhetoric of preparing teachers for diversity,

there has been comparatively little discussion about the role of special education within the

larger discourse of diversity, race, class, culture, and language’’ (2012, p. 235) with a call

for critical discourse and closer alliance between multicultural and inclusive education

(Fitch 2002). This case study of Wizard seeks to contribute to the literature focused on

students with exceptionalities using critical methodologies of disability studies that open

up spaces for the underrepresented voices of inclusive education in pursuit of egalitarian

and democratic ideals consistent with multicultural, social justice, and equity education as

described by Marilyn Cochran-Smith and Curt Dudley-Marling (2012). The research

questions addressed are:

1. What are the experiences and process of learning in life science for a 7th grade student

with both academic and behavioral exceptionalities?

2. What is the nature of inclusion in science for a student with disabilities?

Social constructions of learning disability

Christine Sleeter asserts that ‘‘learning disability’ has been an ill defined phrase for years

(1986). Kim Reid and Jan Weatherly Valle (2004) remind us that ‘‘learning disabilities,

like all apparently objective constructs and categories, are interpretations, or social con-

structions, the outcomes of people’s collective but shifting beliefs, needs and action’’ (p.

477). As noted above, the medical model of disability permeates special education. The

field of special education drew from early research that documented links between brain

damage and behavior and thus was heavily influenced by the medical model (Sleeter 1986).

Learning exceptionalities were viewed as a medical problem that resided within the child.

Thus, definitions of learning disability aligned with the medical model emerged in federal

documents of the United States (U. S.) such as the Individual with Disabilities Education

Improvement Act (IDEA, 2004).

Specific learning disability means a disorder in one or more of the basic psycho-

logical processes involved in understanding or using language, spoken, or written,

which may manifest itself in an imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write,

spell or do mathematical calculations. (Public Law 108–446)

Historically one of the criteria for identification as learning disabled was discrepancy

between achievement and intellectual ability, however, IDEA (2004) omitted discrepancy

or deficit criteria in its definition. Another frequently used definition for LD originates in

the work of the Learning Disability Association of America (LDA 2014) that describes LD

as a:

neurological condition that interferes with an individual’s ability to store, process, or

produce information. Learning disabilities can affect one’s ability to read, write,
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speak, spell, compute math, reason and also affect an individual’s attention, memory,

coordination, social skills and emotional maturity.

The field of special education, both in research and in practice in general education

classrooms, has contributed to our understanding of learning for students with excep-

tionalities, achievements that have improved the learning and the lives of many, many

students. However, disability studies and disability studies in education reject the medical

model of disability and are part of the conceptual framework that guided this study. DS and

DSE seek to build an understanding of disability as a function of both ‘‘a) ordinary,

pervasive human variation (as opposed to pathology and deficit) and b) the meanings

attributed to those variations (i.e., impairment, disability)’’ (p. 473). Like Reid and Valle, I

assert that if we can reconceptualize exceptionality in terms of human variation rather than

deficit pathology and view variation as productive vs unproductive, we can address the

learning needs of all through differentiation of instruction rather than the sorting of chil-

dren into standing categories which is central to special education. Throughout my study

and interactions with Wizard, I worked hard to listen to his voice and to understand his

experiences that might shed light on how we could better support him and students like

him, in our science classrooms.

Theoretical frameworks grounding the study

Disability studies and disability studies education

The field of disability studies (DS) emerged over 30 years ago both in the United Kingdom

(U.K.) and in the United States (U.S.). David Connor, Susan Gabel, Deborah Gallagher, and

Missy Morton point out that in the U.K. DS was influenced by sociologists grounded in neo-

Marxist philosophy, who theorized a social interpretation and model of disability ‘‘in which

disability is primarily understood as a result of oppressive social arrangements’’ (2008,

p. 442). In the U.S., disability studies were influenced by the American Civil Rights

Movement’s claim to equal status for members of minority groups including African-

Americans, women, lesbians, and gays, to name just a few. Both the U.S. and U.K. models of

DS define it by a ‘‘rejection of the medical model of disability and the advocacy of full

inclusion of disabled people in all aspects of society’’ (Connor et al., p. 443). Parallel to other

forms of oppression, the history of disability discrimination profiles relentless segregation,

dehumanization, and exploitation, but unlike many other issues such as race, ethnicity,

gender, and sexual orientation, disability as a civil rights issue has received little public

attention. DS is a field strongly rooted in a commitment to social justice and political

transformation and seeks to challenge the way that disability is constructed socially-cul-

turally. Kathleen Collins (2013) describes DS as an interdisciplinary orientation to educa-

tional theory, research, and practice that works from a social and cultural model of disability

and challenges the medical (or deficit) model to ‘‘normalize difference’’ (p. 284).

Melissa Jones (2011) reminds us that a medical model of disability targets what is

broken about an individual in the hopes of ‘‘fixing’’ or remediating the problems (p. 218)

and as noted above is central to the field of special education. Linda Zaretsky admits that

this medical model pathologizes students with exceptionalities (2005) and finds schools

emphasizing deficit-driven practices, including remediation, according to Roger Slee

(2001). In this paper special education is defined as specially designed instruction that

seeks to meet the unique needs of a child with exceptionality without any cost to the
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parents. Cochran-Smith and Dudley-Marling (2012) outline three theoretical frameworks

found in behavioral psychology, medicine, and psychometrics for special education.

Simplistically, behavioral psychology suggests that behaviors can be broken down into

skills and sub-skills that can be the focus of remediation. In special education, learning

deficits are identified and remediated as common practice. Psychometric tools portray a

promise of objectivity ‘‘and precision in deterring effective, research based instructional

strategies for ameliorating student deficits,’’ including the normal curve which is used to

make statistical decisions in special education (Cochran-Smith and Dudley-Marling,

p. 239).

Connor and group frame disability studies in education (DSE) as a relatively new field

of scholarship emerging from disability studies where scholars and practitioners:

Seek to reach beyond the parochial and persistently narrow boundaries within which

disability is all too often conceived. Broadly, the aim of DSE is to deepen under-

standings of the daily experiences of people with disabilities in schools and uni-

versities, throughout contemporary society across diverse cultures, and within

various historical contexts. (p. 441)

DSE argues for the examination of cultural and institutional practices that shape disability.

The goal of DSE is to deepen our understanding of the daily experiences of persons with

disabilities in educational settings and schools.

Elizabeth Keefe, Veronica Moore, and Frances Duff (2006) place the voices of people

with disabilities at the center of DSE where they tell their stories and share their own goals,

aspirations, and needs. Geoff Mercer views DSE research as an emancipatory tool that

allows those in our society who do not hold power to achieve more equality, more

inclusion, and ultimately more of the human dignity they deserve (2002). DSE scholars

define inclusive education as full participation in general education classrooms with

minimal or no segregation into special education classrooms or services. DSE is a delib-

erately evolving field (Connor et al. 2008) that like many other fields of critical scholarship

does not represent a unitary perspective (Taylor 2006) although it centers on the following

tenets in research, policy, and action:

• Contextualize disability within political and social spheres;

• Privilege the interests, agendas, and voices of people labeled as disability/disabled;

• Promote social justice, equitable, and inclusive educational opportunities, and full and

meaningful access to all aspects of society for people labeled as disability/disabled; and

• Assume competence and reject deficit models of disability (Connor, et al., p.448)

Disability studies in education challenge many ontological and epistemological assump-

tions, that are the foundation of special education (including the medical model of dis-

ability) and provided the framework for my collection, analysis, and interpretation of the

data as I uncovered the inclusive opportunities, and full and meaningful access for Wizard

in his classroom. In addition to DS and DSE, this research was shaped by a critical stance

on science literacy for all students.

Critical stance on scientific literacy for all

Science for all Americans (AAAS 1989, 1993), the National Science Education Standards

(National Research Council 1996), the new Framework for K-12 Science Education (NRC

2012) and the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States 2013) all call for

egalitarian access to science education based on beliefs that all children can learn and
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practice science including students from underrepresented and non-dominant groups like

Wizard. Wolff-Michael Roth and Angela Calabrese Barton (2004) posit that schools must

work to educate all students in science, not just those who demonstrate promise in sci-

entific careers or those who easily fit into and succeed within the normative practices of

schooling. According to Edna Tan and Calabrese Barton (2012) these goals are important

because the domains of science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) open doors to

high paying professions and provide the context of knowledge for more informed con-

versations with health care professionals, educators, business and community leaders.

Furthermore the STEM fields provide a lens to understanding many of the global envi-

ronmental issues challenging our planet and society today including global climate change,

quality and accessibility to water, sanitation and clean air and the global economy (Tan and

Calabrese Barton). A vision of the reform documents in science is that all students will

develop the understandings and the habits of mind that will allow them to grasp the

interrelationships between science, mathematics, engineering, and technology. The

National Research Council (2000), the American Association for the Advancement of

Sciences and more recently the Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices,

Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas (NRC 2012) reform initiatives view scientific

literacy for all as the educational solution to four problems prevalent among the general

population: ‘‘low levels of scientific knowledge, science is poorly taught in schools, low

numbers of women and minorities in the sciences, and a lack of preparation to use sci-

entific knowledge to make decisions that affect personal lives and communities’’ according

to Margaret Eisenhart, Elizabeth Finkel and Scott Marion (1996, p. 262).

A critical stance on scientific literacy goes beyond a one size fits all view of science to

one that includes content, practices, and discourses of the disciplines and aims for more

than just functional literacy (Tan and Calabrese Barton). ‘‘While functional science and

math literacy emphasizes gaining the knowledge and skill for participating in society as it

is now, critical science and mathematical literacy emphasizes developing the knowledge,

practices, and discourses for transformative purposes’’ (Tan and Calabrese Barton, p. 40).

Science education should ‘‘build upon or be integrated with youths’ everyday knowledge

and practices, so that they may be equipped for participation in public life toward a more

just and democratic society through the development of critical understandings about their

lives’’ (Tan and Calabrese Barton, p. 11). Noah Feinstein, Sue Allen and Edgar Jenkins

(2013) advocated for research that would help students ‘‘explore the personal relevance of

science and integrate scientific knowledge into complex practical solutions. Henry Giroux

(1981) suggests that in the absence of a critical stance, teachers often ‘‘ignore’’ questions

and concerns about how students perceive their classrooms and make sense of what they

are learning. In this study a critical stance on scientific literacy placed the questions, the

concerns and the perceptions of Wizard as critical constructs for interpreting his experi-

ences in learning science that allow us to see beyond a one size fits all paradigm.

Self-efficacy and students with exceptionalities

In the opening vignette, Wizard moves from feelings of wanting to ‘‘just learn things’’ to a

resigned stance that he ‘‘just can’t understand the work.’’ The statements by Wizard speak

to another important theoretical framework for this study, self-efficacy. Since the inception

of the theory of self-efficacy in 1977 by Alfred Bandura, researchers have explored the role

self-efficacy plays in influencing the behavior of people. Bandura defined self-efficacy as

the ‘‘beliefs in one’s capacities to organize and execute the courses of action required to

produce given attainments’’ (Bandura 1997, p. 3). According to Bandura as people enact
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their self-efficacy beliefs, they demonstrate a degree of control over (a) the activities they

choose to pursue, (b) the persistence they display in the pursuit of goals, and (c) their

reactions to challenges and failures. If students and teachers do not believe that their

actions will result in outcomes needed, they have little incentive to persevere when they

face challenges. Rob Klassen and Ellen Usher assert that typically people will engage in

activities that they value and where they perceive they will be successful. However, they

lose interest and/or avoid activities where they do not feel they will be competent or

successful (2010). In education, strong self-efficacy beliefs provide students with the drive

needed to master learning activities that are challenging and provide teachers with the

determination to motivate students in learning activities that are difficult and complex.

Barry Zimmerman points out that many students are able to regulate their learning by

setting goals, persist in ability to focus on tasks that are difficult despite classroom dis-

tractions, organize their workplace and work load and use and engage in effective learning

strategies (2000).

The research on self-efficacy and students with learning disabilities has a mixed history.

Most research on self-efficacy with students with LD suggests that students rate their self-

efficacy beliefs lower than their peers (see Paul Pintrich, Eric Anderman and Cheryl

Klobucar 1994). Frank Gresham, Sally Evans and Stephen Elliott (1988) studied academic

and social self-efficacy with students with mild handicaps, including LD, students iden-

tified as gifted and normal achieving students. Students with mild handicaps, including LD,

reported lower academic and social self-efficacy then their gifted or normal achieving

peers, a finding that parallels Wizard’s stance in the opening vignette that he ‘‘just can’t’’

understand the work. Theoretical underpinnings of self-efficacy are constructs that serve to

shape the interpretation of Wizard’s experience in an inclusive science classroom.

Methods for uncovering Wizard

Case study

Robert Yin (1994) defines the case study research method as an empirical inquiry that

investigates a phenomenon within its real-life context; when the boundaries between

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and where multiple sources of evidence

are used (p. 23). Case study allows us to look in depth at a local context with a hope of

unlocking some knowledge and understanding to broader contexts. In the literature, case

study as a method for research is under scrutiny generally because one case is not viewed

as being generalizable to other contexts. However, as researchers, we are reminded of the

role of case study as a medium that allows us to look closely at something so that we can

all learn. Case studies such as this one allow us to look closely at some of the most

complex youth in today’s classrooms and may illustrate more general principles. A single

case study might allude to significant features that are found in other schools, in this case

middle school inclusive science at the seventh grade posits Louis Cohen, Lawrence

Manion, and Keith Morrison (2000).

Study participants: Wizard

Wizard, introduced in the opening vignette, is a thirteen and a half year-old African-

American male identified using the school district (in an upper Midwestern state in the
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U.S.) criteria as ‘‘learning disabled’’ (LD). At Wizard’s middle school he received special

education services for academics (reading, writing, and mathematics) and social skills.

Although IDEA (U.S. Public Law 2004) no longer used deficit criteria for identification of

learning disabilities, deficit criteria were used by Wizard’s school district for special

education classification. Wizard’s district Individual Education Plan (IEP) stated that his

academic performance, mainly in reading, writing and mathematics as a result of district

level evaluation (not specified), was not commensurate with his cognitive ability. Thus,

there was a discrepancy or a deficit between the two measures, which among other factors

was used for matriculation into special education services.

In the opening vignette Wizard explains that he was placed in special education because

he needs more practice and help. During fifth grade at his elementary school, Wizard was

in a pullout program for reading and math. At the time of the study, Wizard received

special education services in a resource class titled Study Skills for ten hours per week, with

an additional two hours per week each devoted to speech and working with the school

social worker on social skills and anger management. Darrin, Wizard’s special education

teacher, explained that the Study Skills class focused on organizational strategies first, so

that when a student comes into Study Skills and opens their folder or binder they have the

worksheets, notes and pencils in front of them for a particular class. Second, Study Skills

focused on remediation in reading and mathematics, and developing and reinforcing self-

monitoring skills.

Wizard’s (IEP) described three academic goals in literacy, one in math, one in study

skills and self-direction, and one in behavior. Adaptations to be part of any general edu-

cation classroom for Wizard included: shortened and modified assignments and readings to

his skill level; extra time to complete classroom assignments; and tests graded on what he

completed, with the understanding that he was not to be graded on spelling or his ability to

write. Behavioral accommodations for Wizard include developing clear expectations and

rules on what was expected of his classroom behavior with an acknowledgement that the

teacher needs to teach and demonstrate expectations and consequences. His IEP discussed

one of his strengths as listening, however my work with Wizard uncovered many other

strengths: a strong desire to learn, perseverance, resourcefulness, and an interest in science

and the monarch butterflies that were at the center of the content of his science class.

Study participants: Maren

Maren, the life science teacher, earned an undergraduate degree in biology with full

teaching certification. She was in her sixth year of teaching in an upper Midwest of the

U.S. urban school district at the time of this study. Twenty-four students enrolled in the

regular life science course, including three students with learning disabilities, and several

students who were English language learners (ELL) with a first language of Hmong. Maren

completed specialized training for working with ELLs within her school district once she

was hired, including learning a number of disciplinary literacy strategies for ELLs. As a

teacher candidate she received some practice in working with students with exceptional-

ities in her field placements. The district did not provide specialized training for teachers in

regard to working with students with exceptionalities in inclusive classrooms.

Maren taught five sections of regular seventh grade life science. In addition, her

teaching load included co-teaching the one and only section of basic life science with the

special education teacher. The basic life science class was for students with moderate

special needs, academic or behavioral, and was considered to be their ‘‘least restrictive’’
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environment at the school. Maren was asked to teach the basic skills class because her

teaching load was not full. She described this experience:

I partnered with a special education teacher for a number of years, just for that one

period. I worked with that teacher every other day for a 90-minute class period. We

were in the room together so I could observe what he would do with students to help

them with disabilities. Sometimes it was just breaking assignments down or altering

assignments completely. We would talk some but we didn’t necessarily have co-

planning time. We might discuss a few short quick adaptations that we might need to

make for individuals in the classroom. These were kids who were getting separate

services and then they [school district] were trying to give them a fuller education

experience and so that’s why I got to see them. (Interview 3)

Maren values a practice of learning in science that is driven by scientific inquiry and at

the same time holds high expectations for all her students, including Wizard, all of which

are in alignment with the vision of the reform documents (AAAS 1989, 1993; NRC 2012).

In this study, Wizard, and his peers, experienced guided scientific inquiry through multiple

activities that invited students to make observations of the organisms understudy, use the

observations to generate ‘‘I wonder’’ statements that were crafted into research questions,

and to plan and collect data that answered research questions.

I want them to think like a scientist. I believe that students are capable of that mind

set despite disabilities and background and whatever. They are capable of learning.

Science is a human construct; it is a way of thinking, and it is a way of asking

questions and solving problems. One of my big goals and it always has been for me is

to have seventh grade students be able to not only understand the scientific method

but participate in it and actually drive it, and to get a handle on some of those

advanced skills. (Interview 2)

Maren offered some insight about how she differentiates lessons and supports students

with disabilities in the 7th grade classroom.

How do I differentiate lessons? I try to make sure that I have different activities

planned. I try to give them enough background to do what I asked them to do so that

it is comfortable for them to do but at the same time I get worried about the kids like

Wizard who have zero patience for being stuck on anything. So I make sure that he

sits in the front row where I can watch him and watch his body language more.

My favorite way of differentiating lessons is to write a general lesson for

everybody that has some higher level questions on it, has high expectations for all of

the students. I address each of my individual students as they are working on things.

As I am walking around the room or as they are working in their groups, I will try to

key in and listen a little bit to see where they are at with things. For Wizard,

especially on those days when he is really working, but he is half way done, I will

eliminate portions, or shorten portions. (Interview 2)

Additionally, Maren assigned a visiting practicum student to support Wizard in the

classroom learning activities.

Study context

This research study took place in a seventh grade life science classroom on the campus of a

public middle school in an urban metropolitan area in the Upper Midwest of the U. S.
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during fall semester of 2006 and was part of a larger study conducted by the author

(Koomen 2006). Data from the Office of Research and Development (2006) of the school

district reveal that the school site had 758 students in grades 6-8 with 88 percent students of

color. Ninety percent of the students qualified for free or reduced lunch; nineteen percent

of the students were identified as special education and sixty percent of the students were

English Language Learners (ELL). The ELLs represented multiple first languages at home,

including Hmong (75 %), Spanish (13 %) and ‘‘other’’ (12 %). Wizard described his

classroom this way: ‘‘it was a mix of students like, Hmongs, blacks, whites; it was a mix.’’

Students with exceptionalities were included in many of the regular education classes such

as science, mathematics, and social studies and received direct services in separate classes

(Study Skills) taught by special education teachers.

Science content

At the time of the study, the instructional focus of the science content was insect ecology

using monarch butterflies (Danaus plexippus). Monarchs in the Classroom: An Inquiry

Based Curriculum for Middle School (MITC) written by Karen Oberhauser and Liz

Goehring (1999, 2008) was the curriculum loosely followed in the development of the

science subject matter. The MITC curriculum was developed for the general education

science classroom, without any adaptations made for students of diverse populations. The

focus question for this unit of study was in line with scientific inquiry teaching and

learning: how does the environment affect the survival of monarchs? Ecological rela-

tionships and ecosystems were key points in the seventh grade Academic Standards in Life

Science (2004) that Maren used to guide her instruction. Her goals for the unit were that

students would understand how the abiotic and biotic factors affect an organism like the

monarch butterfly. Maren assessed student learning across this unit with both formative

assessments, [(written science journal responses, daily review of student responses to

PODs, daily work (including inquiry-recording sheets mentioned above)], life cycle

observations and experiments and a summative assessment (end of the unit exam). ‘‘I do a

combination of things for assessment. Typically on their tests there will be some writing

components, it is varied. It is not a timed test. I am curious as to how they are thinking’’

(Interview 1).

Data collection and analysis

This study used qualitative methods in data collection and analysis. On-site data collection

included interviews of the student (4), science teacher (3), special education teacher (1) and

videotaped classroom observations (19) with field notes by the researcher of the classroom

events over thirteen weeks. The science class met every other day for 90 min. In the first

three weeks of the semester, I observed the science classroom every day (8 lessons), with

the following 10 weeks once or twice a week. Student work samples were collected and

studied. Student interviews were semi-structured lasting 40 min each. Teacher interviews

(both science and special education) were 90 min in length.

Raymond Gold (1958) described a continuum for observers in qualitative research with

one end as a complete participant to the other end as a complete observer (complete

detachment). In my role as an observer in the 7th grade classroom, I moved through the

classroom observations and data collection more at the detachment end of the continuum

from observer-as-participant to complete observer. I used distance to try to balance my
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presence in the classroom with a detached closeness. I was drawn into the complexity of

the seventh grade life science classroom, but my role was to let the situations unfold

overtime with minimal or no interactions with students so that my presence did not

influence the learning environment. When students worked within their groups, I would

walk around the room and listen as unobtrusively as I could to what they were doing or

talking about and take notes. In follow-up interviews with Wizard or with Maren, I would

clarify any questions I had about the classroom activities.

Mirka Koro-Ljungberg (2004) suggests that researchers working with complex data,

critical topics, or marginalized subjects can benefit from mixed theory projects such as this

one, however, we must be vigilant that our interpretations are not reductionary, but rather

use the principle of constellations to ‘‘resist forced reconciliations’’ (p. 617). Koro-

Ljungberg states that a researcher forms constellations, when they place two or more

perspectives together in an interrelated fashion. In my analysis the principle of constel-

lation guided my distinctions between DS/DSE and special education, for example, in

concert with the idea that these concepts are inseparable yet intertwined.

In addition, I used a concurrent form of analysis articulated by John Creswell and Vicki

Plano Clark (2007) that occurred in two distinct stages. Stage 1 involved conducting

separate analyses of qualitative and quantitative data. For the qualitative data this meant

repeated sorting, coding, and comparison. I used the constant comparative and micro-

analysis frameworks for grounded theory developed by Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin

(1998) to systematically sort the data into themes, and descriptive statistical measures for

the quantitative data. In Stage 2, I merged the observational quantitative (CETP-COP) and

qualitative data to develop a complete picture of the experiences and outcomes in learning

of Wizard.

The reformed based Collaboratives for Excellence in Teacher Preparation and Class-

room Observation Protocol (CETP-COP), a criterion-referenced observational instrument

for describing and rating classroom activities in K-16 STEM schools, allowed me to

understand the experiences in learning of Wizard and provided descriptive (ordinal) data

for this study. CETP-COP was field-tested and refined to document science and mathe-

matics instruction by Frances Lawrenz, Douglas Huffman, and Karen Appledoorn (2002).

The CETP-COP includes data collecting and analytic tools well established in the research

literature for reform-based teaching evaluation including Betty Sinclair, Gilbert Naizer,

and Cynthia Ledbetter (2011). The CETP-COP instrument requires coding observed les-

sons in 5-min increments, with separate codes for eleven different indicators that reflect

student engagement and learning, and student grouping (whole class, individual, or group

work). Across the five-minute intervals, instructional activities may co-occur such as hands

on activities (HOA) with teacher interacting with students (TIS). Whole class student

engagement is documented across 3 percentage levels (\50, 50–80,[80 %). Cognitive

activity is categorized into 4 levels: (1) receipt of knowledge (lectures, worksheets,

questions, observing, homework); (2) application of procedural knowledge (skill building,

performance); (3) knowledge representation (organizing, describing, categorizing), and (4)

knowledge construction (higher order thinking, generating, inventing). An overall capsule

rating for each lesson was not computed because effective instruction was not the main

goal of this study.

I extracted factors from the CETP-COP ratings to better understand the nature of the

science classroom for both Wizard and his teacher Maren. To understand the use of the

instructional strategies documented by the CETP-COP, I tallied each occurrence of each

strategy for each lesson from the perspective of the teacher and the student. Strategies that

reflect the perspective of the teacher include: lecture (L), lecture with discussion (LWD),
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teacher interacting with students (TIS), cooperative learning (CL), demonstration (D),

presentation (P), and out of classroom (OOC). Strategies that reflect what the student is

doing during the lesson are: hands on activities (HOA), written work (WW), student group

discussion (SGD), learning center/station (LC), reading seat work (RSW), cooperative

learning (CL) and other (OTH: listening). A cooperative learning (CL) designation was

used for the perspective of the teacher only when she was giving students directions or

roles to prepare for group work. Once students started working in cooperative groups, I

shifted the indicator label to the student perspectives. There are more designations for CL

for students than for the teacher (see results section).

Qualitative analysis using grounded theory begins with open coding. I read each line

and text segment, and wrote code words in the left margins of the interview transcripts or

field notes. The next step, axial coding, involved exploring the properties and dimensions

of the open coding categories and looking for relationships. In this step, categories are

refined, developed, and related (Strauss & Corbin). I wrote axial codes in the right margins

of the transcripts and notes. Finally, selective coding connects the categories or axial codes

together in an integrative process of ‘‘selecting the core category, systematically relating it

to other categories, validating these relationships by searching through confirming and

disconfirming examples and filling in categories that needed further refinement and

development’’ (Strauss & Corbin p. 116). For example, one of the emerging findings was a

high level of student engagement during classroom observations. I reviewed all videotaped

teaching episodes, classroom observation notes, and the CETP-COP data looking specif-

ically for low student engagement or off task behaviors that would disconfirm my tentative

finding of high student engagement.

The examples below illustrate how I used the coding process in interview transcripts

with the left and right margin codes referenced in parentheses, and key words from the

transcripts underlined. The number refers to the selective code, and represents emerging

theory from the data. The wider story was built from these selective codes. In the example

below, 1 refers to how Wizard begins to think like a scientist as he enters the room.

(Getting into the science class) W: She said it just gets your mind going and

something, something like that. Yeah. She like, she be like um you’re a scientist. It

time to get your mind going. Scientist think so you start thinking like a scientist.

(Thinking like a scientist) [1]

The emerging theme of disciplinary literacy grew out of the interview text when Wizard

talks about what is going through his mind as he enters the classroom and his reflections on

the process of reading.

(Hard work in science): I guess it gets me thinking about science, but, it gets me

thinking about a whole bunch of stuff though. Like this is going to be another hard

work.

(Disciplinary literacy) [2]

(Challenges of reading): It’s hard is that when I read and uh, I try to think like just

reading but it just disappears like it’s like someone hits me and then just the pain

goes away, it just disappears and then that’s how I forget very quickly if I read

something and then when I go to remember I don’t remember nothing until then I try

to read it over again.

(Disciplinary literacy) [2]
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The excerpts above became part of the emerging constructs originating in the data. They

showed that some of the experiences in science were getting started in class and thinking

like a scientist and disciplinary literacy. The results that follow were validated through

triangulation with the multiple data sources.

Learning from Wizard

This case study focused on the experiences and outcomes in learning of one 7th grade male

student with both academic and behavioral exceptionalities and was guided by two

research questions: What are the experiences in learning and the outcomes in learning in

life science for a 7th grade student with both academic and behavioral exceptionalities?

and What is the nature of inclusion in science for a student with disabilities. I begin this

section with an overview of the instructional strategies observed in the classroom. Fol-

lowing the instructional strategies, I describe the experiences, perspectives and outcomes

of learning of Wizard.

Instructional practices

The classroom instructional strategies were documented at 5-min intervals using the

instructional components defined in the CETP/COP template through videotaped analysis

(Table 1).

Because this was the beginning of the school year, the scientific practice of inquiry was

taught deliberately in a step-by-step guided process in Wizard’s classroom. A large part of

each class session featured Maren modeling, in a lecture style format with discussion

(LWD), what students were to do using the various recording sheets that she developed.

These worksheets were used to fine tune student observations of the monarchs (or other

invertebrates), identify and refine research questions, learn about ecological interactions

(including the energy pyramid and the transfer of energy within an ecosystem), answer

POD questions and plan, test and analyze an experimental design. While students were

completing the various worksheets, often within a group (CL), Maren interacted with them

(TIS) (including interrupting their work time to clarify or provide additional directions)

and probed students with questions about their responses, or re-directed students back to

the task at hand. Thus, it makes sense that the majority of the instruction was LWD (lecture

Table 1 Use of each instructional strategy across all teaching episodes

Instructional component Total segments (%) containing
instructional strategy (N = 80)

LWD (lecture with discussion) 60 (68)

TIS (teacher interacting with students) 35 (28)

L (lecture) 12 (15)

OOC (outside of classroom) 4 (5)

CL (cooperative learning) 2 (2.5)

D (demonstration) 2 (2.5)

P (presentation) 2 (2.5)

Note that multiple instructional types can occur during a single segment
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with discussion) where Maren modeled the inquiry components and TIS (teacher inter-

acting with students) while students worked in cooperative groups (CL). Wizard reported

that he benefited a great deal from working in the cooperative groups:

We always worked in groups of four because every week we do a project, or like,

like a presentation or something. I liked it, ‘cuz I like working in groups ‘cuz

sometimes I don’t understand how to do the work by myself, so having three others

that kind of get what we’re supposed to do, kind of helps. (Final interview)

The CETP-COP instructional types can be broken down into those centered on teaching

and student behaviors. Table 2 documents the types of instructional strategies that are

experienced by students in this 7th grade classroom.

From a student’s perspective the majority of the time (80 %) they are doing some kind

of written work (WW) regarding the practice of inquiry, individually or in groups. Most

often, the written work (WW) experienced by the 7th graders co-occurs with the teacher

leading a lecture with discussion (LWD) or other (OTH: listening). When Maren was

interacting with students (TIS), the students are engaged in cooperative groups (CL), hands

on activities (HOA), or at learning centers (LC). The CETP-COP student engagement

scores were 2.89 (± 0.31 SD, scale 1–3), meaning that most of the time 80 % of the

students are engaged in the lesson.

Disciplinary literacy strategies, including vocabulary recognition (word wall) or the use

of the reading comprehension strategy Survey! Question! Read! Recite! Review! (SQ3R) a

reading comprehension strategy developed by Francis Pleasant Robinson (1948), were

observed during three lessons where students read science text from teacher-designed

readings in insect ecology. The science word wall included important ecological terms

such as community and population, and was prominently placed on a classroom wall.

Wizard’s experiences and perspectives in the classroom

During the ecology unit, Wizard was drawn to the wings of a butterfly using a microscope.

He was deeply engaged in observing the details of the wings as my observational records

note.

Wizard is still at the microscope; he is focusing the lenses. He is recording his

observations in his notebook. He is the only one in his group that has spent so much

time at the microscope. Wizard is very engaged. I can see that he is looking at the

Table 2 Use of each instructional strategy across all teaching episodes

Students experience of instructional component Total segments (%) containing
instructional strategy (N = 80)

WW (written work) 64 (80)

CL (cooperative learning) 18 (22.5)

SGD (student group discussion) 10 (12.5)

HOA (hands on activities) 10 (12.5)

LC (learning center/station) 8 (10)

RSW (reading seat work) 8 (10)

OTH (other: listening) 28 (35)
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wing [of the butterfly] carefully at the specimen that he has in front of him. (Day 7

observational notes)

In an interview after Wizard spent so much time at the microscope, I asked him to explain

what he was doing.

Michele What is it that you like about working with the microscope?

Wizard It makes me see closer, and it makes me think of things. It gives me answers. I

didn’t know that butterflies (larva) have different color blood. It was thick and

green and gooey, something like that.

Michele Later, you started to look at the adult monarch wings. What did you notice

about the wings?

Wizard Because when I got closer, it was like something ate its wings. It was just the

skin; that’s all the skin that came off like ash. (Interview 2)

The gooey ‘‘blood’’ (the hemolymph of the larvae) that the caterpillar excreted were

thought to be the result of a small, unicellular fungal parasite called Nosema apis that

ultimately leads to the demise of the organism it infects. Nosema apis infects many insects,

especially honeybees, but also Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths). Above, Wizards refer

to the wings and the scales as the ‘‘skin’’ of the butterfly. The adult butterflies were kept in

a cage in the classroom as a group. As the butterflies fly around the cage, their wings suffer

from wear and tear; some of the adult monarchs’’ wings were indeed tattered. When he

was at the microscopes, Wizard was excited and very engaged in what he was viewing. In

fact he called over other students to look at the ‘‘blood’’ oozing out of the caterpillars and

the tattered wings.

As noted in the opening vignette, Wizard developed strategies to comprehend vocab-

ulary and the written text that are part of the recording sheets or the informational reading

excerpts that are used in his classroom. Here I include further detail about his strategies to

decode text.

I read the whole sentences. Like if there’s a word in there I didn’t understand, I read

the whole sentence to see like, if the sentence explain how what it is or what is,

what’s the word. Like, probably like the word experiment would be like, say the

word experiment was in the middle of there, I’d be like, well what word fits in there

and I’d think of experiment and then I’d say, ‘Ah, that is experiment.’ (Interview 4)

I try to pronounciate them, like try to do them in sections and then put them all

together. I’d probably be like, ex-per-ri-ment. Yeah. I wouldn’t raise my hand just to

ask the teacher what that word means. He like going over some notes or something

and he say something then I raise my hand and be like, ‘‘what that mean?’’ but if he’s

like busy doing something or he’s just talking a lot, I’ll just ask my friend and

whisper to him, ‘what is this word?’’’(Interview 2)

Maren used the POD (problem of the day) to engage students right from the start of

class into science. The problem of the day was prominently displayed on the white board

and usually was a question that referred to something that the class had discussed in a

previous class or as a way to probe prior knowledge (examples of POD were: what do

living things need? and what is the habitat you found in your neighborhood?). In my

observations during the POD segment, Wizard would generally have his notebook out and

could be seen recording something in the notebook. When I walked by him I could see him

recording the POD question in his notebook. After he was done with that, he would wait

until the class discussed the POD. As the discussion commenced, Maren would record the
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answer to the question on the board. Wizard would then copy the answer into his notebook.

He noted:

Wizard Um, it’s like; I don’t really understand the work. Sometimes I do, and sometimes

I don’t, but, I just wait [until] the others answer [the POD question] and just see

if I get my answers right, and I just wait to see to see if my answer is right.

(Interview 3)

I asked him why he did not participate in the POD classroom discussion. His reasoning for

avoiding whole class conversations by stating, ‘‘I am not an answering kind of a guy.’’

When pressed further, our dialog reveals his reluctance serves to conceal his label as

‘‘special ed.’’

Wizard Because, I think that my answers are always wrong. Cuz, I don’t know, I used to

go, last year, [to] special ed, I wasn’t in my regular class. I need like, more

practice and help. (Interview 3)

By waiting until Maren and the class had processed he POD, Wizard had developed a

strategy to support his learning and to conceal from his peers that he needed ‘‘more practice

and help.’’

Wizard talked freely about the many challenges he experienced on a daily basis,

including reading in science as something that ‘‘I just want to get through.’’ If he perceives

that the readings are too difficult for him ‘‘I just do something else. And the teacher say

what are you doing, I say I’m playing with my pencils. And they say, why you not doing

the work. And I say it’s kind of hard’’ (Interview 1). Even though he does not understand

everything about the content of his science class he has a very strong desire to continue to

learn ‘‘and catch up on some work.’’ I asked him what kept him going and he remarked:

‘‘Because I want to be successful. Because in this world you have to be successful’’

(Interview 3).

The vignette reveals Wizard as someone who wants to appear smart, thus he asks many

questions on and off topic of his teacher. His question-asking masks his fear of his peers

thinking ‘‘like he is in special ed’’ and positions him to be seen by others as smart. From

the opening vignette, middle school means that he is ‘‘moving on’’ from a history of

schooling that placed him almost exclusively in remedial classes to general classrooms

where he learns alongside his peers. ‘‘I try to work hard, that’s all. And I am trying my

hardest, but I am just going to get a failing grade anyway, so why am I trying my hardest’’

(Interview 3). When he sees a less than perfect score on his work or projects, he thinks to

himself ‘‘I tried my best,’’ which is not always good enough for his teachers:

Wizard You [the teachers] say: ‘‘Wizard this is not good enough,’’ and then you be like,

‘‘you got to try harder.’’ I say ‘‘that is as good as I can get it.’’ Like, I wanna try,

like, try, in my head, like my head starts hurting, and I try again, try to think of

what’s the answer and then I’ll try real hard

Michele What is hard about it?

Wizard Thinking

Michele Why is thinking hard for you Wizard?

Wizard Because, I can’t get the answer. (Interview 3)

Wizard recognizes that the practice of science involves thinking like a scientist, as dis-

cussed in the opening vignette, however, for Wizard, this view of thinking and working

like a scientist is moderated by his knowledge of the work that is connected to everything
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that he does in science, ‘‘Man, this is like this is going to be another hard work, hard and

boring’’ (Interview 2).

Understanding the process of learning for Wizard

Early on in the unit, students worked to develop and revise testable questions that they

could use to design an experiment. In one exercise students reconstructed monarch

questions. In the first example, (why is a butterfly feet so long) Wizard revised it to be: Do

monarch butterfly feet the same length as other types of butterfly?, a question that is

testable. Two other questions were revised in ways that were not testable: original ques-

tion: how big is their mouth? Revised to: what happens to the chrysalis after it hatches, a

question that is more informational and with ambiguous connections to the original

question about the size of the mouth. Third question: original question: why it don’t make

noises? Revised question: because it’s legs are so small that you cannot hear. In the last

question, Wizard is on topic, and explains why the butterfly might not make noises, which

is an informational question with an answer rather than a testable question.

A main goal for learning in the seventh grade classroom was that students would

understand how environmental factors affect the survival of an organism, such as the

monarch butterfly. In one interview, I asked Wizard to talk about how the environment

affected the monarchs.

Wizard Schools. Like they’re in the way, like if they wanted to fly around they be

scared of like a wasp or something. Some of them get killed, larvae or

monarchs, something like that

Michele How do they get killed?

Wizard By other kinds of other animals that eat them. Like they eat, um, plants. And

then, something, something…they’re the producers. (Interview 3)

Later in the same interview I asked him to tell me what the environment is.

Michele Can you tell me what the environment is?

Wizard It’s a population or something. (Interview 3)

Wizard understands that many factors affect organisms. In the unit, the seventh grade

students learned about abiotic and biotic factors (including predators such as wasps or

birds) that affect an organism’s survival. He describes the butterfly as being ‘‘scared’’ of

the wasp. The class had studied some of the predators of adult butterflies, especially flies

and wasps that may also be parasitoids. A tachinid fly (Lespesia archippivora) lays their

eggs on larvae and then consumes the larvae from the inside out. Wizard’s interview

indicates that he thinks the butterfly would be ‘‘scared’’ of the wasp, which allow me to

understand that he had a notion about parasitism and that the wasp might ultimately kill the

adult monarch. Wizard suggests that a building like a ‘‘school’’ might affect their survival

because it would ‘‘get in the way.’’ In my mind this is a logical progression because the

class had studied habitat destruction due to building and urban sprawl. He understands

parts of the impact of environmental factors on the survival of the butterfly, however his

knowledge is not complete. Wizard exhibited an understanding of the relationships of a

primary consumer to a secondary consumer as the following response taken from his exam

indicate.

Monarch exam

question

What happens to the producer population and the secondary

consumer population if the primary consumer population goes down?
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Wizard’s response Then the secondary consumers go down to, because if all the primary

consumers is gone, the secondary consumers will die. (November 10,

monarch exam)

Wizard understands many aspects of what he needs to learn and demonstrate his learning.

His voice offers clear suggestions about how teachers might understand his learning pro-

cess. As the researcher, I could not help but wonder what his responses might have been if

his exam had been given orally, which was his preferred way of illustrating his learning.

Michele How’s the best way for you to help a teacher understand what you’re learning?

Wizard Talk about it. I don’t really like to write. It just takes me a while to think a lot. I’m

just going to have more things to tell about it when I talk about it. (Interview 1)

Across two of our interviews, I asked Wizard what a teacher could do to support his

learning. Wizard was very clear that his learning is supported when a teacher guides him

through a worksheet or an activity.

Michele Ok. You know, I really like talking with you because it’s really helping me to

understand how kids learn. What other things might help you to learn?

Wizard I like it when somebodyworkwith me and tell me about it [worksheet or activity],

but they don’t really giveme the answer. They be like, like if they say um, they did

it have any colors? And I say no. They didn’t say the color. (Interview 1)

Wizard relies on someone to guide him through his assignments by giving him prompts.

Later in the second interview, he talked about how important it was that the assignments

were broken down for him. ‘‘It’s not just like I can get straight to work, I gotta understand

what she asks me and I need it to be broke down’’ (Interview 1). In addition, Wizard talked

about his own preference for where he sits in a classroom:

Wizard I don’t know why, the teachers usually have me sit in the front

Michele Why do you think they have you sit in the from?

Wizard I don’t know, they don’t know nothin about me. Why in every class am I sitting

in the front?

Michele Okay, every class you’re sitting in the front

Wizard It seems like I’m sitting in the front in every class

Michele And where would you like to sit Wizard?

Wizard Towards the middle, the middle row. (Final interview)

Wizard would like teachers to avoid talking about how ‘‘behind’’ they are in their teaching

and answer his questions.

Wizard I like, I tell teachers that I’m not that smart, but I don’t want to say it in front of the

class cause I’m in special ed. It justmeans you needmore help. I needmore practice

and more help. I need more examples instead of just rush through the project. I feel

they [teachers] should just not say, ‘‘I’m behind.’’ I don’t feel like they should feel

like they’re behind because like, they should feel that they’re trying to make some

students learn and understand a point before theymove on. It just prettymuch like a

teacher is behind and you ask her a question, she’ll be like, not right now and she’ll

move onto the next thing. A good teacher that takes time and wants to get people to

learn. I ask a question, they’ll turn around and talk to you about your question and

give you a little more knowledge about your question. (Interview 4)

This idea of everyone’s individual learning pace was very important to Wizard.
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Wizard I want them to know that everybody has their own way of learning, their own

pace. Some people might catch on really fast it’s just, they ain’t comparing that

to why it’s kind of hard for science, they need to slow it down sometimes. I feel

when somebody has a question or someone seems confused they should do more

examples or they should like hit the main point of what they’re trying to say

instead of beat around a bush. (Interview 4)

In these last two excerpts Wizard is using his insightful voice to help us to think about

how we might support all students, including him in science classrooms. Wizard needs

more practice, more help, more examples, for instruction to slow down, and to feel that his

questions about what he is learning are answered. In Wizard’s eyes, it is as simple as that.

Discussion

As stated earlier in this paper the goal was to understand the experiences in learning and

the process of that learning for a 7th grade student in life science with both academic and

behavioral exceptionalities. The second goal was to build an understanding of the nature of

inclusion in this 7th grade science classroom. In this section, I describe three key findings

that emerged in the analysis and synthesis of the data and serve to answer my research

questions and add to the research literature regarding inclusion with students with dis-

abilities. These findings are: (1) The learning experiences in science for Wizard are marked

by a dichotomy straddled between autonomy [‘‘Sometimes I do’’ (get it)] and dependence

[‘‘Sometimes I don’t (get it)], (2) the process of learning is fragmented for Wizard because

it is underscored by an emerging disciplinary literacy, (3) the nature of inclusion is fragile

and functional.

The learning experiences in science for Wizard are marked by a dichotomy straddled

between autonomy [‘‘Sometimes I do’’ (get it)] and dependence [‘‘Sometimes I don’t (get

it)].

At the surface, Wizard appears to be included in the classroom. He celebrates his

autonomy when he comprehends a word on his own (experiment!) as he navigates the class

readings. He has figured out ways to function in the class like his peers such as asking

questions so that he appears smart, waiting for the class discussion around the POD to

record his own responses to the POD questions, and to invite his peers over to look at the

wonders he discovered under the microscope, to name just a few. His experiences at first

glance appear to be the same as the rest of his peers.

But there is more. Maren has high expectations and a strong belief that all of her

students can learn. However, Maren, unintentionally, positions Wizard as dependent rather

than able by assisting him and many times him alone as the rest of the class begins to work

on a classroom activity individually or in groups. When Wizard looks around the room at

his more able peers who are doing science, he fully realizes that he cannot ‘‘do’’ what they

can, evidence that his own self-efficacy is low. In addition, he wants to be in a position of

being ‘‘smart’’ in front of his peers thus he asks many questions, but his position is less or

disabled from his more able peers, not something different than was found in Stockall and

Gartin’s research (2002). Additionally, Wizard is assigned a helping adult (a practicum

student visiting the classroom) to work with him and assigned a front-row-center-seat near

the overhead projector where his teacher can keep an eye on him, tactics that may serve to

support Maren in meeting the needs of her diverse learners, but do not provide the kinds of

experiences for Wizard that assume competence and promote socially just and
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equitable inclusive opportunities in keeping with disability studies in education. Many

teachers utilize such practices as they work to support the diversity of learners in today’s

classrooms, including conscientious science teachers like Maren, who are coping with the

realities of teaching science. Thomas Skrtic (1991) describes this kind of practice as a

naive pragmatism or ‘‘a mode of analysis and problem resolution that is premised on an

unreflective acceptance of the assumptions that lie behind social practices’’ (p. 150) and is

in line with the DSE’s call to understand the cultural and institutional practices that shape

disability according to Susan Baglieri, Lynne Bejoian, Alicia Broderick, David Connor and

Jan Valle (2011). This naive pragmatism places Wizard and his experiences in learning

science within a classroom learning community as dependent and disabled, outcomes that

were not intended by Maren with her strong beliefs that all students are capable. Directing

other adults in the classroom to help Wizard, and him alone, identifies him within the

classroom community as less than able and not capable of working independently, a highly

regarded goal described in student self-reports in Janette Klingner and Sharon Vaughn’s

study (1999). Susan Baglieri and Janice Knopf (2004) write that DSE scholars challenge

accepted educational practices, including the naı̈ve pragmatism experienced by Wizard,

related to labeling and categorizing individuals as having learning exceptionalities through

actions that normalize difference in inclusive educational settings so that access is

equitable for all students.

Rob Klassen and Shane Lynch’s (2007) work point to another more balanced method of

supporting students with exceptionalities in inclusive classrooms that may increase their

human dignity, the self-efficacy and greater equity. In their study they found, like Wizard,

that students with learning disabilties recognize a need for help, however, their request was

that the help came unobtrusively and that teachers display initial confidence that they could

initiate and complete their academic tasks before the teachers started to help them. In

addition, these same students stated that positive verbal persuasion was the most prevalent

way that a teacher could boost their self-efficacy. Balancing the needs of diverse students

like Wizard with the pressing needs of content delivery in academic disciplines like science

is not an easy task. Unobtrusively providing help, providing initial confidence that students

with exceptionalities can ‘‘get’’ it and using verbal persuasion are practical strategies

teachers can facilitate in inclusive classrooms and may enhance the experiences in learning

and the low self-efficacy exhibited by students like Wizard. Wizard noted in his conver-

sations with me that he needs guidance to get started on assignments and projects. Kristine

Montis (2000) worked out a method of ‘‘chunking’’ and using memory capsules with Kay,

a student with exceptionalities that enabled her to begin her work just like the other

students. These changes shifted Kay’s experiences from being dependent on a helper to

being more autonomous, a strategy that could offer Wizard greater autonomy as well and a

more positive learning experience where he might feel that he can ‘‘get’’ it, too on his own.

The process of learning is fragmented for Wizard because it is underscored
by an emerging disciplinary literacy

As note earlier, Wizard used a number of resourceful strategies to decode and comprehend

his written text. Even with these strategies, the language of science used in his classroom

was challenging. It was not just reading comprehension that he struggled with, but the

actual language or the words of science (‘‘Reading in science is not bad, but its kind of

complicated because half the stuff they be saying is kind of big words, so I don’t under-

stand big words’’ [First interview)]. Elizabeth Moje (2008) contends that content learning

is as much about learning how to use the language of the discipline effectively and fluently
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as it is about learning disciplinary concepts. Helen Quinn and her colleagues (2012) argue

that language, and the discourse of that language in science is very different than the

everyday language of students and from that in language arts or even mathematics

classrooms. For Wizard, his experiences of science are tied to the language of science.

When he thinks about science class, it is about ‘‘this is going to be another hard work’’

because of the language of science, not the process of scientific inquiry. He is learning to

read vs reading to learn (Mastropieri and Scruggs 2007).

Wizard’s experiences in science are language based rather than inquiry based. Yes, he

did inquiry, but each piece of the inquiry framework required the use of reading, writing,

and understanding of the language. For Wizard, the practice of science is experienced

through the language of science in the form of science journal entries and daily written

recording sheets. CETP-COP record reveals that 80 % of the instructional segments find

students completing written work (WW) while they are interacting with each other or the

materials or specimens in the classroom. Reading and literacy skills are needed to decode

and comprehend the text of that written work. These language experiences fail to support

Wizard in the fundamentals of literacy that he needs.

This heavy reliance on language in the form of the journal prompts and written

worksheets contributed to fragmentation of science content for Wizard. His fragmentation

of learning may be perpetuated by the fact that literacy and language skills are the main

means of assessment and understanding of learning by his teacher. This is not a new

predicament (see Peter Johnston 1985), but this lack of ability with language and literacy

serve to marginalize Wizard in the learning of science in his classroom and also from the

intent of the reform efforts. In the seventh grade classroom, the expectation is that students

read to learn, however, for Wizard he is learning to read and the classroom activities do not

support an emerging reader which contribute to his own assertion that the work in his

classroom is boring because he simply does not understand the written text.

Ecology is a set of rich interconnections between abiotic and biotic factors. The

interview transcripts, the student work samples and the classroom observations all reveal a

young student who understands some of the factors that might contribute to the survival of

an organism like the monarch, however, he is confused about many of the interactions of

both abiotic and biotic factors that contribute to its survival. Both the classroom teacher

and the special education teacher acknowledge that for Wizard, his verbal expression and

auditory understanding are greater than his reading comprehension and written skills. Yet,

Wizard is expected to illustrate his content knowledge (exams, science journal, daily

written work) through written or reading expression meaning that Wizard’s education is

not adequately meeting his needs.

Susan Baglieri and Janice Knopf (2004) argue for the role of differentiated instruction

as a mechanism to provide access and opportunity for all students. According to Carol

Tomlinson (1999) the guiding principles for differentiated instruction are to develop the

curriculum based on where the students are, to develop methods where each individual can

learn deeply and quickly, and for the teacher to understand that building teacher–student

learning relationships are critical and take time to develop. Differentiated instruction can

take many forms, including opportunities for students to work together collaboratively, an

instructional method that was advocated by Wizard and experienced in his classroom only

22.5 % of the time. When students work together collaboratively they have multiple

opportunities to support each other in learning, practice and encourage each other in new

and emerging knowledge. By providing opportunities for students to read aloud to each

other or listen to a digital recording of a reading slection, students who do not read as well

can gain access to the reading text and engage in discussion and reflective activities. In
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addition, Baglieri and Knopf suggest alternative ways of eliciting student learning and

response, such as illustration, discussion, performance, and writing. In conversations with

me, Wizard pointed out that his preferred method of illustrating his learning was to ‘‘talk

about it,’’ yet he was not given an opportunity to share what he understood verbally.

Differentiated instruction supports a community of learners where difference, including

difference in learning is valued and is considered natural. DSE views difference as human

variation and as such, is pervasive, ordinary, acceptable and enriching.

The nature of the inclusion is fragile and functional

Looking beyond the surface reveals a young science student whose educational experi-

ences in reality only scratch the surface of the intent of the reform documents because the

nature of his inclusion is fragile and functional. The practice of perpetrating a fragmen-

tation in knowledge that stems from being an emergent reader keep him at the margin of

inclusion. At first glance, he appears to be doing what the rest of the class is doing;

however the evidence from this study paint a different picture. Functional and serviceable

inclusion are not projected outcomes from either the United States’ IDEA or the Frame-

work for K-12 Science Education (2012) or the Next Generation Science Standards (2013).

What is it about the classroom context that is not working for Wizard? One explanation

maybe in looking back at the CETP-COP data (Table 2): 80 % of the classroom instruc-

tional experiences were based on written work with only 22.5 % hands on/learning centers

or cooperative learning activities. Working alone and written work experiences do not

support learning for Wizard.

Inclusion is complex. Stockall and Gartin (2002) documented the benevolent collusion

that was negotiated between students with disabilities and their teachers. Students with

disabilities were included only at the social level and not in the domain of the academics.

In addition, the students with disabilities looked like they were doing what the rest of the

class was doing, but looking closer revealed that the students found multiple ways to duck

and cover and to make themselves invisible so as not to be ‘‘caught’’ reading on the wrong

page. Missing from that Stockall and Gartin study, and many others like it is privileging the

voices of people labeled with a disability, a research and action tenet of DSE, that serves to

inform inclusive practices for students with exceptionalities (Connor et al. 2008).

Student voice

Despite the valuable insights that youth with exceptionalities may have they are over-

looked when it comes to school reform efforts even though they are the ones most

impacted by educational practices and policies articulates Patricia Wasley, Robert Hampel

and Richard Clark (1997). Student voice is an integral part of the way science practices are

discussed in the NGSS and the Framework for K-12 Science Education. Regardless of data

collected by universities and government departments, the true expert on learning is the

learner. DSE is beginning to document the learning and the stories of people ‘‘whose lives

and ways of knowing have been pathologized by the dominant disability-as-medical-deficit

model’’ (Collins, p. 285). The story of Wizard is a powerful reminder to all of us that

students should be consulted if we are to truly support their learning in inclusive class-

rooms and promote goals of greater access, equity and social justice for all. Their per-

spectives are integral to achieving science literacy for all (Giroux 1981; Tan & Calabrese

Barton 2012). Through this study and with his voice, we came to understand his

resourcefulness, his interest in the butterflies wings, his desire to be viewed as smart and
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successful, some of the challenges Wizard had with reading in science, his desire to have

teachers provide multiple examples, and to refrain from placing him in the center of the

front row of a classroom, among others. Researchers have documented the empowerment

that students feel when their teachers solicit their opinions and voice (Keefe et al. 2006).

This practice compliments the findings by Klassen and Lynch where students with

exceptionalities described ways that their teachers could raise their confidence levels by

learning more about them as individuals and their specific needs (2007), outcomes the

researchers found raised the students’ self-efficacy. If we listen to what they have to say we

can gain valuable insights as to how to support their learning in inclusive classrooms. The

naı̈ve pragmatism or the way things are ordinarily done may not be in the best interest for

students with exceptionalities.

Implications

In addition to differentiated instruction, developing a repertoire of disciplinary literacy

strategies, self-monitoring techniques and using student’s strengths and interests in shaping

learning environments are all strategies that support all students with dignity in inclusive

classrooms. All of these will be discussed in coming sections and dovetail with the goals of

disability studies in education (Connor et al. 2008). The research literature provides

multiple strategies that serve to boost reading comprehension of expository texts for stu-

dents with exceptionalities, including Wizard. Teachers need to provide careful modeling,

extensive feedback, and guided practice to ensure that the strategies are being used pro-

ductively (Gersten et al. 2001) and enlist the support and collaboration of the special

education teacher to follow up with the same strategies.

Supporting Wizard in disciplinary literacy

Wizard’s mindset of just wanting to get through the readings and his self-report that he cannot

rememberwhat he has read, require us as science educators tofindadditional avenues to support

his disciplinary literacy according to Elizabeth Moje, LeeAnn Sutherland, Tanya Cleveland,

andMary Heitzman (2010). Helen Quinn, Okhee Lee, and Guadalupe Valdes (2012) posit that

in supporting disciplinary literacy in science we are not language arts teachers, but are science

teachers who support the language learning that is part of content-rich and discourse-rich

science classroom learning environments. The challenges of reading and reading compre-

hension in students with exceptionalities are well documented in the special education and

reading literature (Mastropieri and Scruggs 2007). Teaching comprehension strategies is an

attempt to teach students how to think while they read. Students with difficulty comprehending

textmaynot realize that they should activelymonitorwhile they read for comprehension and go

back and reread passages that are difficult. They also may not know what strategies to use as

they read to monitor themselves point out Russell Gersten, Lynn Fuchs, JoannaWilliams, and

Scott Baker (2001). The research and practitioner literature feature a plethora of reading

strategies that will support students in reading expository texts (texts that inform or explain vs

narrative text that is storied) that are common in science classrooms and practical and feasible

for science teachers, including graphic organizers, SQ3R, self monitoring strategies and direct

teaching of vocabulary. These strategies can be taught by the regular classroom teacher for use

by all students and then reinforced in a Study Skills type of class where students with excep-

tionalities work with a special education teacher. These strategies benefit all students and thus

model differentiated instruction.
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Graphic organizers

Graphic organizers form the backbone of literacy strategies that support reading com-

prehension for Helen Quinn and her team (Quinn et al. 2012). Graphic organizers are

visual displays that illustrate relationships between terms, facts and ideas with far less text,

which is helpful for students like Wizard. Two common graphic organizers used in reading

comprehension are semantic organizers and cognitive maps, all associated with improved

reading comprehension for students with exceptionalities (Kim et al.). Barbara Moss and

Virginia Loh define a semantic map as a graphic organizer that helps students organize

descriptive information as they read expository texts (2010).

These maps allow students to cluster words in a way that is similar to how information

is stored in memory. A teacher initiates the development of a semantic map before students

read by presenting the concept that will be discussed in the text at the center of the map (for

example: monarch butterfly wings). With the whole class, the teacher brainstorms words

related to or characteristic of the concept (for example: adaptations, physical character-

istics, metamorphosis and flight). These additional words or characteristics are placed in

boxes or circles adjacent to the concept in the center. Alternatively, the teacher may

provide the categories for the students, which is helpful for emerging or struggling readers.

As the students begin to read they have a map of the overall vocabulary and characteristics

of the concept. They add additional information to the existing properties as they read the

text (Moss and Loh 2010). Inspiration software (depicted in Fig. 1) works well for this

strategy.

Fig. 1 Graphic organizer: semantic map
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Cognitive mapping may come in a number of forms. Joseph Boyle’s research found

increased reading comprehension of students with exceptionalities when they used the

TRAVEL mnemonic as they read (1996):

TRAVEL

Topic—Write down the topic and circle it.

Read—Read a paragraph.

Ask—Ask what the main idea and three details are and write them down.

Verify—Verify the main idea by circling it and linking its details.

Examine—Examine the next paragraph and ask and verify again.

Link—When finished with the story, link all of the circles.

Survey! question! read! recite! review (SQ3R)

SQ3R developed by Francis Robinson (1948) is a well-researched strategy for developing

comprehension of expository text (Gersten, Fuchs, Williams and Baker 2001) and one that

was taught in Wizard’s class. The first step involves surveying or previewing a passage of

text, graphics and images to gain some initial meaning. Students begin to formulate

questions about the text before reading it closely. In the next step students use their

questions to guide them as they read the full expository text. Finally, they go back to the

text to review for any additional questions and recite the questions they previously

answered. As with the other reading comprehension strategies, students need explicit

instruction and practice on using this strategy before they can use it independently. We also

have to keep in mind, that for Wizard these strategies will work only if he is using a text

that is leveled at his reading level so that he is in fact reading to learn and not learning to

read. Leveled texts are part of a differentiation of instruction that is advocated by Kim Reid

and Jan Weatherly Valle (2004).

Self-monitoring

In reading self-monitoring means that students are noticing what they do and do not

understand while they are reading and repairing the meaning when it breaks down. Self-

monitoring is a strategy that proficient readers use when they come across a passage in a

complex text that is confusing or lose track of where they are but are able to automatically

refocus and repair their understanding according to Sunday Cummins (2013). Students who

do not self-monitor may skip over difficult words or may look at pictures and graphics

within a text and not consider how these images support the author’s main idea, moves that

impact their comprehension of the text. Linda Holt’s (2009) work suggests that using a

coding method is an effective strategy that supports students to develop self-monitoring

skills while they read informational texts. After reading a paragraph or passage in a text,

students code their thinking with the following symbols on a sticky note:

* This information is familiar

? This is new information

? I’m not sure I understand that information

H I tried to problem solve by…

Like the text structure strategy, self-monitoring must be taught to students using example

text and for students like Wizard it needs to be at his level of reading. Mastropieri and
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Scruggs suggest that using self-monitoring cards with the coding will help student’s

transition to using this type of strategy independently (2007).

Direct vocabulary instruction

Direct vocabulary instruction of at least some new vocabulary in a text is very important

for students with exceptionalities. Direct instruction of specific words can include teaching

the meaning, different word associations (such as antonyms and synonyms), and word

concepts (such as related concept words and categories of words). Providing clear

explanations and examples of the meanings of these words in various contexts and creating

opportunities for students to discuss, analyze, and use the words are very important

practices for developing vocabulary as reported by Connie Juell and Rebecca Deffes

(2004). Maren co-constructed key vocabulary words in her teaching and included a science

word wall to highlight the key vocabulary.

Klassen’s (2010) study illustrated that performance in literacy-based subjects like

English for students with exceptionalities was only partially dependent on reading ability.

His work illustrated that students’ beliefs about capabilities to manage the learning

environment were equally important to performance. Thus, providing Wizard and all

students with reading comprehension strategies such as the ones listed above may boost

self-efficacy as they become confident in their own ability to regulate their learning. Earlier

in this paper, I mentioned the work of Kristine Montis in developing methods for a student

to maintain some autonomy through the use of chunking and memory capsules. For Wizard

this would mean that he had a note card with the TRAVEL mnemonic, for example, written

out so as he read a text (leveled to meet his reading needs) he could build his own

comprehension of what the text meant.

The focus of this section outlined multiple methods to support disciplinary literacy in

science classroom, however, we must keep in mind that the experiences in learning for

Wizard and for his peers, were predominately written work with a de-emphasis on hands

on and learning stations (Table 2). I asked earlier: What is it about the classroom context

that is not working for Wizard? We might be able support students like Wizard through the

use of disciplinary literacy strategies, however, we must be careful to include multiple

modalities for learning.

Re-positioning Wizard by focusing on his strengths and interests

As noted above, Wizard expressed a keen interest in the wing structures of the butterfly. He

was observed inviting other peers to come and look through the microscopes. Maren also

acknowledged that he spent a lot of time at the microscopes. Capitalizing on the strengths

and interests of a student like Wizard can be a way to advance science learning (Feinstein

et al. 2013). The main goal of the ecological unit was to understand the environmental

factors that contribute to the survival of organisms, such as the monarch butterfly. A

monarch butterfly’s wings represent one of their key adaptations and a great defensive

mechanisms: the ability to sequester some of the cardiac glycosides from the milkweed and

of course to fly away from predators. Eliciting and building on student ideas (Framework

for K-12 Science Education and NGSS), something not observed in Maren’s teaching, like

Wizard’s interest in the wings of the butterfly, could begin a whole-class-focused-study of

their role in the butterfly’s survival, life cycle, ecology and important ideas in trophic

systems such as bioaccumulation. Using his interests as the center for the entire class could

serve to re-position Wizard as able rather than disabled within the culture of the classroom.
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This repositioning would give Wizard agency and power within the classroom and be

emancipatory. These actions would go a long way in meeting the transformative goals of

disability studies in education to place students with exceptionalities in positions of power

that create opportunities for them to achieve dignity in the classroom (Baglieri et al. 2011).

Conclusion

Wizard’s experiences offer authentic insight for science educators and researchers of the

opportunities and the challenges faced by a student with learning disabilities in a regular

7th grade science education classroom, a perspective not found in the current literature. His

experiences offer perspectives and strategies that may help teachers meet the needs of their

exceptional students. This study sought to understand the experiences and outcomes in

learning for Wizard and by so doing deepen our understanding of the nature of inclusion

for him in his educational setting, all goals of DSE (Connor et al.). This study adds an

absent voice, in the name of Wizard, to the science education literature.

Case studies such as this one may illustrate general principles, however, we must

remember that this is just one student and one case over 13 weeks in an inclusive science

classroom. Despite these constraints, Wizard’s story illuminates insights for inclusive

science education. Wizard is included in the science classroom, but excluded in realizing

the practice of science as exemplified in the reform documents including current docu-

ments. With the U.S.’s NGSS (2013) and A Framework for K-12 Science Education (2012)

an important role for science teachers is to encourage and support the development of

language in all forms, including oral and written forms of the discourse integral to the

sense making that is part of the practice of science. In Wizard’s classroom, 80 % of the

instructional strategies experienced by the students were written in nature. That simply did

not work for him. We do not know the depth of the sense making for Wizard because the

assessments of his learning were written, rather than in the medium that he suggested

would work the best for him: talking.

I noted earlier that inclusion is complex. As Fellner (2013) asserts, students included in

general education classrooms are complex and multidimensional and thereby require

different ontological and axiological lenses where educators journey outside the narrow

confines of standard or official procedures in a school. Fellner argues that overcoming

deficit perspectives and long standing institutional practices of remediation for students

with exceptionalities can be cracked using multidimensional methods in teaching and

learning that include close observations of students, building trusting and supportive

relationships with students and creating an environment in which student voices and

experiences are valued. I agree with Lee and colleagues (2013) that science steeped in the

NGSS can provide a context where science learning and language learning can occur

together. In these science classrooms the Wizards are not functionally or serviceably

included. Instead they are experiencing differentiation in their science classrooms, initi-

ating their academic tasks with supports developed with their teachers (such as the

chunking or memory capsule with the TRAVEL mnemonic) and provided multiple

resources (such as graphic organizers and reading comprehension strategies) to support the

language of science learning at their level. In addition, their strengths and interests are

leveraged (like the wings of a butterfly) to facilitate learning for them, but also for the

classroom community. Finally, the teacher of students with exceptionalities like Wizard

seeks insight from them as to how the they can support them in learning. The students, after
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all, are the experts in their own learning. Wizard had many insightful ideas of methods that

could be used to support him. The story about Wizard is not about blaming teachers or

even special education for learning experiences and or outcomes. Instead it is about

looking deeper into the experiences of one student to inform us as science and science

teacher educators and researchers about other ways that we might encourage, mentor and

support our more diverse students. Research initiatives that focus on the strengths and

interests of students with exceptionalities are sorely needed in science education. Let us

continue to learn from those whose stories are often overlooked, like Wizard, so that we

can come closer to an intelligent and imaginative science education that supports learning

for all students.
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Abstract This review explores Michelle Hollingsworth Koomen’s ‘‘Inclusive science

education: Learning from Wizard,’’ a case study of a middle school student with learning

exceptionalities in a mainstream science classroom. The strength of Koomen’s work lies in

her elucidation of the ways in which normative science instruction fails to adequately

support Wizard’s learning. His classroom experiences position him, if unintentionally, as

deficient and incapable, which in turn serves to undermine his ability to fully engage in

science or to capitalize on his strengths as a learner in the service of developing disci-

plinary literacy. I extend this conversation by arguing for a broader view of scientific

literacy and the need for a more relational pedagogy in classrooms that supports mean-

ingful and productive engagement in science learning and fosters positive identification

with science.
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In her case study, Michelle Hollingsworth Koomen examined the classroom interactions

and experiences of Wizard, a seventh grade student with diagnosed learning disabilities,

who represents a population of students with complex behavioral and academic needs in

mainstream science classrooms. Her work makes a substantive contribution to the literature

base on science education of and for students with learning exceptionalities as it helps us
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confront the sources of inequity in all areas of education, but specifically in science

education. Despite decades of research on issues of diversity and equity, contemporary

science education still fails to reach all students, mainly because it falls short in providing

equitable opportunities to learn (National Research Council 2012). Yet, as Koomen out-

lined, comparatively little attention has been given in the literature to students like Wizard

who have diagnosed learning disabilities, and whose needs are underserved by normative

science education in mainstream classrooms. Her work raises questions about scientific

literacy, self-efficacy, and the connection of science to students’ interests and experiences.

In this forum, I hope to extend this conversation by arguing for a broader view of scientific

literacy and making the case for relational pedagogy in the classroom as a means for

promoting positive science identity.

Questions of scientific literacy

Koomen’s study showed how the heavy reliance on literacy strategies in the classroom

placed Wizard at a distinct disadvantage in learning science. Because of the limitations in

Wizard’s reading and writing skills, he was unable to completely engage in classroom

activity or to capitalize on his personal strengths, which led to a fragmented and fragile

understanding of science. Although Wizard showed keen interest in scientific facts and

scientific inquiry, he was acutely aware of his knowledge of science as compared to his

peers. Science, like other specialized fields of inquiry or ways of knowing, is a unique

semiotic domain that appropriates multiple modes of communication such as written and

oral language, equations, symbols, gestures, graphical representations, etc., to represent

meaning (Gee 2003). The ability to comprehend and make meaning of both oral and

written language is central to robust conceptual development in science and full partici-

pation in scientific discourse (Pearson, Moje and Greenleaf 2010).

Koomen indicated that students with learning disabilities affecting their language skills

would be best served by additional support in developing literacy strategies in situ—that is,

they should have supplemental opportunities for reading, writing, and communicating in

science classrooms rather than remedial instruction in separate special education courses.

Koomen provided recommendations on literacy strategies that could be used in science

classrooms as ways to encourage the development of reading and writing skills that would

bolster the self-efficacy and achievement of students like Wizard. Even so, the standpoint

of literacy as a set of practices that includes word recognition, textual decoding and

information location is an overly simplistic model of literacy. Stephen Norris and Linda

Phillips (2003) contended that reading, for instance, ‘‘is not the simple concatenation of

word meanings’’ nor is it ‘‘characterized by a linear progression of accumulation of

meaning as the text is traversed from beginning to end’’ (p. 229). An expansive model of

reading treats the act as contextualized, iterative, interactive, and dependent on the

background knowledge of the reader. Likewise, talking and writing science is more than

mastery of terminology. Certainly, many students can memorize the definitions of

vocabulary and recite them back at will; however, this has little bearing on students’ ability

to engage fluently in scientific discourses. Verbal communication in science has its own set

of semantic relationships, thematic patterns and stylistic norms, that when together com-

bined with specialized terminology, comprise the genre of scientific communication in its

multifarious forms (Lemke 1990).
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Although K-12 content standards often emphasize a knowledge-centered perspective of

scientific literacy, Wolff-Michael Roth and Angela Calabrese Barton (2004) contended that

scientific literacy extends beyond the mastery of foundational knowledge of science to

include the ability to critically analyze scientific knowledge and apply it to relevant social

contexts. Regardless of the way scientific literacy is operationalized, it necessarily includes

the ability to fluently read, write and talk science. To be sure, scientific literacy can mean

two substantively different things—an understanding of scientific facts and basic process

skills, or the ability to appropriate the complex representational apparatus of scientific

reasoning, argumentation, calculation and practice (Lemke 2000). When viewed as the

latter, scientific literacy is actually a multi-literacy in which individuals must develop

fluency in coordinating these multiple modalities of scientific representation at proper

times in the curriculum. Thus, scientific literacy is more than mastering the semantics and

semiotics of scientific discourse; it also includes knowing when and how to use these

modalities appropriately, and when viewed from a critical standpoint, scientific literacy

also includes the ability to question and appropriate scientific knowledge in personally

relevant circumstances.

The integral role of discourse in scientific literacy

Beyond simple reading comprehension, developing scientific literacy is dependent upon

the quality and quantity of opportunities to practice verbal, written, and practical skills. All

students, including those with learning exceptionalities like Wizard, could benefit from

more frequent and deliberate opportunities for talking and writing science. In the class-

room, this means teachers need to relinquish autocratic control over classroom discourse

by minimizing or reducing lecture and other didactic forms of instruction, which include

triadic forms of questioning in which the teacher maintains tight control over the topic,

pacing and structure of discussion. Philip Scott, Eduardo Mortimer and Orlando Aguiar

(2006) described this as authoritative discourse; in this form, teachers talk most of the time

and students only fill in the gaps by offering responses to low level recall questions posed

by teachers. Beyond de-incentivizing cognitive engagement, ritualized and authoritative

discourse hinders students’ learning because scientific knowledge conveyed in this manner

appears abstract, impersonal, and nonnegotiable to students (Hanrahan 2005).

This is not to say that authoritative discourse has no place in the science classroom. In

fact, authoritative discourse in which the teacher focuses students’ attention on accepted

scientific knowledge can be used productively to establish a common text and vocabulary.

At the same time, teachers need to provide space for students to break down concepts, re-

tell parts of it in their own words and add subjective meanings to it in the context of

classroom events. Alexander Sidorkin (2004) argued that such dialogical and diffuse

discourses open the space for students to negotiate meaning and forge relational connec-

tions in knowledge. Randi Engle and Faith Conant (2002) suggested dialogical and diffuse

discourses are essential for productive disciplinary engagement in which students make

substantive contributions to class discussion, display involvement in learning, and sustain

their engagement in a topic over long periods of time.

Allowing students to blend scientific and vernacular language without fear of penalty as

they practice ‘talking science’ would serve as a scaffold for developing stylistic proficiency

and allow students to position themselves as competent science practitioners. Bryan Brown

and Eliza Sprang (2008) described the hybrid use of scientific and vernacular discourse as
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double talk—a form of communication in which students can appropriate scientific ter-

minology while simultaneously using vernacular forms of explanation. Carolyn Wallace’s

(2004) recommendations for scientific literacy and language are especially appropriate to

this discussion: students need opportunities to use scientific language in everyday situa-

tions, negotiate readily among the many scientific discourse genres and collaborate with

teachers and peers on the meaning of scientific language. For students like Wizard,

alternative opportunities appropriate to their particular skills and based on their ability

level can still promote literacy that is robust and functional, albeit of a different form.

Doing science in the service of identity

Koomen suggested that Wizard’s low self-efficacy is the root of his lack of achievement in

the science classroom. Certainly, self-efficacy plays a role in students’ persistence and risk-

taking in science learning. Moreover, research has clearly indicated students with high self-

efficacy are able to monitor and regulate their learning more effectively and autonomously

compared to students with low self-efficacy. Yet the development of high self-efficacy

alone will not suffice in catalyzing the agency necessary for sustained achievement in

science. We see from the data presented in the case of Wizard that he described himself as

less capable than his mainstream peers; he was aware that they had positioned him as

‘‘slow.’’ Koomen even suggested that drawing on Wizard’s strengths and interests would

re-position him as ‘able’, thereby, providing him to opportunity to develop agency as a

science learner. I believe Koomen’s discussion, while explicit in terms of self-efficacy,

more implicitly alludes to learner identity.

In studies of science classroom interaction, Marie-Claire Shanahan (2009) contended that

research has attended predominately to levels of personality and interaction to the near

exclusion of levels of social structure. This is true when the focus is on individuals’

achievement or self-efficacy in a particular classroom or course. However, identity, because it

is socially constituted and shaped in practice, may provide a more comprehensive lens for

investigating how and why students thrive or not in school science settings. Social negotiation

of identity coexists with individual agency; thus, external influences—peers, the teacher,

classroom ethos, etc.—have an effect on the extent to which an individual can construct,

adopt, or reject particular identities (Olitsky 2006). Further, the relational aspect of identity

means asserting one’s own identity may have intended or unintended consequences for

others’ identities. The discourse practices leveraged by teachers can position students as

active, autonomous learners engaged in generative disciplinary activity or teachers can

position students in ways that makes them dependent upon their authority. For instance,

Bryan Brown, John Reveles, and Gregory Kelly (2005) showed that students’ contributions to

classroom discourse can be interpreted by teachers in ways that have lasting positive or

negative effects on their willingness to engage in science. Moreover, discourse practices can

be leveraged to further the teachers’ own identity, even if it has potentially negative impli-

cations for students’ learning. Jenelle Reeves’s (2009) study of an English Language Arts

high school teacher who positioned his ELL students identically to other students in order to

rationalize his choices for not differentiating or scaffolding instruction. In this way, the

teacher was able to strengthen his identity position as a highly competent yet tough educator

who was more than capable of reaching all students by treating them all the same.

Identity has been advocated as a way to explore how students develop affinities within a

community of scientific practice. According to Jim Gee (2001), one’s identity is constituted
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through being recognized as a certain kind of person in a particular context. Anna Sfard and

Anna Prusak (2005) argued that such a definition essentializes identity and makes the

investigation of identity untenable and elusive. Instead, they suggest identity is a collection of

narratives about an individual that are reifying, endorsable and significant. Wizard’s science

identity is reified by his assertions in the opening vignette regarding his (lack of) ability in

comparison to his peers; these are endorsed by his teacher, Maren, who responded by posi-

tioning him as dis/abled in the classroom. Perhaps most salient, Wizard’s narrations of his

identity are significant in that they imply his exclusion from the community of science

learning in the classroom, which included his mainstream peers. Difficulty arises for students

when the human and material resources and schema within the community of practice limit

their ability to develop identities as science learners (Olitsky 2006). For example, Wizard

showed a great deal of interest in monarch butterfly wings, but educational standards required

him to develop a normative understanding of biotic and abiotic factors that influence the

survival of organisms. Also, his teacher Maren intentionally seated him at the front of the

room where she could closely monitor and re-direct him. By drawing on Wizard’s interest as a

focus of learning and unobtrusively providing academic support, Koomen asserted that the

teacher could re-position him as capable and competent in relation to his peers.

Making science a relational endeavor

As a way to support the learning of students like Wizard, Koomen suggested teachers should

draw more heavily on students’ strengths and interests as a way to advance their learning. Yet

teachers are not often prepared to do so in their formal and practical education. Teacher

education programs are tasked with the formidable goal of preparing teachers for the complex

realities of modern classroom teaching—preparing future educators is no longer about teaching

classroom management, curriculum development and effective pedagogical strategies. Teacher

education now also encompasses preparing to teach in diverse, heterogeneous classrooms;

integrating technology into the curriculum; implementing state or district level performance

standards; and developing skills to navigate standardized testing and accountability. Simply

adding additional coursework to ostensibly prepare teacher candidates for supporting students

with learning exceptionalities in classrooms is not likely a viable alternative. Yet, research cited

by Koomen as well as work with my colleagues (Quigley, Trauth-Nare and Beeman-Cad-

wallader 2015) indicates that, despite prior preparation in teacher education, mainstream

educators are underprepared by teacher education programs to support students with learning

disabilities or students with backgrounds different from their own.

I believe it is possible to balance the competing goals of teacher education while still

preparing teachers to support the diverse needs of students, even students with learning

disabilities, while drawing on their strengths and interests as a way to advance their

learning. Many of the necessary scaffolds are already in place. By providing teacher

candidates and in-service teachers with professional development that arms them with

information about why students’ needs are complex and how they might begin to meet

those needs, teachers have the foundation from which to develop the pedagogical skills

over the course of their careers to serve diverse student needs. Preservice preparation

cannot, and should not, attempt to be an all-inclusive education that serves the duration of a

teacher’s career. Certainly, additional professional development will be necessary over the

entire span of teachers’ careers.
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Beyond critical features of relevant content, sufficient time span, active learning,

coherence and peer collaboration (Desimone 2009), professional development programs

should be extended to take into account the role of context in teacher learning. A pro-

fessional development model delineated by Leyton Schnellert, Deborah Butler and Ste-

phanie Higginson (2008) argued that establishment of professional learning communities

(PLCs) alone will not substantively change instruction. Instead, their model indicates the

necessity of devising context-specific goals for students and monitoring progress through

situated assessment practices. Teacher learning is maximized when collaborative co-con-

struction of instructional innovation, followed by enactment and reflective evaluation of

practice leads to science classroom practices. Karen Koellner and Jennifer Jacobs (2015)

described such professional development models as adaptive because they create ‘‘op-

portunities for teacher to work together on improving practice and locate these learning

opportunities in the practice of everyday teaching’’ (p. 55).

Educational systems are as complex and dynamic as the students served by them. As a

result, as the needs of students change, the pedagogical tools and techniques of addressing

them will also evolve over time. In addition, by teaching teachers how to leverage rela-

tional pedagogy, they will be prepared to support the type of learning that fosters critical

engagement in the curriculum and the development of skills for constructing and evalu-

ating knowledge within a collaborative learning community.

Relational pedagogy as a theoretical construct treats authority and knowledge not as

objects, but rather as relationships enacted by individuals in mutual interaction with one

another. Words and actions have no authentic meaning; they acquire meaning in the context

of relationships. Because relationships are primary and actions secondary, teaching is the

primary vehicle for building educational relationships, which make learning possible

(Bingham and Sidorkin 2004). The goals of teaching are defined in terms of the relationships

formed among and between students, the disciplinary content, and the communities in which

they live. A central idea in relational theory is that an individual’s relationship with oneself

and other people is fundamentally mediated by their productive activity—and schooling is

one form of productive activity that should foster meaningful relations (Sidorkin 2004). In

essence, when relational pedagogy is enacted in classrooms, education becomes participatory

thinking and doing by students, which creates a meaningful thread of events on which they

can rely to construct and enact their identities. And as pointed out earlier, these identities are

not formed and enacted in isolation, but rather in relation to others.

In connecting the theory of relational pedagogy to the practical realities of science

classrooms, teachers bridge learning activities with the world at large. They provide stu-

dents with opportunities for genuine action that connects science to interest and experi-

ence, and they foster a community of learning that values the student in the production of

knowledge, which in turn becomes interwoven into the tapestry of students’ experiences.

For many students, normative science education is just another form of instrumental

activity in which they are expected to produce artifacts of learning (e.g., worksheets, lab

reports, standardized tests, summative assessments) that do not extend in usefulness

beyond the immediate confines of the activity. While there is merit in using instrumental

tools judiciously to teach students how to read, write and speak in the genre of science, the

danger in this instrumental emphasis is that it promotes a kind of educational alienation

that manifests in the typical behaviors we observe in students who have difficulty in

science classrooms—lack of engagement, helplessness, poor behavior, low self-efficacy, a

lack of agency and identity in science and a leaky STEM pipeline where students lose

interest in middle school through their postsecondary education.
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To be sure, I am not arguing relational pedagogy is the panacea for ameliorating the

multifarious and complex issues within contemporary science education. Rather that the

relational aspect of education, and its concomitant influence on learners’ identities, is often

forgotten or cast aside in the instrumental ethos of modern classrooms where achievement,

accountability and standardization are elevated as the highest goals of education. If instead

of focusing narrowly on achievement of content standards, we provide students with

science education that fosters agency and positive identification, then I wonder if student

‘‘achievement’’ would become less of a struggle.

Summary

In sum, Koomen’s work raises awareness of the necessity of science teachers to draw upon

literacy strategies from English Language Arts to support disciplinary literacy in science.

Indeed, science is a language with a unique set of vocabulary, semantics and representa-

tional forms are a necessarily appropriated in complex and interconnected forms in order to

communicate meaning and concepts. Leveraging these strategies would support all

learners, not just students like Wizard who have diagnosed learning exceptionalities. Yet,

scientific literacy must extend beyond simple reading comprehension to include more

robust engagement in scientific discourse. Learning science involves meaningful oppor-

tunities to participate in discourse such that students develop competence with appropri-

ating the multi-literacy patterns of science, as well as develop relations with science that

meaningfully connect to their experiences as learners.

For students like Wizard who have learning exceptionalities, the specialized modes of

communication in science may not be as sophisticated as other mainstream students. Thus,

Wizard and students like him are placed as at a distinct disadvantage in participating in

science and developing positive identities as science learners. Developing a positive

identity for participating science requires relational pedagogy, a method of teaching and

learning that foregrounds relationships as the foundation for productive and meaningful

education. Foregrounding relationships would allow students to develop scientific literacy

through the three elements of Wallace’s (2004) framework: authenticity, multiple dis-

courses and Third Space. Students would develop scientific literacy by blending academic

scientific language with their own forms of communication (authenticity). They will learn

to recognize and negotiate among the multiple discourse genres of science.

Ultimately, I posit that the goal of science education is equitable and inclusive

opportunities for students to participate in the processes of science; that is, to plan and

conduct investigations, analyze data, use models and computational reasoning, construct

explanations and engage in scientific argumentation. But more importantly, for students to

be able to actively participate in science that is meaningful and has tangible relevance to

them. By participating in science relationally, students learn to experience the world in new

ways, form new affiliations with others, and develop a positive identity that promotes

sustained interest in science.
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Abstract Koomen’s study of Wizard—an articulate, inquisitive, energetic seventh grader

with a penchant for science—adversely juxtaposed his learning-centered identity with

classroom experiences that marginalized him. I claim in my response that critical com-

mentary about Wizard’s race is germane to any analysis of his experiences, as participation

in an inclusive science classroom can be conceptualized as a racialized form of experience.

My paper contributes a counternarrative to deficit normalizations of African American

children—including students identified with exceptionalities—by rendering the inequities

of differentiated instruction visible and theorizing about how this approach restricted

Wizard’s learning and participation by positioning him as low status and less competent. I

discuss four reasons why the strategy of differentiated instruction is ideologically opposed

to goals for equitable classrooms and argue that this model invites reproductions of status

orderings from the larger society into the classroom. I conclude with recommendations for

an equity pedagogy through Complex Instruction developed inside teacher community as a

viable alternative for this work.
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Michele Hollingsworth Koomen’s study of Wizard—an articulate, inquisitive, energetic

seventh grader with a penchant for science—provided a timely and much needed depiction

of his life as a student in an inclusive science classroom. Her extensive uses of Wizard’s

own words honored the assumption that he was capable of articulating his understanding of

his lived experiences in overlapping communities of practice. While Wizard is simulta-

neously a(n) brother, friend, adolescent, African American, and student with exception-

alities, Koomen’s respectful characterization foregrounded Wizard’s salient identity as

someone who just wants to learn things and be smart. We learned from Koomen’s analysis

that Wizard’s ‘‘learning and becoming smart’’ identity was adversely juxtaposed with

classroom experiences that marginalized him, including deficit-oriented positioning,

inadequate classroom support, and scant opportunities to participate meaningfully. I

wholeheartedly agree with Koomen’s assertion that the case of Wizard offers ‘‘valuable

insight as to how we might better support and target learning experiences for students

identified with exceptionalities in our science classrooms.’’ I find, however, that her taken-

as-shared prognosis for differentiated instruction to be an ideological mismatch given her

commitment to social justice. My response attends to the somewhat subtle, unintended

consequences of this approach and I recommend an equity pedagogy developed inside

teacher community for this work.

Variation on a theme of liberation in mathematics education research

Koomen focused on Wizard’s salient ‘‘learning and becoming smart’’ identity and related

experiences in an inclusive science classroom, which did not feature a discussion of how

his race may have impacted his experiences. Following Danny Martin’s (2006, p. 198)

lead, ‘‘race is viewed here as socially, politically, and relationally constructed so that issues

of marginalization, power, dominance, and devalued social status assume prominence.’’ It

stands to reason that Koomen wanted her characterization of Wizard to represent him in the

ways he saw himself, and so it may have felt disingenuous to discuss Wizard’s race in her

paper if he did not make any moves to attach his race to his salient identity. However, if

Koomen felt that Wizard’s race was not important to the arc of the story, then why include

it as part of the demographic information she shared about him as a study participant, but

then not specify it for Maren, the teacher-participant in the study? On the other hand, in

context of Koomen’s orientation to social justice, acknowledgement of parallel forms of

oppression, and noted overrepresentation of African American males in special education,

why avoid a compound discussion of science education as a white institutionalized space,

where deficit-driven practices regarding disability run rampant?

As a white, female, mathematics education researcher in the rural south, I make no

claims of authority regarding the ‘‘best’’ ways to respond to these complex questions.

Despite good intentions, I recognize that I am not immune to reproductions of normative,

dominant white culture and discourses. I have, however, found Martin’s large body of

influential research imminently helpful in shaping my perspective on the nature and pro-

duction of knowledge about African American children and mathematics. I draw upon his

scholarship because of the way he conceptualizes learning and participation as racialized

forms of experience (Martin 2006), affording important conceptual resources to this forum

in science education by extension.

In considering the ways in which Wizard’s participation in an inclusive science

classroom is also a racialized experience, my analysis suggests that an overarching
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differentiated instruction approach positioned Wizard as less competent on the outset. I

challenge the widespread belief that differentiated instruction is an effective pedagogical

approach for all children in favor of an equity pedagogy that makes space for student

engagement in liberatory ‘‘resistance against oppressive social myths and practices’’

(Martin 2009a, p. 4). This discussion ultimately serves to strengthen Koomen’s capability-

oriented characterization of Wizard, thereby contributing a compelling counternarrative to

deficit normalizations of African American children—including students identified with

exceptionalities. To be sure, my goal is not to speak for Wizard, nor to romanticize his

case. Rather, my response seeks to make the inequities of a popular teaching approach

visible, and how this approach restricted Wizard’s opportunities to participate meaning-

fully in a science classroom community that respected him and his many contributions.

Problematizing a differentiated instruction approach

Koomen asserted that by reconceptualizing ‘‘exceptionality in terms of human variation

rather than deficit pathology and view variation as productive versus unproductive, we can

address the learning needs of all through differentiation of instruction rather than the

sorting of children into standing categories which is central to special education.’’ Koomen

highlights different facets of differentiated instruction and gives rationale for using this

approach, which she claims is especially beneficial for students with exceptionalities.

While I agree that some features of differentiated classrooms are universally valuable,

many of the framing ideas for this approach are incongruent with an inclusive education

strategy. In what follows, I provide an overview of differentiated instruction and discuss

the inherent incompatibilities with a social justice agenda.

Overview of differentiated instruction

Carol Ann Tomlinson (2001) characterized US students as a diverse lot who come from

differing cultures and have different learning styles. Tomlinson et al. (2003, pp. 119–120)

attributed learner variance to a long list of ‘‘demographic realities’’ caused by de-tracking,

mainstreaming, and a reduction in special programs for gifted learners. The authors’

characterized ‘‘academic diversity’’ implicitly through a long list of contrasting student

archetypes, including those with ‘‘identified learning problems; highly advanced learners;

students whose first language is not English; students who underachieve for a complex

array of reasons; and students from broadly diverse cultures.’’ They implied that academic

diversity will increase in complexity due to expanded cultural diversity, because by 2035,

student populations will have students of color as the majority, with increasing populations

of children from single-parent homes and children of immigrant and migrant families. The

authors cautioned that many teachers are unfamiliar with the ways culture and race impact

students’ attitudes about school, which contributes to teachers’ deficit views of and

resistance to helping struggling students and/or students from non-dominant cultures.

Tomlinson and Layne Kalbfleisch (1998, p. 54) asserted that accommodating academic

diversity and meeting the needs of all learners required movement away from one-size-fits-

all instruction towards differentiated classrooms that were ‘‘responsive to students’ varying

levels, varying interests, and varying learning profiles.’’ Tomlinson’s published works

specified differentiated classrooms as those that incorporate strategies such as (a) flexible

grouping so as to accommodate students who are stronger in some areas and weaker in
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others, (b) multiple approaches to content, (c) student-centered instruction, and (d) ideals

such as seeing students through the eyes of love so as to reflect unconditional acceptance

and total belief in student success, and the importance of cultivating a safe learning

environments for students. Tomlinson et al. (2003) maintained that differentiated class-

rooms should attend to every student’s learning style because students achieve better when

instruction matches a student’s intelligence preference, providing achievement benefits

even if an assessment was not given in a learner’s preferred mode.

Widespread support for and enactments of differentiation is common in US classrooms,

as it has become an expected part of teachers’ repertoires of ‘‘best’’ practices and daily

plans for instruction. Tomlinson (2001, p. 10) suggested that ‘‘a good way to begin an

exploration of differentiated teaching is to look at the classroom through the eyes of two

broad categories of students—those who are advanced and those who struggle.’’ Tomlinson

(2014) contrasted the strategies you might use with students she described as having less

developed readiness versus those you would use with students labeled as advanced, such as

relying on direct instruction teaching methods for the former, and then implementing

complex, open-ended, non-routine, advanced tasks for the latter. Tomlinson attributed

blame to parents and home circumstances for deficiencies in school readiness, noting that

student learning potential is ‘‘blunted’’ by lack of experiences, supports, models, expec-

tations for school success, and in some cases, parental love. Tomlinson contrasted this grim

situation with students who have abundant adult support and whose skills and knowledge

are far ahead of what is expected for their age.

Criticisms of differentiated instruction

The following section outlines criticisms of differentiated instruction and subsequent

myths perpetuated by the model. I consider these four problems with differentiated

instruction: (a) assumptions that students labeled with ‘‘less developed readiness’’ need

more direct instruction and routine practice over inquiry-based pedagogical approaches,

(b) perpetuation of the myth of learning styles in education, (c) whether the differentiated

instruction model has the unlikely capacity to preclude within-classroom tracking prac-

tices, and (d) usage of deficit framings of students and their families within an academic

diversity rationale for the model.

Myth 1: Students need more direct instruction and routine practice

My first criticism of a differentiated instruction approach opposes Tomlinson’s assumption

that the students she described as having less school readiness need more direct instruction

and routine practice. Arthur Baroody (2011) explained that in addition to the importance of

writing an effective Individualized Education Program (IEP) in context of a sound

developmental framework, children with exceptionalities need classrooms where more

meaningful, inquiry-based pedagogical approaches are enacted carefully, thoughtfully, and

flexibly to all children. Moreover, small-group problem-solving investigative approaches

have the added benefit of creating real situations for learning and practicing social skills,

which is an especially important opportunity for students with exceptionalities. Despite

evidence for and movement toward frequent incorporation of scientific tools, rich tasks,

labs, and heterogeneous groupwork—a strategy Wizard said he liked and found helpful for

his learning—a more Thorndikian approach persists for students with exceptionalities

(Blanchett 2006). Baroody attributed this stance to low expectations, assumptions that

content proficiency is not important, a lack of research on the most effective instructional
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supports for students with exceptionalities, and inadequate training and support for

teachers. The cost of Wizard’s structured dependence on teacher-directed learning was

denial of access to participation in an inclusive classroom where he could engage mean-

ingfully with his peers in science work (Meyer, Bevan-Brown, Park and Savage 2013).

This situation is worsened by research that confirms disproportionate overrepresentation of

African American students in special education. Blanchett (2006, p. 25) described this

phenomenon as a ‘‘new legalized form of structural segregation and racism.’’ Perpetuating

the myth that African American students with exceptionalities need more direct instruction

sustains a cruel negative feedback loop where ‘‘White privilege and racism creates and

maintains disproportionality at all levels’’ (p. 27).

Myth 2: Learning styles are best practice

My second criticism of a differentiated instruction approach challenges Tomlinson’s

perpetuation of the myth of learning styles in education. Harold Pashler, Mark McDaniel,

Doug Rohrer, and Robert Bjork (2008, pp. 116, 105) found only ‘‘weak and unconvincing’’

literature in their comprehensive review, resulting in the conclusion that there is no evi-

dence that would ‘‘justify incorporating learning-styles assessments into general educa-

tional practice.’’ The use of learning styles instruction has been challenged for over

30 years, and has being thoroughly debunked for almost a decade. And yet, Tomlinson

continues to essentialize this strategy in her publications, including the second edition of

her best-selling book, The Differentiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs of All

Learners, which was published in 2014 by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum

Development. Aside from the harmful effects related to the dissemination of ineffective

teaching methods, I also take issue with the ways Tomlinson and colleagues used literature

to support a learning styles approach. Tomlinson cites highly respected authors when

making literature-based claims, including renowned scholars Lisa Delpit and Shirley Brice

Heath. While I find seminal works by Delpit and Heath influential—even inspirational—to

my own work, I agree with Pashler and et al.’ (2008, p. 117) obiter dictum that the contrast

between the enormous popularity of the learning-styles approach within education and the

lack of credible evidence for its utility is, in our opinion, striking and disturbing. If

classification of students’ learning styles has practical utility, it remains to be

demonstrated.

All in all, I am confused by Tomlinson’s propagation of outmoded information and

misuse of literature to justify a learning styles approach.

Myth 3: Differentiated instruction does not lead to within-classroom tracking
practices

My third criticism raises doubts on whether the differentiated instruction model has the

unlikely capacity to preclude within-classroom tracking practices. As Nancy Waldron and

James McLeskey (2001, p. 176) explained, ‘‘differentiating instruction means that teachers

will create different levels of expectations for task completion within a lesson or unit.’’

Tomlinson (2014, p. 25) said the next step is ‘‘teaching up,’’ drawing inspiration from Lev

Vygotsky’s (1978) theory that learning happens in an individual’s zone of proximal

development with help from an adult or in collaboration with a more knowledgeable, more

capable peer. While my own work builds upon modern social theories of learning, I find

that Tomlinson’s proclivity towards the ‘‘more capable’’ in her instructional model posi-

tions students unfairly based on perceived ability. The end result is the assumption that
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some students have more to contribute and are expected to contribute more than others

while others are less capable and have less to contribute, quickly becoming a self-fulfilling

prophecy where low status students contribute very little (Cohen and Lotan 2014). Despite

evidence that Wizard is intellectually curious, resourceful, asks important questions, listens

well, thinks like a scientist, and desperately wants to learn and be smart, Wizard experi-

enced firsthand what it felt like to have low academic status in a differentiated, low-track

inclusion science class: ‘‘Well, like people make comments about me ‘well, he’s slow, he’s

slow.’ And I don’t like it when people is telling me that I am slow.’’ In context of Martin’s

(2009b, p. 330) powerful findings about the racialized nature of school experiences,

Wizard found himself at the bottom of a ‘‘widely accepted and largely unchallenged racial

hierarchy’’ of scientific ability within a system that is not designed to meet the needs of all

learners in the classroom.

Diana Lawrence-Brown (2004, p. 38) conducted a study about the positive effects of

using differentiated instruction in inclusion classrooms, which required attention to

tracking, instructional strategies, and additional student supports. She stressed that care

must be taken so that ‘‘we do not import problems of homogeneous classrooms such as

debilitating low expectations for some students.’’ She also warned of the potential for

reproducing tracking within the classroom, which she suggested might be avoided through

active participation for students with exceptionalities, avoidance of parallel tasks, and

avoidance of grouping based on ability. Ironically, it seems as though the strategies

required to make a differentiated instruction approach effective and equitable contradict

the foundational features of the model Tomlinson championed.

Myth 4: All students are positioned as competent and capable

My fourth criticism takes exception with the deficit framings Tomlinson used in her

rationale for a differentiated instruction approach. Instead of framing academic diversity

from a position of strength, Tomlinson et al. (2003) used a series of contrasting ‘‘demo-

graphic realities’’ that reflect a ‘‘make the best of it’’ attitude. The comparative nature of

the list—students with identified learning disabilities versus highly advanced learners, for

example—positioned students as higher or lower status within the context of an education

system that has a history of mistreating ‘‘students who are different, whether because of

race, culture, language, gender, or disability’’ (Bicard and Hewerd 2013, p. 250). The

resulting interpretation of differences evokes a negative valence rather than one of valuable

resource (Ford 2013). I find Tomlinson et al.’s (2003) attribution of ‘‘intensified demo-

graphic realities’’ and subsequent expanded cultural diversity to increasing populations of

students of color, English learners, detracking, increasing mainstreaming efforts, and

decreasing programs for gifted learners concerning. I am reminded of Gloria Ladson-

Billings’ (2006) observations of how white, middle-class, monolingual educators often use

‘‘diverse’’ as a proxy for race, and ‘‘culture’’ as a catchall phrase to characterize a variety of

behaviors when discussing students who are not white, not English-speaking, and not

native-born US citizens. Though beyond the scope of this discussion, it is important to note

that Tomlinson included stereotypical deficits about families in cases where she believes

students have less school readiness, including the demeaning, dangerous assumption that

parents are not capable of providing for or do not love their children. I am again reminded

of Ladson-Billings’ wisdom about the tendency of educators from dominant cultures to

appropriate ‘‘culture’’ to ‘‘the other’’ in ways that expand and perpetuate disparaging

stereotypes.
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Summary

I detailed four major criticisms of differentiated instruction in this section, which included

(a) assumptions that students labeled with ‘‘less developed readiness’’ need more direct

instruction and routine practice over inquiry-based pedagogical approaches, (b) perpetua-

tion of the myth of learning styles in education, (c) whether the differentiated instruction

model has the unlikely capacity to preclude within-classroom tracking practices, and

(d) usage of deficit framings of students and their families within an academic diversity

rationale for the model. As Sonia Nieto and Patty Bode (2013, p. 325) observed, ‘‘If we

begin with the assumptions that students cannot achieve at high levels, that their back-

grounds are riddled with deficiencies, and that multicultural education is a frill that cannot

help them to learn, we will end up with school reform strategies that have little hope for

success.’’ It has become clear that this pedagogical model is incongruent with Koomen’s

(or anyone else’s) social justice agenda. Wizard was positioned as less able, dependent, and

incompetent from the outset despite evidence of his intellectual curiosity, resourcefulness,

talent for questioning, listening, scientific habits of mind, and high motivation to learn and

be smart; I see no evidence that a more faithful implementation of differentiated instruction

would elevate his status so as to position him competently, making space for him to

participate more meaningfully and for others to value his contributions in his inclusion

science class. In what follows, I propose an equity pedagogy within teacher community as

a viable approach for better supporting the needs of all learners.

Working toward an equity pedagogy inside teacher community

Distinguished scholar James Banks (2013, pp. 20–21) conceptualized multicultural edu-

cation as an equity movement driven by the ideas that all students, regardless of the groups

to which they belong, such as those related to gender, ethnicity, race, culture, language,

social class, religion, sexual orientation, or exceptionality, should experience educational

equality in the schools. Some students, because of their particular characteristics, have a

better chance to succeed in school as it is currently structured than students from other

groups.

Within this framing, it has become abundantly clear that Wizard was positioned as

dependent and incompetent by the social ecology of and instructional methods used in his

inclusion science classroom because of his race and exceptionality, two socially con-

structed and interconnected variables that are ‘‘shaped by the society in which individuals

and groups function’’ (Banks 2013, p. 13). While exceptionality as a social construct is a

topic of much debate—children with challenges created by educational disabilities are real

children with real needs, one of which is certainly not romanticized ideology (Bicard and

Hewerd 2013)—‘‘the highly disproportionate number of African Americans, Latinos, and

particularly males classified as learning disabled by the school indicates the extent to which

exceptionality is a social category’’ (Banks 2013, p. 15). It is therefore prudent to

acknowledge that experiencing learning successes in science class requires far more than

Wizard believing that he can do it. Genuine opportunities to build self-efficacy necessitates

that teachers enact equity pedagogy (Banks 2013, p. 18), meaning that they ‘‘modify their

teaching in ways that will facilitate the academic achievement of students from diverse

racial, cultural, gender, and social-class groups’’ (Banks 2013, p. 18). One approach to

equity pedagogy is through Complex Instruction (Banks 2014), which uses distinct
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cooperative learning methods that foster equal-states interactions and improves the aca-

demic achievement of students of color (Banks 1993).

Overview of complex instruction

Complex Instruction was born out of a lengthy program of research and evaluation at

Stanford University by researchers Elizabeth Cohen and Rachel Lotan as a deliberate

attempt to disrupt enactments of social inequalities from the larger society within the

classroom (Cohen 2000). Teachers who practice Complex Instruction conceptualize this

change-work through the lens of a status characteristic—gender, race, social class, aca-

demic ability, physical attractiveness, prior academic performance, to name a few—which

is an often unspoken yet agreed upon social ranking where it is better to be of higher rank

(Cohen and Lotan 2014). High status individuals are expected to be more competent on

classroom tasks than low status students, which influences expectations for competence

and performance. However, cultivation of equal-status interactions in small groups has the

potential to increase low-status students’ participation and influence within their small

groups (Cohen 2000). Cohen and Lotan found two types of status treatments with the

capacity to change students’ expectations for competence: the multiple-ability strategy and

assigning competence to low-status students.

Multiple ability strategy

The multiple ability strategy is a multipronged approach that positions students as com-

petent learners of mathematics, fostering full participation in groupwork tasks alongside

instructional strategies that promote inquiry and justification rather than memorization and

disconnected procedural work (Esmonde 2009). Carlos Cabana, Barbara Shreve, and

Estelle Woodbury taught mathematics at Railside High School at a time when their

department successfully developed and sustained an equity pedagogy through Complex

Instruction in an urban district. Cabana, Shreve, and Woodbury (2014) used the following

design criteria as a litmus test for multiple-ability, ‘‘groupworthy’’ tasks: (1) focus on

central, big ideas, (2) have multiple solution paths and/or requires multiple representations,

and (3) requires resources that no single individual possesses, such as information, prob-

lem-solving strategies, skills, or materials (Cohen 1994a).

As the Railside teachers can surely attest, ‘‘the open-ended and uncertain nature of the

curriculum and the incorporation of groupworthy tasks will not, by themselves, provide

access and equitable relations for all students’’ (Cohen, Lotan, Scarlos and Arellano 1999,

pp. 83–84). Teachers must intentionally orient their students to the many different intel-

lectual abilities, skills, and competencies required in the task so as to disrupt narrow

conceptions of the discipline and broaden what it means to be ‘‘smart.’’ Taking advantage

of their status as evaluators, teachers might give a public, multiple ability orientation

before the task begins. They first state a broad range of abilities that the task requires (e.g.,

measuring carefully, predicting, following directions, asking scientific questions, looking

for patterns, interpreting results) and follow it with a statement similar to this one:

None of us has all of these abilities that are required for this task. Everyone has some

of these abilities, and so everyone will have something important to contribute to our

shared work today. Listen carefully to one another, as you will all be important

resources for your group.
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This strategy reduces the negative effects of status within the group, which increases the

likelihood of influence and participation of low status students. ‘‘Put simply, when there

are many ways to be successful, many more students are successful’’ (Boaler and Staples

2008, p. 630).

Practitioners of Complex Instruction reify a multiple ability strategy through group-

worthy tasks, a multiple ability orientation, and a large assortment of instructional

strategies, relational practices, and responsive improvisation to grow equal–status inter-

actions within small groupwork in the classroom. This work requires thoughtful attention

to classroom norms (e.g., mistakes start new learning, rough draft thinking is normal),

random assignment of participation roles (i.e., Team Captain, Facilitator, Resource

Monitor, Reporter/Reporter), high levels of press for justification, frequent student pre-

sentation of ideas, clear criteria for evaluation, and accountability structures that foster

individual responsibility towards the shared work of the group (Nasir, Cabana, Shreve,

Woodbury and Louie 2014).

Assigning competence

While a multiple ability strategy is an important intervention for equalizing interactions

between high and low status students, the status ordering in classrooms is deeply ingrained

(Cohen, Lotan, Scarlos, and Arellano 1999). Assigning competence is a powerful treatment

with the capacity to disrupt the pecking order and boost the participation of low status

students. Relying on the teacher’s power as an evaluator, as students are likely to believe

the teacher’s opinion, assigning competence is a teacher’s public, positive, evaluative

statement that specifically recognizes the intellectual contribution a student has made to the

group task. Assigning competence extends beyond simple statements of praise (e.g.,

‘‘Good job!’’ or ‘‘beautiful poster’’) so that it contributes to a student’s sense of smartness

(Horn 2012). A middle school science teacher might say, for example, ‘‘Wow, Nikki! You

noticed that there are air bubbles forming in the first beaker! Help your group understand

how your observation will help your team figure out if a chemical reaction took place’’

(Cohen 1994b). Teachers should assign competence to all of their students in context of a

larger repertoire of relational practices and responsive improvisation work. It is especially

important, however, to assign competence to low-status students because the goals are to

change the group’s expectations for competence for the low-status students while also

increasing the low-status student’s participation and influence on the group (Cohen, Lotan,

Scarlos and Arellano 1999).

Summary

Complex Instruction is an instructional paradigm designed to create and support

equitable classrooms where students are positioned as competent and capable of doing

rigorous work (Tsu, Lotan and Cossey 2014), where ‘‘students take up their space’’ (Jilk

2014) and ‘‘everybody can be somebody’’ (Hand 2014). The challenging work of inter-

rupting the effects of status on student learning in groups is accomplished by talented,

committed teachers through classroom enactments of a multiple ability strategy, assigning

competence to low status students, and a large repertoire of high-leverage, culturally

sensitive instructional norms, routines, and practices. And even though Complex Instruc-

tion is not specifically organized around race, creating classroom where everyone is viewed

as capable and competent challenges the racialized hierarchies of perceived mathematical

competence found in classrooms and the larger society (Sheldon 2014).
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Smarter together

Complex Instruction classrooms cultivate and embody the norm ‘‘None of us alone is as

smart as all of us together.’’ For teachers who have worked towards an equity pedagogy

through Complex Instruction—teachers from Railside (Nasir, Cabana, Shreve, Woodbury

and Louie 2014), teachers from Clark High School (Bannister 2015), and my own expe-

riences teaching 9th-grade mathematics at Lotus High School—‘‘None of us alone is as

smart as all of us together’’ represents a mantra for professional practice. To do the work of

teaching is to talk and work with colleagues within the professional teacher community on

a regular basis; all students and all teachers are learners. In this space, teachers collaborate

by working from strengths while making space for vulnerability; doing mathematics

together; redefining what it means to do math in schools; redefining ‘‘smart;’’ valuing

relationships (Cabana Shreve and Woodbury 2014); involving general and special edu-

cation teachers, therapists, paraprofessionals, and parents (Lawrence-Brown 2004); co-

planning; coordinating; creating a common language for teaching; creating common

structures for teaching; coordinating expectations for students; deeply articulating the

curriculum; and making sense of shared problems of practice; not to mention the signifi-

cant emotional and intellectual support one gives to and receives from colleagues (Horn

2012).

As it turns out, ‘‘teachers, like students, find strength in numbers’’ (Horn 2012, p. 78).

The consistent linking of particular kinds of teacher collaboration and interactions and

higher-than-expected student achievement is an important part of the equity story that

should not be minimized (Lee and Smith 1996). Rochelle Gutiérrez (1996) found that

communities linked to equitable student outcomes shared these characteristics: (1) a rig-

orous and common curriculum alongside beliefs that all students can engage in challenging

work, (2) active commitment to and collective responsibility for students, (3) commitment

to a collective enterprise, and (4) innovative instructional practices alongside beliefs that

teachers can learn such practices. As effective collaborators are made, not born, it will take

time, practice, and shared experiences to move a teacher community toward equity

pedagogy.

Conclusion

I began this response paper with the claim that critical commentary about Wizard’s race

was germane to any analysis of his classroom experiences, as learning and participation in

school can be conceptualized as racialized forms of experience (Martin 2006). Though

Wizard did not discuss race as a salient part of his identity in the transcript excerpts

featured in Koomen’s paper, it was important to understand how being an African

American teenager with exceptionalities likely influenced his experiences in an inclusive

science classroom (Martin 2009a). Koomen’s representation of Wizard felt honest, and the

ways Wizard’s ‘‘learning and becoming smart’’ identity was adversely juxtaposed with

classroom experiences that marginalized him gave ‘‘thick description’’ about and made an

important contribution to our understanding of how students with exceptionalities expe-

rience exclusion and educational inequality (Bicard and Hewerd 2013, p. 245). However, I

disagreed with Koomen’s prognosis of differentiated instruction and as such, dissected a

few of the problems inherent in the model. Within these criticisms, I theorized how
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differentiated instruction positioned Wizard as lower status and less competent, thereby

reducing his opportunities to participate meaningfully and learn.

Though Wizard’s race likely compounded the inequities he experienced in school, I was

judicious with my interpretations, avoiding ‘‘armchair analysis,’’ deficit thinking, or

romanticizing Wizard’s case inasmuch as possible. I took Martin’s (2009a) cautions about

and scathing criticisms of the nature and production of knowledge about African American

students by people in positions of power and privilege to heart. Martin asserted a need to

reframe the conversation about African American children in mathematics education

research and policy arenas ‘‘to consider their needs as African American children, free of

insidious comparisons to white children.’’ He recommended that one productive area of

study included the socialization experiences of African American children in mathematics,

and by extension, in science, to better understand the ways they experience ‘‘learning and

participation as African Americans’’ (p. 27). He argued that this type of research ‘‘has the

potential to make visible issues of racism and racialization in ways that…may not have

been previously considered.’’ My essay about Wizard seeks to respond to Martin’s over-

arching vision with a compelling counternarrative to deficit normalizations of African

American children, including students identified with exceptionalities.

My critique of differentiated instruction brought social and structural inequalities for

students labeled with ‘‘less developed readiness’’ into the foreground, including criticisms

regarding more direct instruction and routine practice over inquiry-based pedagogical

approaches, outmoded educational approaches, within-classroom tracking, and deficit

framings of students and families. Though some features of differentiation are universally

valuable, such as responding to the needs of every student, I found upon closer inspection

that some children and some families are framed with stereotypical deficits, with privilege

for the ‘‘more capable’’ and pity for the ‘‘unloved;’’ perpetuating rather than reducing

classroom inequity. I argued that differentiation stands in ideological opposition to the

goals for equitable teaching and learning environments, as it invites reproductions of status

orderings from the larger society into the classroom that move us away from, not toward,

our democratic values and empowerment of students (Banks 2013). In service of working

for classrooms where Wizard can liberate his ‘‘learning and becoming smart’’ identity and

participate meaningfully in a science classroom community that respects him and his many

contributions, I presented Complex Instruction as a case of equity pedagogy that could

better meet the needs of all learners through status-based treatments and high-leverage

teaching practices. By creating classroom conditions where ‘‘students take up their space’’

and ‘‘everybody can be somebody,’’ Complex Instruction has the power to transform ‘‘all

students can learn’’ rhetoric into reality.
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Abstract In recent decades, changes in society have deeply affected the internal orga-

nization and the main goals of schools. These changes are particularly important in science

education because science is one of the major sources of change in peoples’ lives. This

research provided the opportunity to investigate how these changes affect the way teachers

develop their classroom activities. In this work, we focus on science as part of the cultural

identity of a society and how this identity affects the process of teaching and learning

inside the classroom. Other works have shown that certain social characteristics such as

gender, race, religion, etc., can create a cultural barrier to learning science. This results in

an obstacle between those particular students and the science that is taught, hindering their

learning process. We first aim to present the notion of identity in education and in other

related fields such as social psychology and sociology. Our main purpose is to focus on

identity in a school setting and how that identity affects the relationship students have with

the science content. Next, we present and analyze an intervention in the subject of Modern

and Contemporary Physics composed by a sequence of activities in a private school in the

region of Sao Paulo State, Brazil. This intervention serves to illustrate how scientific topics

may be explored while considering aspects of cultural differences as an obstacle. The
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intervention was completed in two steps: first, in the classroom with a discussion con-

cerning scientific works and nationality of scientists, with one being a Brazilian physicist;

second, taking students to visit a particle collider at the University of São Paulo. One of the

results of our research was realizing that students do not perceive science as something

representative of the Brazilian cultural identity. At the same time, the activity gave the

students the opportunity to make the connection between doing physical sciences at an

international level and the national level in Brazil. The findings of this study suggest that it

is possible to reshape the cultural identity of Brazilian students.

Resumo Executivo As mudanças sociais caracterı́sticas das últimas décadas tem

afetado profundamente o ambiente escolar. Isso tem feito com que pesquisadores em ensino

questionem como estas mudanças afetam o próprio desenvolvimento de atividades didáticas

em sala de aula. Dentro deste universo de pesquisas, um conceito que muito recentemente

tem ganhado destaque na literatura é a noção de identidade como uma construção histórico-

cultural. A questão de base é saber como professores e alunos constroem sua identidade fora

do ambiente escolar e como a mesma afeta seu papel em sala de aula. Os primeiros

resultados têm mostrado que determinados grupos sociais, definidos por seu gênero, raça,

religião etc., muitas vezes criam uma incompatibilidade cultural que os leva a um processo

de exclusão em relação ao aprendizado em ciências. Isso faz com que uma barreira se forme

entre as possibilidades de interação em professores e alunos, impossibilitando o processo de

ensino. Com objetivo de contribuir para esta problemática, este artigo busca, em um

primeiro momento, discutir a noção de identidade em estudos em ensino e em áreas cor-

relatas, como a Psicologia Social e a Sociologia, buscando esclarecer como se formam os

processos identitários e como estes afetam a relação dos alunos com o aprendizado das

ciências. Em seguida apresentaremos uma sequência de atividades que complementam o

ensino de tópicos de Fı́sica Moderna e Contemporânea, mais especificamente Fı́sica Nuclear

e Fı́sica das Radiações, buscando exemplificar como é possı́vel trabalhar tópicos cientı́ficos

ao mesmo tempo que se considera a questão das diferenças culturais como um obstáculo à

aprendizagem. A intervenção foi realizada em duas turmas, totalizando a participação de 46

alunos. Ela consistiu, como detalharemos em seguida, em quatro atividades que foram

inseridas ao longo do estudo de Fı́sica Nuclear e Partı́culas. A primeira atividade consistiu

de um levantamento inicial, com o objetivo principal de identificar de maneira objetiva se os

alunos reconhecem o papel da ciência no Brasil. Para isso, foi utilizado questionários

fechados, em que as respostas foram tratadas estatisticamente. Em seguida, houve a leitura

de um texto jornalı́stico em sala de aula sobre uma descoberta feita por um brasileiro, César

Lattes, que contribuiu para a Fı́sica Nuclear, tema estudado pelos alunos. A mesma foi

complementada com uma atividade de campo em que os alunos visitaram um laboratório de

pesquisa no Instituto de Fı́sica da Universidade de São Paulo. Por fim, foi trabalhado a

escrita de um texto sobre o papel da ciência no Brasil. A avaliação destas últimas atividades

foi realizada com base nos trabalhos escritos pelos alunos. Através da análise textual

discursiva buscamos inferir se os alunos passavam a reconhecer as pesquisas em Fı́sicas

feitos no Brasil como parte de sua cultura.

Keywords Identity � Culture � Nuclear physics � Physics in Brazil �
Social groups

Teachers frequently observe that students generally do not share their view of the ‘‘beauty’’

and value in science. Unfortunately, the situation often encountered in classrooms reflects
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more an unmotivated and unresponsive situation regarding the curriculum subjects. The

aforementioned generalized diagnosis is not a new concept and may refer to issues that are

not solely related to science education practices. Thus, one must ask, who are the young

students in schools today, what are their values, ideals and other factors that make up their

own culture, and how do these ideas influence their learning of science.

These questions concerning the identity of students and their engagement in science were

introduced into research in the late twentieth century. Based on Marie-Claire Shanahan’s

(2009) review, we can identify authors who have contributed to research on identity. Angela

Calabrese Barton (1998) highlights the relationship between students’ identity and science

teaching. In a study with underprivileged children, she discusses the relationship between the

perception of oneself and ‘‘who we think we must be to engage in science’’ (p. 387).

According to Barton, when we expand the traditional learning situations to others, students

perceive themselves as individuals, their views of science change and, consequently, their

own identity changes. This process directs students to get involved with scientific questions.

In some recent studies, the author shows how this involvement leads to the construction of

what she calls artifacts, which are cultural productions composed by the students (Calabrese

Barton, Tan and Rivet 2008). These artifacts could be written texts produced by the students

in connection with their life and then appropriated as part of their own identity.

In line with Barton’s pioneer work in the late twentieth century, over the past decade

other studies have systematically illustrated connections between aspects of identity and

school performance in science. The students’ individual and social identities, such as race,

gender, class, religion and even family relations, affects their engagement with science.

Although these studies are based mainly on autobiographical narratives produced by

members of specific groups (in most cases minorities), they indicate an important pre-

liminary diagnosis: students’ engagement in science involves more than motivational and

affective factors. The lack of engagement may come from the perceived incompatibility

between two cultures: the culture of the groups of students and the science culture of the

school. For instance, Jrène Rahm (2007) showed how students assign certain types of

language (patterns of enunciation) to certain social groups. Depending on the linguistic

features used by the teacher, the students regarded the topic as belonging to their universe

of interest or not. For science classes, the discourse tends to be dominated by formal

language; language that is associated with the upper social classes, and results in rejection

from other classes of which the students may be part. In another case, the science presented

was often produced only by men, which made the girls from one school feel isolated and

inhibited in their science classes (Brickhouse and Potter 2001). In this case, they felt

uncomfortable asking questions during class. Similarly Stacy Olitsky (2006) showed that

student difficulties with science could be attributed to the discourse used in schools. In a

discourse characterized by a claim ‘‘who needs science education,’’ students have different

personal perceptions, i.e., their own perceptions about the subjects’ change, taking into

account if she/he perceives her/himself needing science.

Thus, when cultural incompatibility is constructed, deeply rooted problems emerge. We

claim that culture involves a combination of material and technical practices, standards of

conduct, values and behavior patterns (Whitaker and Bezzon 2006) that are structured in

different semiotic modes (Geertz 1978). When one addresses the existence of teaching and

learning problems at this level, it implies that the obstacles to overcome in basic education

are not only epistemological, but also largely sociocultural. It means that when producing

scientific content for the classroom, cultural aspects should be considered, including school

culture as well as individual culture. Not considering these cultural aspects leads to

incompatibilities such as those mentioned above. Nancy Brickhouse (1994) summarizes
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this problem well. She points out that we should stop questioning what is wrong with the

girls (this could also be extended to other cultural groups) and ask what is wrong with the

kind of science we have put forth in classrooms. In other words, the problem is rooted in

the way we present science to students. We must remember that the teacher inevitably

conveys an image of science to the students, even though in most cases it is unconsciously

done. Consequently, we must ask what perceptions of science have we promoted in our

classrooms. Which of them could create cultural incompatibilities for the students? And

lastly, how can we promote scientific education that overcomes these obstacles and takes

into account this additional dimension in the teaching and learning processes?

In this article we look at the issue of student identity in relation to one of its many

dimensions: the student perceptions of, and the national identity connected to the science

conducted in Brazil. Our first step will be to clarify the processes of identity construction

from the standpoint of social psychology. Our goal is to present a process that involves

sociocentered factors, in which the individuals have a sense of belonging to a specific

cultural group. Next, we consider the subject sense of belonging to a nation as the most

important factor for the construction of their identity. In line with this, we will seek to

understand how students perceive Brazilian scientific production compared to that of other

countries. The main objective is to find cultural obstacles connected with the physics studied

in school. Lastly, we present the educational results from a brief school intervention that

highlights Brazilian science. In a teaching and learning sequence, we analyzed if students

could perceive a specific topic studied as an integral part of the cultural production of their

country, and analyzed the implications of it in terms of their own culture. This will be

addressed mainly by the students’ writings produced at the end of the proposed activity.

Construction of identity

Studies on identity have been a central theme in social psychology in recent years. This

subject is not new and can be found in the work of William James at the end of the

nineteenth century, but has only recently become a coherent body of knowledge (Des-

champs and Moliner 2009). The weak relationship between the works conducted in psy-

chology and in sociology over the years could explain why it remains so diverse (Shanahan

2009). This weakness explains the difficulty in consolidating this area of study and has led

to an intrinsic incoherence in the concept of identity. On the one hand, identity is a set of

characteristics an individual believes he has, which differentiates him from the group he

belongs to, while also giving the perception of being a subject. In this sense, it is a set of

attributes that uniquely characterizes the person. However, through the Marxist perspec-

tive, identity is dependent upon the social group that the individual belongs to; the social

group determines her material and cultural conditions. At one extreme the individual

seems able to develop almost unaware of her surroundings, at the other end she is com-

pletely dependent on it. Anthony Giddens (2002) tried to solve this paradox by showing

that these views are complementary and can be merged into one. He argues that if an

individual characterizes himself by his social group, it is important to keep in mind that the

social group itself is not pre-defined and is also historically made up by the individuals’

activities. Therefore, it is individuals who modulate or define the group they belong to.

Thus, identity is seen as a dialectical and dynamic process; while the individual defines his

group, he is also defined by it.

Jean Claude Deschamps and Pascal Moliner (2009), scholars in the field of Social

Psychology, sought to summarize the identity processes in applying for an ‘‘individual’s
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complexity.’’ They show that the psychological basis for such cases lie in categorizations.

The authors point out that an element belonging to a group of objects is perceived in terms

of the qualities most often exhibited between this element and the rest of the group. These

qualities become the main aspects that characterize the identification or ‘‘labeling’’ of the

group. This characterization even affects the individual’s sensory perceptions, in such a

way that the common traits of the group stand out more than his other qualities. The

authors then argue that the cognitive process of social categorization is the same. However,

in this case the individual is both the subject of ‘‘labeling’’ as well as its object. Thus,

stereotypes are made and will a priori characterize groups of people. The production of

stereotypes is the psychological basis for the processes of identity formation. Conse-

quently, identity is formed by the perceptions of belonging or not belonging to a group and

also by some of its traits.

When we refer to stereotypes, we typically limit it to the way an individual or group

sees another individual or group and how those groups differ. However, this process can

affect the individual’s perceptions of the group he belongs to and thus his perceptions of

himself. As an example, in a study conducted in the US using negative stereotypes,

Deschamps and Moliner (2009) showed that white people generally consider blacks to be

lazy and incompetent. Notwithstanding, the effects of racism are more dangerous than we

could imagine in an initial analyses. They showed that white and black students have

equivalent results on intelligence tests when these assessments do not indicate that test.

However, when these tests are presented as an assessment of intelligence, the results of the

black students decline, resulting in white students having a higher average. The strength of

stereotypes is so great that it introduced a negative bias in the black students’ performance.

This illustrates how categorizations affect not only our perceptions of others but also

perceptions of ourselves. The individuals themselves internalize negative stereotypes and

create barriers regarding certain issues, preventing them from expanding regarding these

issues. Consequently, when a group (as in the case of black students in the US) perceives

that some element in social life (like the learning process or the ability to learn) can only be

attributed to a pre-determined cultural group, which the individual does not see himself

belonging to a priori prevents his development within this sector.

According to the same authors, identifying with a group is followed by another process

of differentiating oneself from the same group. If certain characteristics bond individuals

within a group, they are, in contrast, individualized, with particular traits independent of

those that connect the group. Here the perception itself is again affected. Individuals

recognize the more noticeable differences when evaluating members of their own group

(individualized process). However, if the same differences are found between individuals

and the groups they do not belong to, the contrasts are usually barely perceived.

An important point to emphasize is that to maintain the integrity of their cultural identity,

individuals tend to minimize their possible differences that may deviate from the common

and core features that characterize the group. Only elements that do not affect the identity of

the group are differentiated. In addition, people from other social groups are seen as the same

within a stereotype, giving the origin of labels. In general, these labels always seek to

extremely differentiate the other groups, making it impossible to perceive common elements.

As a result, the most intense differences occur between groups and not between individuals.

It is important to show that even when it is possible, to question and to overcome a negative

stereotype is not a simple process. The reason for this difficulty is that it involves changing

not only an individual perception, but also the ways the group is perceived as a whole.

If, for example, a student has the impression that the identity required to learn science is

incompatible with the identity he has previously set for himself, it results in differentiation
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from him to the group he thinks is able to learn. This leads to the formation of a stereotype

that always tends to intensify the incompatibility between the cultural groups; in this case

the incompatibility is between the group the student identifies with and the groups that he

perceives as being apt to learn science. The knowledge to be taught could be seen by

students as belonging to the other, which impedes the effective engagement of students in

learning scientific knowledge. Thus, the challenge to be addressed, in learning in a Physics

class, is the construction of identity elements that broaden the students’ identity so that

they acknowledge their learning experiences as part of their own development. However, it

is necessary that the identity constructed in relation to knowledge does not conflict with her

other identities. There is a possibility to reduce these conflicts if the new identity could be

connected to other identity elements that students perceive as theirs. The relationships

between multiple identities enable a new dimension of perception to the student’s life as

something that should be part of his cultural group and that allows for his engagement.

The next sections are devoted to studying the problem of identity in science education

intervention. To achieve this, we developed a set of classes dedicated to teaching and

learning science dealing with the aspect of national identity. The scientific content of the

classes was Modern and Contemporary Physics and aspects of production of Brazilian

science. This is a particular case in Brazilian science, because a Brazilian scientist was

involved in the discovery of an elementary particle during the decade of 1940–1950.

It is important to note that the activities were constructed to highlight national identity

with the students’ nationality in a research context. We are interested in some aspects of the

learning process that were incorporated into the educational process. The activities must not

to be seen as a pedagogical strategy to improve learning, even if it could be used for that

purpose. It was rather a way to learn about that education problem from a sociocultural

perspective (Tobin and Ritchie 2012). It provides opportunities for teachers, researchers and

students to learn through the research process by being aware of the perception they have

about the relation between science and nationality. We will come back to the implications of

this intervention and the possible uses of it in teaching and learning.

Rationale

As presented earlier, studies on identity may focus on different dimensions such as gender,

religion, race, nationality etc. Among these possibilities, the focus of this paper is to study

the issue of nationality as part of identity. Stuart Hall (2001) notes that the historical

development of nations has contributed to the major component of the subject’s identity.

Being part of a nation is the most important connection one has with his own culture. Hall

points out:

In the modern world, the national cultures we are born into constitute a major source

of cultural identity. In defining ourselves, we sometimes say that we are English or

Welsh or Indian or Jamaican. Obviously, in doing so we are speaking metaphori-

cally. These identities are not literally in our genes. However, we actually think of

them as if they were part of our intrinsic nature. (p. 47)

By considering nationality as part of the individual’s intrinsic nature, it is clear that this

is one of the most fundamental dimensions of the subject’s process of awareness of being

part of a group. The central argument in the excerpt above is to consider that the concept of

nationality was historically constructed, which means that today we have a rather abstract

concept of it. To a large extent, the entire development of standards of modern society was
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only possible by the unification of people around a common culture. Thus, different

countries have undergone, for example, stages of linguistic unification, the basic element

for a common culture. By unifying the language, we have an initial condition for cultural

exchanges at other levels, allowing for a large arrangement of common attitudes, values

and ideas linking individuals of the same country. Being French, English, Brazilian, etc.,

does not mean just being located in the same geographic and political region. The idea of a

nation includes other dimensions, which mediate the culture of its people. It is common in

places that include people of different nationalities, for an individual behavior to be

explained by resorting to his nation of origin.

We can consider that the historical development of nations brought one of the most

important elements of differentiation between large groups. Deepening roots in a nation

could be considered the first condition to create an identity, resulting in a self-image

shaped by the nation itself. This may be relevant for the purposes of education because

nationality moderates the acceptance, or not, of some elements of which identity is based.

In this sense, it is important to say that in Brazil science is normally not considered an

important part of national culture. Until some decades ago, the number of science centers,

laboratories, museum, revues, and other kinds of institutions/media to notice science was

much reduced in Brazil. Until 1980 there were only two big science museums in Brazil:

MAST (Museum of Astronomy) in Rio de Janeiro, and Estação Ciência (Science Station)

in São Paulo. In the last two decades, there have been an increasing number of museums

and science centers, but the written media, newspaper and revues do not give sufficient

attention to science.

Context and implementation of the intervention

Considering that nationality is a fundamental element of an individual cultural identity, we

investigated how students perceived physics as part of their culture. We explored activities

that explained the association between scientific production and its importance within the

national setting.

Our theoretical and methodological baselines for analyses use a sociocultural approach.

One of our main goals was to design an intervention from which all participants could

benefit. We adopted Egon Guba and Yvonna Lincoln’s (1989) authenticity criteria to

address individual and institutional benefits that arise from the conduct of research.

Kenneth Tobin and Stephen Ritchie highlight two of these criteria:

First, often referred to as ontological authenticity, all participants in research should

change their ontology as research is undertaken There are obvious implications for

the design of a study, which should seek to show how participants from each

stakeholder group learns from the study and changes his or her ways of being in the

social world. A second aspect of learning that is a valued authenticity criterion is to

understand others’ perspectives, through a lens of valuing difference. Studies should

be designed to educate stakeholders about different perspectives between and within

salient stakeholder groups. (2012, p. 119)

The intervention designed fulfills both authenticity criteria.

As classes started we followed the changes in the narratives produced by students

concerning nationality and the production of science. Differences between them were

preeminent, certainly relating to the different places each of them occupied in the social

space of the students. The teacher noticed these differences in the classes and many times

showed her astonishment about them. Episodes like this were considered to be
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contradictions in the sense that they deviate from the expectation and continuity of an on

going pattern. These are signs that modifications in the ontology of the participants were

produced. The teacher and researchers could not anticipate the way students would respond

to the activities proposed. Finally, we were not looking for uniformity in the perceptions of

nationality at the end of the activities completed. Mostly, we sought to support students and

their perceptions to create an environment of mutual learning and mutual benefices.

The study was conducted in a school in the São Paulo State, Brazil. Graciela Watanabe

and Ivã Gurgel (2011) made a detailed description of this school and a first analysis of

activities developed with students in grade 12. The students were 16 or 17 years old. This

school is part of a private network that has its own educational material, which is quite

distinguished with regards to the content and teaching methodologies. Among the school’s

material, topics of Modern and Contemporary Physics are taught.

The beginning of the intervention, which had the specific goal of analyzing the question

of the students’ national identity, took place during the second half of this year, when

students began studying content related to twentieth-century physics. The initial content on

this topic was: (a) wave-particle duality, (b) atomic models, (c) nuclear physics, (d) particle

physics, (e) semi-conductor materials.

The intervention was conducted in two separate classes, with a total of 46 participating

students. It consisted, as detailed below, of four activities that were introduced during the

study of Nuclear and Particles Physics. The first activity was an initial survey, the goal

being to identify how students perceive the role of science in Brazil. The second activity

was a reading of a newspaper text in the classroom about a discovery made by a Brazilian

physicist, Cesar Lattes. This text was from an original 1948 newspaper. Lattes contributed

to the discovery of elementary particles and other subjects in nuclear physics, a topic

studied by the students in the regular curriculum. This activity was complemented with an

after-school program in which students visited a research laboratory at the Institute of

Physics, University of São Paulo. The activity concluded with a reflexive written text by

the students about the role of science in Brazil.

We will address the data obtained from all activities, but the main results are related to

the final writing portion for two reasons. First, this activity was proposed as a synthesis of

previous work, which allowed for an analysis that reflected the didactic work of the

intervention. Moreover, the situation was designed so that students could place themselves

in a highly personal manner. This preparation included what we previously called ‘‘arti-

facts’’ (Calabrese Barton, Tan and Rivet 2008), that is, an authorial text that could be

considered the students’ cultural production, which enabled the evaluation of the questions

we were interested in analyzing. These questions looked at the connection made between

identity formation among students as a cultural group and the knowledge studied.

Although the final activity was highlighted in the data analysis, all productions of the

students were analyzed with respect to the problem of identity. In our understanding, even

shorter texts produced as a response to the issues in different activities are discourses

produced by the individuals and carry their ideologies and values.

The methodology of Discursive Textual Analysis—DTA (Moraes and Galiazzi 2007)

was used as a way to analyze all productions of the students throughout the activities. This

methodology is appropriate for this kind of study because it offers a way to find explicit

meanings that may not be evident in what the students have written or spoken (for our

purposes both are considered ‘‘texts’’). Characteristics of an individual’s identity are often

transmitted indirectly in speeches made by them.

According to DTA, the first step to ‘‘shed light on the texts’’ (Moraes 2003, p. 193) is to

deconstruct the core of the texts. In this first stage the texts are divided into semantic units
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and analyzed according to the recurrence of each meaning. The main concern is to evaluate

if a particular concept is maintained throughout the text, and constitute an important piece

of it. After this process we establish the organization of the text in ‘‘units,’’ i.e., looking up

elements that give meaning to the passages chosen. This requires returning to the original

text in search for bigger extracts more representative of the participants’ speech. The

process of analysis ends with categories that give uniformity in understanding the phe-

nomena in the study (Moraes 2003).

It should be noted that the DTA is a methodology based on the analysis of a set of

written texts. In each activity, we obtained a set of texts that were produced by the students

that were analyzed using the same process. In this article we present only the main content

selected after deconstructing the texts and analyzing them in terms of the research ques-

tions being studied.

Considering the problems of cultural identity presented above, the specific objective of

the intervention was to determine if having contact with a Brazilian who has made a

contribution to science could enable the students to start to perceive this issue as something

relevant to their own development within their culture. Addressing the question more

precisely, we investigated whether the students could explicitly perceive themselves as

participants in the Brazilian culture and development and if they perceive the production of

knowledge they studied, namely nuclear physics and Radiation, as something important to

Brazil.

Next, we analyzed results obtained in four activities. The first of these activities con-

sisted of a survey that sought to identify the students’ conceptions about the role of

Brazilian science in a global context. We were interested to know if students recognized

Brazil as a country of science production. The second activity covered a historical case of

the construction of a model of the strong nuclear force in which a Brazilian scientist played

a significant role in the construction of that particular knowledge. The aim was to identify

if the students perceived the presence of a Brazilian scientist as something relevant to the

description of that discovery. In the third activity, students visited a particle collider at the

University of São Paulo, which helped to determine if students were able to recognize

science as an institutional enterprise (not the work of a single person). In the final activity

we created a situation in which students should have used the knowledge acquired in

previous activities to build arguments about the importance of science in social life. The

objective was to determine elements in the speech of the students that could give evidence

to the recognition of science as part of Brazilian culture.

Initial survey

The first intervention activity sought to identify how students evaluated the Brazilian

participation in scientific research. For this, a questionnaire was prepared to pervade what

we consider ‘students’ academic knowledge,’ in other words, ideas related to what they

learned in former natural science courses, and the informal knowledge acquired by the

cultural transmission of the society to which they belong. Both factors are relevant and

necessary to understand a student’s attitude regarding the knowledge taught. Consequently,

we chose questions that would allow students to feel free to express their views. Thus, the

questionnaire was not presented as a formal educational activity, but as a research project

that would not be considered in the assessment process.
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The first question asked students to cite the names of scientists who contributed to the

advancement of scientific knowledge. The purpose of this question was to identify to

whom the students attributed the responsibility or, more generally, the role in developing

scientific knowledge.

The next was a narrower question, for the purpose of explicitly observing how students

perceive the role of Brazilians in the production of knowledge worldwide (i.e., people who

have the same national identity as the students themselves). Moreover, this question was

expected to show the information sources students use to refer to Brazilian science. This is

relevant data because socially, individuals generally share the same basis of knowledge.

This common basis leads them to form shared imaginary scenarios, hence leading to the

formation of stereotypes that end up limiting the role of individuals within a culture, as

previously explored.

The third question covered the scientific production not by individuals, but through a

broader social context. It evaluated the country’s existing conditions for the development

of science. The purpose of asking which countries have had a greater contribution to global

research was to ascertain whether students had an overview of the scientific work including

the social aspect of and the policies adopted in a country. Thus, shifting the focus to nations

and research communities, we sought to identify the matter of nationality going beyond the

individuals themselves, extending the problem to the conditions of knowledge production.

This first part of the intervention finishes with a direct question about the Brazilian

participation in international scientific developments. Again we sought to identify how

students evaluate the conditions for the avancement of science, but now specifically in

Brazil.

The questions were presented on a single page with five lines for each answer. Table 1

(at the end of the paper) displays the questions as they were presented to the students and

summarizes their responses. Next to each answer the percentage of students who answered

is indicated.

Based on the data in Table 1, several elements can be seen that give evidence of the

students’ perceptions with regards to science and, more specifically, the scientific pro-

duction at a national and international scale.

For the first question (1—During your lessons you may have heard of many scientists

who contributed to the development of science. Cite some of their names) most of the

students cited names like Darwin, Aristotle, Newton, Maxwell, Einstein, Bohr, Thomson,

Rutherford and Dalton. The last examples clearly show the influence of the subjects studied

in the classroom at that time, i.e., the atomic models after studying the wave-particle

duality. Note that these students, during the second year of high school, study the topic of

gravity in detail, through a historical context. This explains the high percentage of names

like Aristotle, Newton, Copernicus, Kepler and Brahe. It is easy to see that all these names

are culturally distant from the students’ environment. Besides mostly being of European

origin, it is astonishing to take note of the historical distance that separates these students

from the cited scientists. Furthermore, the strong indication of Einstein, who was cited by

almost all students, indicates science outside school as a highly relevant factor in shaping

the students’ culture. Einstein is cited three times more than any of the others. This shows

that the circulation of this scientist’s name in the media (Scientific Magazines, TV Doc-

umentaries etc.) influences the students’ perceptions and cultivates deep roots in their

imagination.

For the next question (2—Do you know of any Brazilian scientist who made important

contributions? Who?), just under half of the students said they were unaware of the

existence of Brazilian scientists who had contributed to the production of science. Others
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cited Santos Dumont and Marcelo Gleiser as Brazilians that effectively participate or have

participated in science. As with Einstein’s name, there is strong evidence that the students

cited names according to exposure of these scientists in the media and not specifically due

to any formal knowledge of their works. This is very clear regarding the large percentage

of students who gave recognition to both Brazilians. Santos Dumont is often cited as the

‘‘father of aviation,’’ which is fairly widespread in the media. However, Dumont is always

portrayed as an inventor who is outside the circles of science production, furthermore

having developed his work mostly in France. In addition, his work in aviation is not

considered a topic in the curriculum in any subject in schools. These results are very

indirect examples for the work herein, which seeks to associate the student’s cultural

identity with their knowledge learned in the classroom. Regarding Marcelo Gleiser, it is

evident that his name appears due to his strong presence on television. The questionnaire

was proposed at a time when he had a weekly program on the largest national television

network in Brazil. However, in his programs, Gleiser does not talk about his research or

current research done in Brazil or by Brazilians. Gleiser’s recognition strengthens, like

most, the contribution of the great ‘‘geniuses’’ of the past or current research conducted at

international laboratories. Therefore, his image is detached from Brazilian science (he

settled in the US many years ago).

When we asked students about the contribution to scientific development from different

countries (third question), as expected, the most cited were: United States, Japan, Russia,

Britain, France, and Germany. There was only one occurrence of Brazil, and it should be

noted that it was by the same student who named Indonesia, Iran and Switzerland. This

directly shows that, for students, there is no Brazilian participation when considering the

knowledge produced at an international scale.

In the last question (4—Do you believe that Brazil contributes to the scientific world?

Why?), many students said yes, but it was justified with the argument that Brazil is

developing and therefore can conduct research. In general, most students said that Brazil

still lacks funding and that the conditions for conducting research in Brazil are poor. Thus,

when they answer yes, they mean that Brazil could conduct research like other countries,

mentioned previously, but still does not. Of the students who answered no, half of them

explicitly stated they had never heard in the media or at school about this and others argued

that there are no financial conditions and no infrastructure.

We can assert, based on previous data, that students by themselves do not assign Brazil

any relevant participation in the scientific field. Translating the above statement for this

article, we consider that for students, science is not part of their national culture; none of

these students would choose science as a characteristic or distinctive trait of Brazil. Even if

there is science in Brazil, this can be considered a last order trace identity, which is not

relevant to the collective construction of the group, in this case, the Brazilian nation.

Consequently, science is not one of the basic dimensions of its identity and nationality. As

a summary of the first stage of this intervention, we can consider the science that students

study is seen by them as a foreign activity, external to their cultural context.

The fact that students have not had contact with the Brazilian contribution to science has

historical reasons, as research activities were only institutionalized in Brazil in the twen-

tieth century. Since much of the content studied in physics was constructed before this

century, Brazilian science has few chances to be represented in the science curriculum.

However, this historical perception does not eliminate the attitude of students who do not

perceive science as part of their identity when they study Physics, and thus the problem is

still open.
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Reading activity

The previous survey was conducted when the students were almost concluding the study of

atomic models. When the students began to study nuclear forces, a learning situation was

put in place with the purpose of discussing an example of Brazilian contribution to science.

This situation starts with a specific sequence that seeks to create relationships between the

students’ national identity and the knowledge studied. This activity is based on Estevam

Santos Neto Master’s degree dissertation (2004). However, the instructional procedure was

slightly modified so that the work in the classroom would fit the purposes of this research.

The specific conceptual subject the students were studying at this time was about the

nature of the strong force, whose function is to keep the protons and neutrons together,

enabling a nuclear structure. To explain the nuclear force, in the 1930s, the physicist

Hideki Yukawa proposed the existence of a particle that keeps the nucleus together. This

particle was called a meson and its detection became a major experimental problem for the

physicists at that time.

As a first attempt to deal with the problem of the students’ identities with regards to

Physics, the students were introduced to the work of César Lattes. Lattes is the closest to a

Nobel prize scientist that Brazil has ever had. He is one of the main authors in a paper that

sought to put the meson particle in evidence. In this first activity the Brazilian contribution

is shown from an individual, that is, a person who represents a larger group (Brazilians)

that the students are part of. Note that the work of César Lattes was chosen not only

because he represents the group in question, but also because he is directly connected to the

physics theme taught to the students, namely, nuclear forces.

To begin the discussion with the students on the research conducted by César Lattes two

news reports dated March 10th and 12th, 1948 which reported the discovery of the meson

by Cesar Lattes were selected and presented to students as a reading and analysis activity

of a scientific text. This text presents Cesar Lattes, a 23-year-old scientist from the Uni-

versity of São Paulo, who was invited to work in California. Through his work with a

cyclotron collider, the meson, presented as the intermediate element between the proton

and electron and nuclear forces responsible, was discovered. Below is one of the news

articles as presented to the students (English translated version is present in ‘‘Appendix

2’’):

Correio Paulistano: São Paulo—Quarta-feira, 10 de março de 1948.

Tı́tulo: —

A imprensa vespertina publica com grande destaque o noticiário procedente dos Es-

tados Unidos sobre a descoberta de um cientista brasileiro, César Lattes, de São Paulo e

anunciada agora, oficialmente nos Estados Unidos. Trata-se da produção do meson, li-

gado à desintegração atômica e até então somente constatado no raio cósmico. César é um

jovem cientista formado pela Universidade de São Paulo, contando 23 anos. É assistente

de Fı́sica Nuclear da mesma Universidade, tendo se especializado em Fı́sica Superior na

Inglaterra durante dois anos, no Laboratório de Fı́sica da Universidade de Bristol, em

gozo de bolsa de estudos. Dali foi convidado a trabalhar na Califórnia com o prof.

Lawrence e outros cientistas americanos, num grande ciclotron de 4 mil toneladas. Ali

acaba de realizar sua sensacional descoberta referente à produção do meson, até então só

constatado nos raios cósmicos. O ‘‘meson’’ é o elemento intermediário entre o Próton e o

Elétron, tendo grande importância como componente nuclear. Esses dois elementos já

haviam sido produzidos artificialmente, mas o ‘‘meson’’ só agora, o foi graças aos tra-

balhos do cientista bandeirante.
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Each student received a copy of the text without the title. The original title, ‘‘Discovery

by a Brazilian scientist’’ was deliberately omitted because the purpose of the activity was

for students to assign a title they felt best represented the text. This procedure allowed

students to verbally express their individual/subjective impressions. By proposing their

own title, the students were able to express the meaning the report had for them. This

enabled us to verify if the exercise fulfilled the didactic role intended, which aimed to

evaluate if students could identify the Brazilian contribution to the development of sci-

entific knowledge.

After reading the text, each student was asked to write a title that best represented what

they had read. The production for these questions did not exceed a row even so we sought

to arrange them in units of significance, following DTA methodology. Two categories were

obtained. One category highlighted the fact that the author was a Brazilian. In the second

category the response was ‘‘depersonalized’’ and the merit of the discovery was attributed

to the nation.

A) Discovery assigned to a Brazilian:

Vanguard Brazilian;

Great discovery at the hands of a Brazilian;

Lattes’s discovery;

Brazilian makes a new Discovery.

B) Discovery assigned to Brazil:

From Brazil to the World;

The Brazilian meson;

Discovery elevates the name of Brazil;

Surprise from the US: César Lattes;

A Journey through the Cosmic Rays: The Brazilian Meson;

From the Cosmic Ray to the Atomic Disintegration: A Brazilian victory;

‘‘Yes, We Can’’;

Brazil is not only football![Soccer, in American English style].

The titles chosen by the students are evidence of them becoming aware of the country’s

scientific production. We observed that the students started to use words that characterized

the Brazilian contribution to science in their titles. It is important to note that thus far their

previous text productions demonstrated little relation between science and their own

cultural identity. In all the titles the fact that the discovery was Brazilian is highlighted. It

is interesting to note that the students were not limited in assigning the discovery to Lattes,

as might be expected. The scientist’s name appeared in a few answers and only in one

sample selected. Overall, it is the group that is represented and which is emphasized, in

other words, Brazil and the Brazilians. To characterize the discovery in this way is

essential for the identity link to be created. The work was seen as part of a collective

combination and not as an individual act deprived of meaning for the national culture.

Some titles given by the students also go into the problem discussed in this article subtly

as well as profoundly. The response Brazil is not only football is representative of the main

discussion of this article concerning national identity. Generally, when Brazil is portrayed,

the main identity elements used are Soccer, Samba, etc. To say that our country is not only

football is to realize that other activities can also be a characteristic of our country just like

soccer. In another case, in which the student proposes in response Yes, We Can, is an

allegory to the well-known remark by the US President Barack Obama. Stating Yes we can

illustrates the ability of a group to do something that it is beyond the perceived norm of

their own cultural abilities.
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The outcome of the students’ presentation of Lattes’ work was not only their perceiving

the scientist’s individual merit. The most significant outcome of the presentation of Lattes’

exercise was the students’ perceptions of Brazil, and consequently of themselves, began to

change. In the titles given by the students we see that they began to recognize science as a

trait of national identity. This relationship is reinforced in titles that compare science with

other elements typically referred to as Brazilian culture. The most significant example is

illustrated in the title Brazil is not only football. The knowledge previously regarded as

foreign, now starts to take place in their culture.

Following this activity students were given a copy of the original report and answered

the following question in writing:

What were your impressions after reading the reports?

This activity was to supplement the data obtained in the previous teaching activity. In

this case, the question was presented as part of a survey, not as a school activity. Below

is a sampling of some responses, which does not necessarily refer to the same students

considered previously. In this case there were two classes of responses.

Positive impressions

The first class of answers deals with research in nuclear physics. Examples of these

answers are listed below:

(a) Both texts surprised me, because they show that there was a Brazilian scientist who

was able to make an important discovery in the field of nuclear physics, which shows

that Brazil has many skilled scientists.

(b) It was very interesting to read about a Brazilian scientist who made a great

contribution to the science world. The fact that it was a Brazilian who made the great

discovery of the meson production, which until then was only found in cosmic rays,

shows that our country has the capacity to expand scientific studies and we should be

proud of this.

(c) Everyone can achieve their goals notwithstanding their nationality.

(d) These are good and happy impressions, knowing that Brazil also has its merits in

science. With this text we can see that Brazil also has capable and working people

who are able to develop and analyze very interesting and important things for our life

and for science.

(e) Particularly, I had no idea that a Brazilian had conquered a good ‘‘place in the sun’’

in the scientific fields. The triumph by Cesar Lattes was a Brazilian achievement.

(f) I was proud of the Brazilian scientist, who made an important discovery in the field of

nuclear physics and took Brazil’s name abroad.

(g) My impressions were that of enormous privilege to be Brazilian because Brazil is not

only good at football for example, but we also have great and important scientists in

our country.

(h) I didn’t even know that there was an important Brazilian scientist, one that created

nuclear component mesons. His work was acknowledged worldwide and created

considerable global production.

(i) Knowing that a Brazilian conducted research that shocked everyone for the grandeur

of his findings is good and enhances the Brazilian culture. This is a great achievement

for the country.
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These examples show how surprised the students are by the fact that a Brazilian took

place in nuclear physics research. This reinforces the data obtained in the initial survey,

which showed that under normal conditions the students are not aware of the Brazilian

contribution to science. Additionally, and most importantly, the statements show that this

lack of awareness has led to a view that created a cultural incompatibility between being

part of a Brazilian nation and being part of scientific production. The answer listed as

(e) demonstrates this point quite well. The student claims that it is not necessary to resort to

foreigners to find scientifically skilled people. This statement demonstrates the main shift

in perspective accomplished by the activity, that is, to begin to perceive the relationship

between Brazil and science as compatible, which did not exist before. The third student

summarizes the problem posed well. By stating that it is possible for all to achieve their

goals regardless of their nationality, the student grasps the essence of the discussion, which

aims to show that the barriers that prevent an individual from one group to stand out can be

eliminated. We also note, as previously pointed out, that the students not only assign an

individual merit to the discovery, but perceive it as a gain to their cultural group, in this

case their nation, which is exemplified by the tenth response. The student states that it is a

discovery that elevates the Brazilian culture.

Negative impressions

Four responses were different in that they demonstrate a limit in the activity and deserve to

be addressed:

(a) Even though the Brazilian was the genius of this discovery, without the technological

devices that the US had, it would have been much more difficult to perform such

research.

(b) One can see that Brazil has people who can become outstanding, but this does not

occur inside Brazil.

(c) My impressions were that in Brazil there are capable people to develop science, but

Brazil lacks places for this to occur, so much so that the scientist studied here but

made his discovery in the U.S.

(d) We can see that Brazil has the potential for major discoveries, but what is necessary

is the investments in technology and research.

These answers do not invalidate the previous analysis due to awareness that Brazilians

make significant contributions to science. However, when the collective is looked at from a

social context, involving economic and political issues, there may be a perception of a lack

of national science. Response (b) shows this clearly, in which the student observes that

science discoveries will not occur inside Brazil. This comment exhibits the perception of

the existence of limits for Brazilians making science inside their own country. The com-

ment points to the complexity of the connection between identity and national contexts,

cautioning the necessity to consider the identity of a group, which include factors that go

beyond the characteristics of its members.

Field work: a visit to the Pelletron accelerator

This activity was designed to investigate how a visit to a Brazilian research laboratory

would impact the students’ views regarding the development of scientific production in

Brazil. Since the students at this stage had been studying nuclear physics, and in particular
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particle physics, a visit to the Pelletron particle accelerator belonging to the Department of

nuclear physics University of São Paulo was scheduled.

The guided tour to the Pelletron particle accelerator consisted of two parts: a multi-

media presentation and a visit to the premises of the laboratory. The students began the

visit with a presentation by a researcher on aspects of Modern Physics, but more specif-

ically on concepts related to the operation of the accelerator and the research currently

performed there. The discussion about the research conducted using the accelerator itself is

one of the most important points in this activity. It emphasized both applied and basic

research. The purpose of the interaction between the researcher and students was to help

the students understand that there are still many unanswered questions within science and

that research in the laboratory helps to answer these questions. In the guided visit, the

results obtained in the Department of nuclear physics were presented and the students were

able to evaluate the articles published, scientific meetings done there, and the participation

of Brazilian scientist in international conferences. It was easy to understand the contri-

bution of physics conducted in Brazil at an international level.

After the multimedia presentation, using slides and animations, the students visited the

premises of the Pelletron beginning with the ion source on the eighth floor. This is where

the first acceleration of the beam through the electric fields takes place. Here, the students

observed that the gas passes through the entire eight-story building. Then they went to the

middle floor, the sixth, where the beam undergoes a second acceleration.

At the end of the visit the students went to the detector room and saw the part of the

accelerator where the collisions with the material to be studied occur. The data collection is

done at the experimental room where researchers observe the collisions through computers.

The visit ended with a discussion with the students and the researcher responsible for

the visit, in which students raised different questions about the scientists’ research work.

During the visit there was no systematic data collection for the study presented herein. This

was done purposefully to allow a more natural conversation to occur. However, as the

authors accompanied the students, all the pertinent aspects regarding the students visit

deemed relevant to this work were registered in the field notebooks.

Students perceived two complementary aspects. First, they saw that there are facilities

that enable high-level research in Brazil. Even though details of the technical process of

particle beam acceleration cannot be explained in just one brief visit, the students were able

to understand that this involves very sophisticated materials and techniques. A simple

element that demonstrates this was the infrastructure: eight floors concrete madden

buildings. For the students, the fact that there is an ‘‘equipment’’ of such size caught their

attention and made them realize that this type of science cannot be considered ‘‘amateur,’’

or from an outsider country. Students expressed this without prompting during the visit.

Moreover, the direct contact with the professional physicists generated much curiosity

about the scientific work.

After the visit, while waiting for the bus to return to school, we took note of some

spontaneous talks and comments, in which the students expressed their astonishment by the

fact that such a lab could exist in Brazil. Some of them mentioned that they thought that a

research lab could only exist in developed countries like the US. This generated curiosity

about how such a laboratory is funded in Brazil. Some students asked how much money

was needed for its construction, how many other scientists work there, how they are paid

and so on. All these questions were recorded in a notebook and demonstrate that the visit

raised questions such as: How does science in Brazil take place? What possibilities are

there? What are the difficulties encountered? This element indicates that the students began

to see the physical knowledge produced in this national laboratory is on the same level of
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international quality, indeed with the similar problems and constraints faced by other

institutions that constitute the students’ cultural environment.

Although the data from the fieldwork is not widely detailed and not an exact tran-

scription of the students’ conversations, the notebook used by the researchers was used to

informally record students’ impressions after the visit. Consequently, the fact that the

students did not need to fill out questionnaires or school assignments, allowed their

interaction with the researcher to be carried out more dynamically and efficiently. This was

demonstrated by the students proposing questions that were not only related to conceptual

issues in physics, but also regarding political and social issues in the laboratory, which

were raised by them as needed.

Post-after schoolwork: the relationship science and society

We concluded the investigation with a post-after school activity, with the purpose of

understanding how the students perceive Brazilian science in a large context, after the

proposed activities and the visit. This activity consisted of a textual production, in which

the students had to prepare a letter to the Minister of Science and Technology. Below is the

wording of the activity:

We recently got to see some research conducted in Brazil, particularly in the Pelletron

accelerator. The general theme of this research is nuclear physics and particle physics. To

develop the research projects, the researchers must request funds from government-related

institutions, which grants these funds. Now imagine you are one of those scientists and you

have to write a letter to the Ministry of Science and Technology, stating that your research

is important and argue why you should receive money for your investigation.

The statement was drafted so that students could freely choose the reasons to state why the

development of nuclear physics is important. The assignment is not completely open, as it

necessarily places the student in the position of someone who must defend the research being

conducted. This condition allows the text to be directed to the question that interested us in

this work, which is to analyze the construction of identity links between students and science

content. The method of analysis was to identify which concepts the students deem important

when they need to assign merit to scientific research and then verify if in their arguments

science was used as part of the national culture. We should note that the activity didn’t ask for

this kind of argument. In some cases the students argued for the need of scientific knowledge

without discussing the benefits for Brazilian society. For example, some students pointed out

that to ask what are all things made of has always been a key question for human beings,

while others associated knowledge in Physics with universal questions. Thus, we sought to

investigate if the students associated scientific development with the Brazilian needs among

different elements that could characterize scientific work.

To analyze these responses, we follow the assumptions of discursive textual analysis -

DTA (Moraes 2003). First we organized the responses (or part of responses) in two

categories of analyses: (1) science, technology and society and (2) national science.

The first category includes responses that focused on the technological development of

Brazilian science, as for example the production of pharmaceuticals, medical physics, etc.,

seeking to select moments of scientific production with the country’s economic and

political development. This first category includes those responses that highlighted the

importance of science for Brazilian society. The second category includes those in which

there is direct evidence about the relative importance and effectiveness of national pro-

duction for science at an international level. Thus we observed how the students perceived
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Brazilian science regarding current research issues and also international science pro-

duction. The list below presents the data that were selected for the analysis.

Science, technology and society

a. ‘‘Each research work conducted is a major victory for Brazil, it is a very important

gain since we grow with the technology that is accomplished and we gain more

development through it’’.

b. ‘‘(…) IF/USP has conducted a series of important activities in the context of applied

physics (…) minimizing conservation costs’’.

c. ‘‘The research conducted is of great importance because in the future it will be used to

carry out important projects and can bring significant knowledge, helping the country

to develop with specific domestic technology, thus escaping the problem of depending

on foreign technology’’.

d. ‘‘Sir, as you are at the helm, you must improve information and sponsor more research

so that our country is also part of the world of discovery’’ ‘‘Giving money is not the

only thing we want (…) the general population lacks education and information about

nuclear physics’’.

e. ‘‘With the financial assistance from the government, we intend to invest in equipment

and technology, improving our skills, and in courses so that the projects and research

activities become effective’’.

f. ‘‘Research such as this is important because it generates development and technology

for Brazil, thus becoming independent of foreign technology and possibly even an

exporter of technology’’.

g. ‘‘(…) requesting funds for studies that would help disseminate Brazilian science and

Brazilian scientists that contribute towards the development of nuclear physics and

particle physics. Hence increasing knowledge and the culture of the Brazilian

population’’.

National science

a. ‘‘And everyone wins: the government earns more money for implementations, scien-

tists earn awards and recognition, society wins with the new technology invented and

Brazil grows.

b. ‘‘Several research groups at USP perform experiments with the Pelletron in many

fields of Physics, as in applied physics with applications in medicine, archeology,

dentistry, and etc., or in basic physics that has no direct application, but which is

primarily related with the scientific and technological advancements of today!

c. ‘‘We have the intention of persuading and building similar projects as in other

countries, trying the best we can to build Brazilian research worldwide (…)’’.

d. ‘‘In the world there are millions of scientists who are known worldwide and in Brazil

we hardly have anyone who made important discoveries, and even those who have are

not even known by Brazilians’’.

e. ‘‘(…) I defend the rights of Brazilian researchers and scientists, who are eager to

demonstrate the capacity of the country and its citizens with scientific projects, seek

the necessary funding to achieve these results’’.
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f. ‘‘(…) funds from the federal government are necessary for the sector, thus facilitating

studies and experiments, enabling the eminent scientists/physicists of our country to

expand their abilities and knowledge, hence rendering our country’s work’’.

The excerpts above are part of the letters produced by the students. The samples of this

material demonstrates that by drafting their letters, the students were able to relate the

national scientific development with issues that go beyond the production of conceptual

physics.

Regarding Science, Technology and Society, answers e and i explicitly mention the

importance of investments for the country’s emancipation and the production of its own

technology. It is interesting to note that the students combine science, technology and

social development. This is also clear in response a, which states: Each research conducted

is a great achievement for Brazil. This statement shows that the student sees science

related to other sectors of society that he himself lives in. The students’ concern regarding

the dissemination of science to the public also appears in the text, at times citing the need

for educational investments in order to improve the quality of research. In this sense,

answer k states: Increasing the knowledge and culture of the Brazilian population. This

element demonstrates the need to widely disseminate the Brazilian ‘‘achievements’’ in

science and not restrict them to a limited audience or a ‘‘public apart.’’ The students point

to the importance of these findings as part of everyone’s life.

The second category extracted parts of the students’ writing that indicated a more

comprehensive understanding of domestic science. The students indicated, without giving

names, that there could be Brazilian scientists (sometimes unknown to the public) who

conduct research in national laboratories. Other answers highlight financial difficulties and

ask for more investments in scientific projects. Answer h shows this need of financial

support when the student states that he wants to defend the rights of Brazilian researchers.

Thus, in addition to the students acknowledging the science produced in Brazil, it brings

them to discuss the importance of keeping science at a high level. A detail in the same

sentence is also interesting. The student cites the desire to demonstrate the country’s

ability. The scientist is no longer someone aspiring for his own recognition. The scientist is

first of all, a Brazilian who wants to take his country’s work to the world.

In a broad overview, we see that the students’ writings indicated an integration of

science into their culture. According to the previous referential this integration occurs

because science is seen as something that belongs to the group that he is bound, defining

his own identity. This is due to manifestation on the writing of students that claim for the

promotion of national research, making clear to the Minister of Science and Technology

that the research in Brazil does not only depend on its scientists, but also on their rec-

ognition by other sectors of society. This is a fundamental factor because it shows a

perception that the production of science is not a problem that can be attributed to or

reduced to only one group apart from society, in this case the scientists themselves. It

should be the concern of all social stakeholders. We can infer that the students took on the

responsibility of Brazilian science as an element that is part of their culture. As one student

cites in her text: to give more merit to our country.

Brazilian science and individual identity

This study argues that students’ cultural identity can be considered a central problem for

studies in education. Next, we have presented nationality as one of the most important
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dimensions in the formation of individuals’ identity. And finally we have proposed an

intervention to study this problem in a concrete classroom situation.

In the first part of the intervention, we found that students, in a general manner, do not

perceive science as something representative of Brazilian cultural. The answers to the

questionnaires show that countries with very different characteristics, such as USA, Russia

and Japan, are much more acknowledged as producers of science than Brazil is. To

challenge this perception and evaluate the possibilities of change, three activities were

proposed to show the Brazilian contribution to the development of nuclear physics. The

intention was increase the representation of science in a direction that students’ cultural

identity could integrate some of Brazilian science production.

First, the contribution of a Brazilian scientist was presented. With this we found out that

the students began to perceive science as an important part of the Brazilian culture.

However, the students also questioned the social dimensions involved in the possibilities of

scientific development in Brazil. To deal with this issue, the after school activities and

others activities that followed sought to study the social dimension of the knowledge that is

produced. We obtained some clue that the proposed activities started to create a link

between the Physics content studied and the national scientific production. In this regard,

we emphasize the questions and dialogues extracted from students’ writings and conver-

sations that inspired them to perceive science as part of a larger complex of sociocultural

production. The big change that ensued was to no longer consider science as an activity

that is only conducted abroad. The activities seemed to help students perceive that science

is part of their own country. In the theoretical perspective we adopted, it means that science

perceptions changed from being a part of a group that is culturally very distant from that of

the Brazilian students, to their own cultural group.

The limits of this research must be explored at the end of this paper. We sought that the

intervention could highlight national identity as an important aspect in the teaching and

learning of science. Indeed we were able to show a change in the perceptions that students

had about Brazilian science being a part of their own cultural identity by using activities

special design to this theme. However it is not possible to state if the change is transient or

will become a permanent association. A limitation of this study is that it was a short-range

educational intervention in which the successful outcomes could not be evaluated long-

term. This new perception of Brazilian science has to be complemented by other means of

access to culture. A renewed vision of science, closer to certain cultural groups, needs to be

maintained by media such as newspapers and magazines.

When a deep educational problem is identified, an individual or singular intervention

(i.e., just a few classes planned according this problem) cannot resolve it. The construction

of an identity is made throughout all aspects of one’s life and needs to be supported by

socials representations that are adequate with these identities. Therefore, a more permanent

solution creating a new way that society understands science and its outcomes. Never-

theless, we think this work has shown that it is possible to make these changes. As almost

everything that is part of our lives, people’s relationship with science is not natural, but

historically determined, and we are still thinking of new ways to conceive of educational

practices.
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Appendix 1

See Table 1.

Appendix 2

Correio Paulistano: São Paulo—Wednesday, March 10, 1948.

Title: —

The evening press publishes with great prestige the news from the United States about the

discovery by a Brazilian scientist, Cesar Lattes, from São Paulo and now officially

announced in the United States. This is about the production of meson, binding the atomic

disintegration, up to this time only seen in a cosmic ray. César is a young 23-year-old

scientist from the University of São Paulo. He is an assistant professor of nuclear physics of

that University and specialized for 2 years in Physics in England at the Laboratory of

Physics, University of Bristol. He was then invited to work in California with profes-

sor Lawrence and other American scientists, in a large cyclotron of 4 000 tonnes. He has just

accomplished his sensational discovery on the production of meson, up to then only found in

cosmic rays. The ‘‘meson’’ is the intermediate element between the proton and electron,

which has great importance as a nuclear component. These two elements had already been

produced artificially, but only now the ‘‘meson,’’ thanks to the work of this pioneer scientist.

Table 1 Results of Questionnaire1

Questions Answers

(a) During your lessons you may have heard of many
scientists who contributed to the development of
science. Cite some of their names

Albert Einstein—93 %
Aristotle and Newton—41 %
Darwin and Galileo—41 %
Dalton, Thomson and Rutherford—36 %
Niels Bohr and Thomas Edison—32 %
Copernicus—26 %
Mendel, Maxwell, Tycho Brahe—19 %
Kepler, Young and Fresnel—13 %
Lamark, Sagan, Pouillet, Coulomb, Vinci, Gleiser,

Compton, Ohm, Faraday, Dumont and Plato—
2 %

(b) Do you know of any Brazilian scientist who
made important contributions? Who?

Do not know—45 %
Santos Dumont—43 %
Marcelo Gleiser—39 %
Marcos Pontes—2 %

(c) Cite the countries that most contribute to the
development of science

USA EUA—95 %
Japan—63 %
Russia—52 %
England—32 %
France—28 %
Germany—24 %
China—24 %
India—8 %
Spain—6 %
Israel—4 %
Brazil, Italy, Switzerland, Iran and Indonesia—2 %

(d) Do you believe that Brazil contributes to the
scientific world? Why?

Yes—86 %
No—14 %
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Abstract Student engagement in science, as defined by IvaGurgel,Mauricio Pietrocola, and

Graciella Watanabe, is of great importance because a student’s perceived compatibility with

science learning is highly influenced by personal identities, or how students see themselves in

relations to the world. This can greatly impact their learning experiences. In this forum, I build

on the work of Gurgel, Pietrocola, and Watanabe by exploring the relationships between

engagement in physics and gender, and by looking at the expansive nature of the concept of

culture. I expand the conversation by investigating ways in which learning science has

impacted my own identity/worldview, particularly how it affects my personal teaching and

learning experiences. I focus the conversation around the relationship between gender and the

experience of learning science to further the dialogue concerning identity and how it impacts

engagement in science. I also look at the role of didactic transposition in the perceived dis-

connect with science. I reveal my experiences and analysis through a personal narrative.

Keywords Identity � Culture � Science education � Women in physics

Gender and the cultural collide

In the work done by Gurgel, Pietrocola, and Watanabe the aspect of cultural identity

focused on is a student’s national cultural identity, Brazilian. As was discussed in their

work, national identity is just one of the many aspects of an individual. Other aspects,
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including race and gender, are also essential when thinking about a person’s identity with

respect to learning science. Historically, in my own experience as a female student of

physics, gender was an important part of who I was within every classroom experience and

how I viewed myself within the context of learning science.

As a woman studying Physics at the college level I had my own experience with cultural

disconnect as it related to my gender. My decision to study physics in college was the

result of positive experience I had as a high school math and science student, the enjoy-

ment I experienced when problem solving and the success I had in STEM related courses.

One of very few women in my formal science classes, I studied physics surrounded by

male teachers and male students who had very concrete goals. They wished to be engi-

neers, work in a lab or hoped to continue studying science in graduate school. I was

uncertain of my own path upon entering college, but soon realized the reality of the gender

disparity in my classes. Though not treated differently, my own perception of self was

influenced by the very visible lack of female representation in the faculty and student body.

In considering what it means to be a college student studying physics, a common trait

shared by many of the constituents was gender. Though not a requirement for entry into the

physics major, being male seemed to be an aspect shared by many members of the group

and therefore appeared to define it. As a woman I often felt that I had overcome the

requirement and was able to assimilate into the culture to become ‘‘one of the guys’’. This

idea of the individual informing the collective was very much part of my own reality and

because being male appeared to be a trait that defined physics majors I felt that I had

overcome the label.

As suggested by Anthony Giddens (1991) and discussed by Gurgel, Pietrocola, and

Watanabe, the group exists because of the individuals that make up the collective. The

individuals that comprise a certain subgroup define the characteristics of what it means to

be a participant. The group itself becomes defined by such traits that are then assumed for

all other constituents. These traits would not exist, nor would the group, if the individual

did not experience uniqueness. Gurgel, Pietrocola, and Watanabe refer to this notion of

assuming traits about an individual based on a group that he or she may or may not identify

with as labeling. I experienced the impact of such labels by acquiring the stigmas asso-

ciated with a male dominated field. Labeling is also prevalent when considering the public

view of science and the notion of what it means to enjoy or appreciate it. When I tell

people that I teach physics the response is normally some variation on ‘‘Oh wow, physics is

difficult’’ or ‘‘I am not good at science’’. The individual is looking at science defined by a

particular label and then distances himself or herself from it.

As Gurgel, Pietrocola, and Watanabe discussed in their study, the conflict of belonging

impacts the identity constructed with respect to one’s own uniqueness amongst a group

defined by a character trait that you do not possess. The authors reference the work done by

Nancy Brickhouse (1994) who makes an important point that we must stop considering that

there is something wrong with a girl’s ability to learn science and should instead examine

what is wrong with how science is being taught. Almost as important as how science is

taught, is what science is being taught and with what purpose. Brickhouse (1994) notes that

the achievement differences that appear in boys and girls in the physical sciences as early

as 9 years old increase in other sciences, as they get older. Conceptualizing science as a

reductive body of knowledge and practices and learning as transmission of such knowledge

and practices in a bounded classroom may only perpetuate the cycle of marginalizing

women from the field of science. By expanding the notion of science as culture we can

attend to identity development through implicit and explicit structures that are produced

and enacted inside and outside the physical boundaries of the classroom walls. Such
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structures shape how we perceived our relationship to science through our identities. An

ever-present rift in the relationship between science and identity contributes to the lack of

women in science majors and science careers.

Transformations

In my first 2 years as a science teacher I found it fascinating to see which students

elected to take physics classes and which students abstained. My first physics class had

only two female members out of a roster of 25. The noticeably disproportionate gender

representation was striking to me. Looking back on this experience it is interesting that I

was so astonished by this disparity. My experience in the college physics classes I

attended as a student supported the stereotype, but my personal perspective rejected this

notion.

My experiences as a college physics major proved to be transformative. Spending

long hours in the science building with my fellow physics majors studying for exams and

writing up detailed lab reports resulted in a strong sense of camaraderie. For me, learning

physics and being part of the stresses, successes, and mutual foci of my peer group led to

what Randall Collins (2004) would refer to as emotional entrainment. By being a

member in a social network organized around the learning of physics, my understanding

of the structures that defined its membership transformed. Collins’ (2004) Interaction

Ritual Theory describes the connection between an individual’s lived experiences and

his/her understanding of the structures and rituals within the social group in which the

experience was shared. This theory helps to explain the individual | collective as a

dialectical relationship, where each could not exist without the other and where each is a

constituent of the other. My understanding of what it meant to be a member of the group

was refocused around the experiences I had within it and led to a transformation in what

it meant to me to be a student of physics. I no longer viewed being male as a trait one

needed in order to be successful in science. I had spent 4 years working toward a degree

in physics and at some point along the way it became part of my identity. It was not

until I reflected back on my experience that I was able to identify how my view had

changed.

The transformation I experienced aligns with the work done by Gurgel, Pietrocola, and

Watanabe where in the relationship between cultural identity (being Brazilian) and

engagement in science is addressed. The views of participants within the study evolved and

were further informed through the implementation of three interventions. Looking at their

study through a lens of ontological authenticity, as defined by Egon Guba and Yvonna

Lincoln (1989), the participants as well as those who conducted the research went through

a re-consideration of their own thinking as a result of the shared research experiences. Both

the researchers and the participants benefited from these shared experiences and their work

has the potential to further benefit the institution. The goal of the research was to examine

the relationship between identity and learning science, which I have expanded upon using

my own teaching and learning experiences both of which had resulted in transformations in

understanding the relationship between identities and learning physics.

If we expand our view of science as culture we can better understand the ways in which

our lived experiences contribute to our meaning making and discovery. It can also provide

an opportunity to look at science as something that we all engage in through being in the

world and not as an established community of elite that is narrowly defined.
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Science as culture

In their research, Gurgel, Pietrocola, and Watanabe use culture to describe the students

shared national origin and the science culture of the school to be a set of information and

formal language transposed from the science community. In this sense the cultural iden-

tities of the students are strictly bound by notions of what it means to be Brazilian, and the

culture of science in school is strictly bound by a specific set of science principles and

ideas. According to William Sewell’s theory of culture (2005), being ‘‘strictly bound’’

means having thick coherence of meanings. For example, being a scientist is conceptu-

alized by the majority as being white and male and therefore has, ‘‘thick coherence’’ of

meanings. Being female or of another race is often ignored or discarded as an anomaly

because the overriding concept of culture does not allow for multiple meanings, let alone

contradictory ones. The authors push back on the collision of these two cultures and begin

the conversation of the overlap between them. Looking at different ways in which culture

can be viewed and theorized provides an additional perspective to their work. If we

consider science to be culture, then we must not only look at the interactions between

science and identity but also the way our lived experiences inform our identity within the

culture of science.

Sewell’s theory of culture (2005) looks at culture as knowledge production and dis-

cusses it as having thin coherence and ever-present contradictions. In the work done by

Gurgel, Pietrocola, and Watanabe, the aspect of science production is first examined in the

study through a survey that provided information about the students’ views of nationality

in relation to science. The survey also asked students to generate a list of famous scientists,

which provided insights into who is seen as a scientist and what makes science part of their

identity.

The idea of being defined as a scientist emphasizes the view that science is a subject that

is studied by a specific sub-group of individuals. Based on general perspectives held and

presented in society and the media, this sub-group is selective. Even the image of a

scientist being a white male with a white lab coat, implies certain physical attributes that a

scientist possesses. This idea can be conceptualized by considering the dialectical rela-

tionship between agency and structure, where in each of the constituents does not exist

without the other. Enacting one’s agency can often passively reinforce the structures by

accepting well-defined boundaries of what it means to be a scientist and acting accord-

ingly. This view also reinforces the existence of a strictly bound ‘‘scientific community’’

with schemas and practice that are not representative of all people. If we instead look at

science as culture with structures, schemas and ever-present contradictions, we can bring to

light a new understanding. The view that, culture is the [re]production of knowledge, as

defined in Sewell’s theory of culture (2005), culture can only be produced from existing

structures, so the reproduction of knowledge/culture will always have some resemblance to

the prior structure. Viewing science as culture, one’s identity within the context of a

science classroom should overlap with other aspects of self in identity formation. In trying

to link one’s national culture with science, the disconnection is a result of a set of perceived

criteria of what it means to be a scientist and who does science. The students who par-

ticipated in the study, view the act of participating in science as being ‘‘beyond the

perceived norm of their own cultural abilities’’ (Gurgel, Pietrocola, and Watanabe 2015).

This does not have to be the case, science should not exist as an exclusive group of

individuals and we must explore the perpetuation of this notion further.
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Falling out of love with science: through didactic transposition

In discussing the conflict between the students’ perceptions of Brazilian culture and sci-

ence, I am reminded of my own experiences as a student in a large suburban public high

school in New York. Although not true for everyone, learning science at a young age was

both fun and natural for me. During science lessons my classmates and I were often asked

to question, explore and experiment with things that were both new and familiar to us. We

were asked to express our understanding of how and why things act the way that they do

and received validation for attempting to explain the world around us. When we are

children we perform science experiments on our own and observe what happens around us

with wide eyes, touchy hands, and no fear of failure. Motivated by our own desires to

understand the way the world works, we test gravity and the limits of the frictional force

before even learning to walk. A young child can push something off the table and seeing it

fall to the ground, try this act a second time. The confirmation that things drop to the

ground can excite the child to continue in this process knowing what the outcome will be

based on previous experience. These acts of exploration are science.

As we grow older the structure of science classes becomes more rigid and the courses

become abstract and decontextualized. Science is no longer an expression of an individ-

ual’s own curiosity, but a set of pre-produced concepts didactically transposed into a core

curriculum. The textbooks and the tests highlight information that was discovered, equa-

tions, diagrams and symbols that have been created to represent the ‘‘beauty’’ of the natural

world. Students are expected to answer questions and apply understanding based on

abstract principals that many times they have been asked to accept as truth. Even though a

teacher might say they support multiple perspectives or ways of doing science, it would be

more difficult to assess students in this way. This is an important aspect of the axiology of

the teacher, the school and the school system where decontextualized canonical versions of

science, as represented in standards, are privileged over contextually meaningful sciences

experienced in people’s everyday lives. This method of science consumption, as apposed

to science production, creates opportunities for the kind of identity disassociation that was

discussed by Gurgel, Pietrocola, and Watanabe with respect to one’s cultural identity as it

relates to learning physics.

In my own classroom a student’s engagement in science comes in all varieties. It is

easier to teach someone how to do something in a physics class than it is to teach them why

they are doing it. Too often students are so concerned with answering a question correctly

that they neglect completely why exactly the answer is even significant. This is not their

fault. The process of asking questions and searching for a correct answer is consistently

modeled for students throughout their learning careers. Students are more engaged in

learning when they are motivated by a personal desire to learn. When my students perform

a lab experiment we identify the question that we are attempting to answer, the procedures

and the analysis techniques. Once the lab is complete students will ask if their answer is

correct. They seem to feel that a question is never asked that does not have a pre-

determined answer, but this is simply not true. Due to rigid state curriculum and pre-

established assessment tools, I am often forced to stick to formal labs that do not provide

room for inquiry but are a reproduction of the idea that the lab has a set solution that the

students are trying to figure out. We ask questions all the time we can’t answer for certain

and therein lies an opportunity for further exploration. A multiple-choice exam for

example, does not give students an opportunity to express their own desires to question and

explore. Teachers are very often bound to state exams but teaching with the ultimate goal
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of getting students to pass a required exam tells students the answer is more important than

the path to discovery.

The perception of science as truth, and facts that are discovered by members of an elite

group ultimately lead to the view that scientists must have very specific traits and those

who do not possess these traits are excluded. During the intervention in the study con-

ducted by Gurgel, Pietrocola, and Watanabe when the students were brought to a lab with

Brazilian scientists and interacted with a Brazilian researcher the students were exposed to

the idea that science is not sets of laws and rules but instead the search for unanswered

questions (Gurgel, Pietrocola, and Watanabe 2015). The experiences that researchers have

are comprised of just that, asking questions and searching for answers. After their visit to

the lab some students ‘‘expressed astonishment’’ that their own nation could produce such a

lab and sparked curiosity as to where funding for the lab came from. Whatever difficulties

they had in seeing themselves as ‘‘scientists’’ is a reproduction of the idea that to be a

scientist one must work in a lab, which is not the case. But then again, one should not have

to fall into a classification to appreciate certain experiences of questing and discovery.

Yves Chavallard’s Theory of Didactic Transposition (1991) has implications on culture

production and identity formation. The relationship between the teacher, the student and

the taught knowledge is of great importance within all teaching and learning environments

especially considering knowledge taught in schools. Didactic transposition is how

knowledge/culture is produced in the life of a scientist and how it becomes represented in

textbooks and ultimately how the teacher enacts the culture/knowledge in her classroom

Often culture of science is comprised of sets of truths transposed into the classroom in

ways that contribute to disconnected feelings of students toward science in schools.

Knowledge presented in schools can be considered a series of ideas generated outside of

the classroom that are transposed and evolved into scholarly knowledge, which has been

informed by outside sources. As a High School physics teacher in New York City, I see the

impacts of this transposition. Although I try to engage students in problem solving that is

relevant to their own lives, I have seen the impacts of mandated science standards and

assessment which prove to be key contributors to feelings of disconnection between stu-

dents and science. Through my experience as a NYC physics teacher it is evident that

curriculum is considered to be what is taught, which individuals outside of the specific

learning experience inform. The courses taught in schools are based on a set of State

standards that the students are expected to meet. In physics much of this is algebraic

problem solving, laws, accepted theories of how the world works and application of these

theories. Although it is not the only lessons learned in a particular class period it is the

basis for what goes on within a classroom.

Learning should be purposefully meaningful, contextual, and enacted in ways that

transform the real world for social and nature’s benefits (Vianna and Stetsenko 2011)

Inquiry based learning is one example of a way to counteract the view of science as

transposed truths. Learning through inquiry provides students with opportunities to par-

ticipate in discovery and inform their own meaning making. As discussed by Heather

Banchi and Randy Bell (2008), there are many levels of inquiry but what is most essential

is providing students with opportunities to explore their own questions, design their own

experiments, and pursue their own ideas. Being in the world provides a great opportunity

for learning to happen and through inquiry the teacher, student and what is taught switch

roles throughout the learning process. When students can relate to the ideas being explored,

and contribute to all aspects of understanding, they are more engaged and more inclined to

ask questions and participate in further discussions. This is an act of pushing back on the
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knowledge that is didactically transposed, enacting agency, and informing his or her own

knowledge [re]production.

This transposition of knowledge from teacher to student with no opportunity for students

to repurpose the knowledge structures contributes to cultural disconnection or distancing. A

culture that seemingly belongs to the teacher is often expressed as ‘‘too hard’’ or ‘‘pointless’’

within the classroom. Developing lessons in order to appeal to student interests and

engaging students through real world examples is a way to share the schemas and practices

within the culture of science. These practices and schemas may not transcend boundaries in

the students’ eyes and in turn appear to be incompatible with their own identity. I often ask

my students to share how physics relates to their own lived experiences and although I

receive valuable responses I am still tied to a set of information that must be taught. Students

can easily generate a long list of physical forces they experience throughout their day and

expand the conversation into a deeper understanding of the abstract concept of actions and

reactions. Students eagerly respond to the idea of decision-making based on anticipated

outcomes but then become overwhelmed with equations, which they view as structures of

science and not as representations of the same relationships they so eagerly discussed. The

formalities of the equations are constructions of the scientific community and can be viewed

by students as incompatible with their own identities. Since, according to Sewell’s (2005)

concept of structure, new structures can only be reproduced from existing ones, students

find it difficult to further develop ideas without the structural foundation needed to do so.

Equations and laws are part of the strictly bound science community. Without the ability to

permeate this boundary, develop a structural foundation, or see oneself as part of a science

culture, a disconnection is an inevitable result.

In order to begin to move beyond the disconnection, we must help students, teachers,

and society re-define their strict (i.e., narrow) views of science and what it means to be a

scientist. Conceptualizing science as culture can illuminate ways for us to begin to per-

meate the walls that confine an elite science community and help teachers to not reinforce

the strict idea of who does science. This view of science as culture could help to realign the

axiology of a system that promotes didactically transposed curricula that alienate so many

of our students.
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